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HighOnLove Sexual Wellness products
make their way to the Netherlands

letter from the editor

Tonga BV

Dear readers

Axel, The Netherlands - HighOnLove, the sensuous superior grade sexual wellness
brand is now available in Netherlands, retailed online and widely distributed in TongaBV
stores. The HighOnLove brand created to elevate the sexual experience wants everyone
to ‚get in bed‘ with their line of superior grade lubricating oil blends made with premium
grade hemp seed oil.

There is a veritable gold rush in
the sex doll category right now.
More and more producers
populate this segment, and
online shops selling lifelike dolls
are popping up like daisies.
The growth curve seems to
be pointing straight up, and
demand is as high as it ever
was. If anything, it seems that
the doll market will only get
bigger, after all, these products
are becoming more and more
affordable to a larger audience.
Gone are the days when they
cost an arm and a leg; now,
they are on the way to becoming products for the masses.
Another important factor contributing to this gold rush is that
with every passing month, with
every new model, the product
category seems to be evolving,
to become more interesting
and exciting to the consumers.
Also, the possibilities arising
from the combination of dolls
and modern technologies such
as artificial intelligence and/
or virtual reality seem endless.
The future of this product category is rosy, and the end of the
flagpole is so far in the distance
no one even knows what it
may look like. Furthermore, the
media coverage – including big
mainstream media - and public
discussion about the pros and
cons of dolls show no sign of
stopping, further creating awareness. And creating interest.
The possibilities are just too
titillating.

he unique collection is curated by
parabens, allergens or colorants. Tonga
Angela Mustone, a specialty proBV is one of the leading distributors
ducer of adult cosmetics. HighOnLove
of erotic toys, novelties and lingerie in
looks to provide a heightened sexual
Europe specifically Netherlands, widely
experience for each of its consumers.
considered the sexual capitol of the
Using premier grade hemp seed oil and
world. With a product range of more
nutrient-rich ingredients from the highest
than 6,700 novelty items they supply a
quality international suppliers, HighOnlarge and diverse group of consumers in
Love is alchemy at its finest. Angela has
the sexual wellness and erotica landscatravelled extensively across many contipe. “To be among so many other great
nents to test ingredients for the groundbrands and distributed with such a wide
breaking product line. Influenced by
net; nothing makes us happier or prouthe world’s
der for the
premium
HighoncosmeticiLove
ans, these
brand.”
skin-friendly
says
formulas
founder
provide reAngela
volutionary
Mustone.
intimate
Melanie
experiences
De Jonge
and a level
Vice
of stimuPresident
HighOnLove is a line of superior grade lubricating oil
lation only
blends made with premium grade hemp seed oil
of Tonga
cannabis oil
BV shares
can provide. Lavish bottle designs satis“We are beyond thrilled that TongaBV
fy those with a lust for luxury, while the
is the first in all of Europe to offer this
top-grade ingredient blends help to saamazing brand of prestige sexual welltisfy sexual cravings. This line of sensual
ness products. We absolutely love all of
cosmetics is known to be transformative
HighonLove’s designs, from the bottles
when it comes to those who feel disto the boxes and marketing materials,
comfort/pain during intercourse and vaand the flavoured products are my
ginal dryness. HighOnLove products are
absolute my favourite specifically the
gynecologically tested, chemical-free,
Lychee-Martini!” The announcement of
vegan, and cruelty free. Made in Canada
the partnership was also made on the
with premium, 100% natural ingredients,
TongaBV website and in their T-MagaziHighOnLove products contain no soap,
ne and newsletter.
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That‘s it for this month!
Matthias Poehl
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The new PDX Hydrobator is now available at SCALA
Pipedream
Wijchen, The Netherlands - New and ready to order at SCALA: the Hydrobator from the PDX Elite collection by Pipedream.
This automatic stroker can be used dry or wet allowing for versatile play in the bedroom, or the bathroom! The new PDX Hydrobator by Pipedream offers a full-encompassing, automated stroking experience. The design is made for incredible aquatic
stimulation, as it features a double, open-ended design, allowing water to flow through when used in the shower.

his water flow, combined with the powerful
stroking mechanism, creates a whole new
dimension of masturbating pleasure. Pipedream describes the new design: “Created with a
hollow tunnel to fit any length shaft, the Hydrobator’s accessible shape allows for wet or dry
automated stroking and vibration—making it
perfect for shower masturbation sessions! The
internal tunnel is lined with supple Elite Silicone
and is ribbed and textured for extra stimulation.

T

Enjoy 3 stroking speeds and 7 powerful vibration modes that tease the
entire length of your penis. Stroking
and vibration features can be enjoyed
simultaneously or separately, with water or without, for personal sensation
customization.” The PDX Hydrobator
comes in a sleek, eye-catching black and red
packaging; masculine and contemporary in any
in-store display.

N E W S

Get your SeXentials at SCALA today
TOYJOY
Wijchen, The Netherlands - SCALA is thrilled to announce full stock availability on all SeXentials favorites. The TOYJOY brand has established itself as a go-to collection for outstanding value-for-money items, with non-intimidating aesthetics, powerful functions and sleek,
modern packaging for eye-catching in-store display.

rom powerful stimulators to naughty
bunny-style vibrators: SeXentials
has something for every type of consumer. A firm favorite in the collection is
the Jubilation anal plug. This vibrating
plug is a powerful accessory for thrilling
backdoor pleasure. It has a mind-blowing rotation function with 4 bi-directional rotating speeds. This innovative
design even comes with a remote
control for extra play possibilities. Made
of sleek silicone and USB-rechargeable,
the Jubilation is a premium choice for

F

any anal explorer! Another best-seller in
the SeXentials by TOYJOY selection is
the Euphoria. This rabbit-style vibrator
doesn‘t come with an ordinary vibrating
clit stimulator, but with an extraordinary
suction-powered stimulator. Its intense
settings provide powerful suction, which
- combined with the vibrating shaft - will
take users to new heights of intimate satisfaction. Also made of smooth
silicone and USB-rechargeable, it’s a
luxurious pleasure provider with a very
affordable price-tag.

The Prowler RED leather
range breaks the US
Ringwood, England - ABS are excited to
announce that their Prowler RED Leather
range and their Prowler men’s underwear ranges are now being stocked at Fairvilla stores in Florida – a first for Prowler
as the brand makes a break into the US
market. Justin Vickers, Head of Global
Trade Sales at ABS says: “We’re really
excited that Prowler has been picked up
by Fairvilla, and we know that our US
customers will love this innovative brand
for it’s modern design. We’re really proud of both Prowler RED and our sporty
underwear line, and we think it will appeal to customers who love their kink – as
well as those who love comfort with a
sporty twist. Prowler has so much to
offer, and we love that the Fairvilla team
believes in our brand as much as we
do.” Prowler RED is a premium leather

The Prowler RED
leather range
consists leather
shirts, waistcoats,
sports shorts,
harnesses,
military caps, jock
straps and
bicep brands

08

range designed by tailors with a long
history of working in the fetish industry.
Each piece is authentic, unique and bold
for head-turning gear that makes a real
statement. Each Prowler RED piece is
carefully crafted for incredible detail, and
customers can look forward to a varied
range that includes leather shirts, waistcoats, sports shorts, harnesses, military
caps, jock straps and bicep brands.
Prowler have made sure to include both
the leather essentials as well as classic
pieces for a strong collection with a bold
personality. Each piece is made from
premium hides and is fitted for comfort
and style. Pieces are available in a range
of colours and variants to suit every
customer‘s desires and expectations.
Both Prowler ranges are now in stock at
Fairvilla in Florida.
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MySecretCase wins EDC
Wholesale Easter Bunny price
2000 EUR
Veendam, The Netherlands - MySecretCase is the
lucky winner of the EDC Wholesale Golden Easter
Bunny price raffle.

he Italian online shop placed an order and
found the Golden Easter Bunny in the shipment upon opening, which contained a large
voucher worth of 2.000 to spend at EDC Wholesale. “We are honored to have won this price,
we consider it to be a ratification of a long term
and successful collaboration”, said Norma Rossetti, founder of MySecretCase. “We sell the EDC
Wholesale house brands with great success, here
on the Italian market. The products have a good
value for money and our customers consider
them to be affordable, useful and efficient. Our
bondage and BDSM best sellers come from
EDC Wholesale. They are the best distributor in
terms of punctuality and efficiency. We are looking
forward to a long term business relationship with
EDC.” MySecretCase was the first online love
shop in Italy to sell sex toys in a different way,
by offering an emotional shopping experience in
total anonymity. The company made erotic more
accessible in its home country, thanks to their first
sex toy tv commercial and innovative PR campaign. As a result, he magazines have added the
subject to their editorial pages on a regular base.
“Sex toys are an incredible business opportunity,
especially in Italy, in which the adult market is
highly fragmented and still offline-oriented. There
are no known brands, so it is a perfect opportunity for private labels like the EDC house brands,”
added Norma.
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Le Wand Feel My

Power Special Edition Wand
Now at ABS
Ringwood, England - Le Wand have joined forces with illustrator and visual artist Ashley
Lukashevsky, and the result is the bold new Feel My Power Le Wand Special Edition vibe –
now available at ABS.

e’re excited to add this bold new
set to our collection and we know
that fans of the brand will love the bright
design and the new statement colour palette that really stands out,” says ABS in a
press release. The collaboration between
the Le Wand team and this exciting visual
artist brings a really innovative and popular
toy to the market in a fresh new way. The
Feel My Power wand features 10 speeds
and 20 vibration patterns for a versatile
range of sensations. The Original Le Wand
has proved popular with ABS customers
thanks to the elegant and powerful design.
Power is focused in the head, delivering
potent stimulation just where it’s needed.
The Le Wand vibe has a body safe silicone
head and the flexible neck ensures that
any hard-to-reach hotspots are pampered
too. What sets this wand apart is its soft

“W

head that rotates 360 degrees: no friction,
no jarring, just pure body-tingling vibrations. This cordless wand vibe is made
from skin-friendly silicone and ABS plastic,
and measures 62.18mm in diameter. It is
latex and phthalate free. Three hours of
charge with the USB charger gives users
three hours of play, and there’s a smart
indicator which signals when the battery is
running low. This vibe is splash proof, so it
can be cleaned under running water. The
Le Wand Special Edition vibe comes with
a sticker set by Ashley Lukas as well as an
exclusive Le Wand Pleasure Guide. Users
will also get a Feel My Power postcard
and a matching pin. The luxurious packaging makes this wand massager a great
gift. The wand has a travel friendly lock
function and travel case and is exceptionally powerful.

Dreamlove presents Nina Kiki
Nina Kiki is 100% vegan and is
free of parabens, sugars and gluten

10

Alcalá de Guadaira , Spain - After two years
of research and development, Dreamlove
presents its new Nina Kikí collection. A
‚sliding gel‘ in which flavors have been
integrated with features and functions,
and which is based on natural products.
It is 100% vegan and is parabens, sugars
and gluten free. All products come in two
formats, 125 and 50 ml in the Kikí travel version. To use it you just have to apply a little
of gel in the erogenous zones. Dreamlove
describes Nina Kikí as the ‚perfect feminine
collection with ‘maximum performance’ and
an extremely lasting effect‘. When in contact
with the skin, it lubricates, moisturizes and

generates a feeling of well-being.
Available flavors are chewing gum, pina colada, marshmallow, American pie (cupcake)
and burning cannabis pleasure. A version
with cold effect and another with natural
comfort sensation are also available. The
sliding gels are developed based on water
and provide a silky touch, its unique formula
fuses flavor and natural sensation, the cold
effect provides a pleasant sensation from
the first second and the natural version is
very comfortable without taste or smell.
All Nina Kikí products are fully compatible
with latex condoms and erotic toys of any
material.
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Double Teaser

Vibrating

EDC Wholesale organized

Strapless
Strap-On

customer event in Groningen
Business & Entertainment
Veendam, The Netherlands - EDC Wholesale invited
customers for a tour in the company‘s warehouse in
Veendam and treated them on an exciting football
match between the local team FC Groningen and
AFC Ajax, who made it to the Champions League
semi-finals next week.
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he company organized this event as a try out
event, which they want to repeat more often
as soon as their in-house showroom is finished. “We want to organize a type of event that
will separate us from the existing events in the
industry,” said Eric Idema, CEO at EDC Wholesale. “We invited customers, who never visited
our company before, to show them where we
are established and what we do on a day-to-day
base. We showed them around the offices and
warehouse, talked about the projects we are
working on and gave them insight into how we
do the things we do and also why we do them
this certain way. This created interesting conversations and led to sharing experiences amongst
each other.” EDC Wholesale is working on an
in-house showroom, which will showcase the
companies house brands and third party brands
in a section of the building with a capacity of
1.200 square meters. The company will open the
showroom later this year as they still working on
the construction and designs of the space. “Organizing more events like this will give us a perfect
opportunity to connect with our customers, get
a better understanding of their needs so we can
help them grow their business and if we manage
to send them home happy and inspired we have
certainly met our goal,” added Idema.
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EDC Wholesale team returns

home aﬅer successful show in Shanghai
2019 China Adult Care EXPO
Veendam, The Netherlands - The EDC Wholesale team returned home after exhibiting at the
2019 China Adult Care EXPO in Shanghai. Visitors got the chance to meet the company’s house
brands, including the newest additions to the collection; Intome, Luv Egg and Good Vibes Only.

his was the second time we exhibited at the ADC Expo in Shanghai,”
said Andre Visser, Sales Director at EDC
Wholesale. “We were blown away by the
size and professional organization last year
and with this experience, we knew what to
expect for this year’s edition of the show.
We are very thankful for the support from
the ADC team and the opportunity to expand our business internationally. We have
met many familiar faces, but also many
interesting new people who responded
highly positive to the brands and products
we promoted at the show.” EDC Wholesale presented the house brand collections
at the ADC Expo and the newest brands
Intome, Luv Egg and Good Vibes Only.
Intome is a line of intimate care products,
to nurture, stimulate, delay, enhance or clean. “The visitors responded highly positive

“T
The EDC team at the 2019
China Adult Care EXPO

on Intome’s look and feel. We are happy
to add this brand to our assortment and
offering a more comprehensive collection.
LUV EGG, a collection of 3 vibrating eggs,
received positive responses on the powerful vibrations and the cute pastel tones
and Good Vibes Only offers 12 vibrant sex
toys with a happy vibe on the packaging
design, which didn’t go by unnoticed by
the visitors. The main feedback on this
brand was that it looks fresh, young and
appealing.” “The overall impression of the
ADC Expo was very positive, we can say
that we had 3 fantastic show days. The
ADC Expo organized a high-quality event
and despite the cultural differences we
still managed to have successful business
meetings with the international visitors that
we met during the show.” Visser concluded.

Doc Johnson featured in O, The Oprah Magazine

Doc Johnson is featured in the May’s
issue of O, The Oprah Magazine for
their iVibe Select, iRock

14

North Hollywood, USA - Doc Johnson is featured in the May’s issue of
O, The Oprah Magazine for their iVibe
Select, iRock. Doc Johnson’s iRock is a
premium silicone vibrator that provides
a new take on the classic rabbit style
vibe. It features a sensuously curved
shaft that not only vibrates, but also
flexes back and forth in a ‘come hither’
motion for incredible G-spot pleasure.
The independently controlled motors on
the iVibe Select iRock can be used at
the same time or separately, with seven
vibration patterns. In the ‘Sex for One
– how to take your solo game to the
next level’ cover story, Oprah Magazine

describes the iRock as “a rabbit-style
vibrator with a rocking shaft for simultaneous clitoral and G-spot massage.”
Doc Johnson’s Director of Product Development, Cheryl Hanslip, said on the
feature, “The iVibe Select collection was
curated with the intent to provide quality
vibrators that are designed for both solo
and partner play, the iRock being no
exception. This type of media exposure
is indicative of the continuous demand
for the latest in sex toys innovations to
explore and embrace one’s pleasure.
A big thank you to Oprah Magazine
for featuring Doc Johnson in its latest
issue!”
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plusOne updates its
dual stimulation vibrator
Rabbit style
Newton, USA - Last fall, sexual wellness brand
plusOne released the first line of vibrators to be
carried in store at Walmart in the USA, and over
the past few months, they have been listening to
feedback, learning more about what their customers want from their pleasure products.

lusOne now
offers customers an updated
experience, at
the same price
plusOne has
always offered.
“When we first
started designing our product
line, we knew we
had to include a
dual massager,”
plusOne’s dual massager is
says plusOne
thoughtfully crafted with dual
spokesperson
density silicone
Stephanie Trachtenberg. “Vibes like the Rabbit are iconic —
everyone remembers them from Sex and the
City!” And with their ability to simultaneously
offer clitoral and g-spot stimulation, they’re
a must have for any adventurous sex toy
shopper, or anyone eager to experience a
blended orgasm. In its updated design, plusOne’s dual massager is thoughtfully crafted
with dual density silicone that’s ultra-soft to
the touch. While many silicone vibrators rely
on a metal coil to produce the right balance
of rigidity and fl exibility, that can create a
stiff and rigid body that moves awkwardly. In
contrast, dual density silicone offers users
a more consistent feel, allowing this massager to be firm enough to delightfully apply
pressure while being soft and pliant enough
to conform to an individual user’s unique
curves. “You can’t see the difference but you
can feel the difference,” says designer Jason
Cornaro.
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Calvista now

distributing KIIROO in Australia
Interactive sex toys

Melbourne, Australia - Calvista has entered into a distribution agreement with KIIROO for
distribution in Australia and New Zealand. KIIROO is an award-winning interactive sex toy
company that gives you the ability to feel your lover from a distance and interact with digital
video content in a whole new way.

e are thrilled to have Calvista as our
newest distributor in Australia!” says
Frank Kok, Sales Director at KIIROO. “We
have been working alongside Calvista for
quite some time now, so it is great to finally
be working together to change the face of
interactivity down under.” “KIIROO is the
number one interactive toy brand and we
are excited to partner with KIIROO,” says
Calvista’s General Manager Roger Sheldon-Collins. “KIIROO’s unique line of leading-edge sex toys and masturbators are
positioned to give retailers and consumers
the most advanced and unique high-quality electronic adult products in the market
today!” “KIIROO’s products were showcased for the first time at Adultex 2019. Frank
Kok, Sales Director at KIIROO also did a
presentation at the event that discussed

“W

emerging markets in the adult industry.
Both were received well by our customers.”
Some highlights from KIIROO for men
include; KIIROO Onyx2 and the Fleshlight
Launch Powered by KIIROO masturbators
which both allow users to enjoy VR and
Classic 2D interactive content. Both devices
react according to what you see on screen,
fully immersing you in the action. Notable
products for women include; the Cliona,
a powerful, waterproof, pocket-sized clit
massager, the wearable OhMiBod Esca2
Powered by KIIROO massager with built
in LED lights, the KIIROO Pearl2 G-spot
vibrator and OhMiBod Fuse Powered by
KIIROO dual-stimulating vibrator with built
in RGB LED lights. All KIIROO products are
compatible with one another, and interactive
2D and VR content as well as webcams.

JOYDIVISION
moves to a new location
Hanover, Germany - A very positive
company development and the high goals of JOYDIVISION international AG are
rounded off by a new location in Hanover. JOYDIVISION continues to develop
consistently and future-oriented, so it is
obvious that the new business premises
will also meet the goals of the company.
The new office will enable the company
to be close to its employees and thus
promote even more team-oriented work.
„The modern working environment in
the modern offices, the warehouse and
18

the production meet our requirements
and meet our high growth targets“, says
Oliver Redschlag, CEO and founder of
JOYDIVISION international AG. The new
headquarters is located not far from the
former building, in Wiesenauer Straße
11 in 30179 Hanover, a modern building
with excellent transport connections in
the north of Hanover. As of May 1st,
JOYDIVISION will be located in the new
premises, all previous contact data
such as phone/fax numbers and email
addresses will be retained.
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EDC Wholesale reveals

the 2019 Advent Calendar design
Available for pre-order now
EDC Wholesale revealed the new design for the 2019 limited edition Advent Calendar with
a special black & gold theme. The Naughty & Nice Advent Calendar offers a 24-day count
down to Christmas, which is available to pre-order now.

he Holland-based wholesaler
introduced its first advent calendar
in 2018, with great success as stock
was sold out in no-time. This year EDC
designer, Hester, created a new design
for the limited edition box that includes
24 erotic items in the colors black and
gold. The concept of the calendar is
like a big storybook, that opens up and
reveals a world of pleasure and excitement. The cover of the advent calendar
is designed with paint like marble-look.
Despite the black and Ggold theme, the
design shows a vibrant color to emphasize the ‘WOW-effect’ that will stand out
in a Christmas-themed shop presentation. The company created a Christmas
look and feel on the calendar design,
but managed to keep it refreshing and
original.
“We created a completely new design
within the same format as last year”,
said Hester, designer at EDC Wholesale.
“The concept of the outer box and inner
gift boxes are the same. We changed
the print design completely and selected new products to create an element
of surprise, offering the perfect high-end

T

The 2019 Naughty & Nice Advent
Calendar is a limited edition and offers
11 high-quality sex toys

Christmas gift that consumers can look
forward to each year, wondering what
the new design will look like. We are
planning to offer something new and
exciting every year, starting with this
year’s special black & gold edition. I
wanted to create something unique that
would upgrade last year’s design. I think
I reached my goal this year, but I know
I will have to come with something
spectacular again next year. So I’ll keep
challenging myself to create something
remarkable year after year.” The 2019
Naughty & Nice Advent Calendar is a
limited edition and offers 11 high-quality
sex toys, 5 cosmetics & lubricants, 4
soft bondage items, and 4 accessories
& fun items that are divided in a logical
order to build up the excitement until
Christmas. The Advent Calendar offers
items for both him and her and will be a
guaranteed sensation in the bedroom.
The Naughty & Nice Black & Gold
limited edition advent calendar will be
available at summers end. Contact your
EDC Wholesale sales representative to
pre-order now:
sales@edcwholesale.com

Dreamlove releases a new line
Alcalá de Guadaira , Spain - ‘Spirit’ is a
new line of erotic toys from Dreamlove that
combines classic design with the latest
technologies. The new brand includes more
than 30 basic products specially designed
to surprise and satisfy men and women.
The collection consists of eggs with remote

The new 'Spirit‘ brand includes more
than 30 basic products
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control, vaginal stimulators, vibrating bullets,
anal vibrators with remote control, rings,
G-spot vibrators etc. All products are made
of premium silicone (free of phthalates).
They are waterproof, have powerful and
silent state-of-the-art engines and their the
designs are discreet and colorful.
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SUCK-O-MAT 1.1 – with

remote control and car adapter
New at ORION Wholesale
Flensburg, Germany - For more than a year, the SUCK-O-MAT with its innovative ‚Hands
Free Masturbation Technology‘ has made men’s hearts race – but not just because of its
technology and how it looks, but above all because of its unbelievable blowjob skills.

rom now on, there is another model
available with remote control, car adapter for the cigarette lighter, transparent
air tube and new, transparent sleeve – the
‚SUCK-O-MAT Remote Controlled‘! Especially the remote control enhances the
experienced pleasure even more, because
men don’t have to sit directly in front of
the black casing anymore to control the
motor. The male toy par excellence was
developed and refined by the product managers at ORION and a German inventor.
Even though its technology looks quite
complicated, the ‚SUCK-O-MAT Remote
Controlled‘ is actually very easy to use: all
someone needs to do is to apply plenty of
water-based lubricant and then insert the
penis halfway into the soft, flexible sleeve
of the mains-powered masturbator. They
can set the intensity & speed, and then
relax and enjoy! Perfect for hands-free
pleasure! Powerful pump/suction impulses
make the soft, flexible sleeve move up

F
The SUCK-O-MAT line has been expanded with the SUCK-O-MAT 1.1

and down the penis in an automatic,
rhythmic way. The integrated pleasure ring
increases the stimulating sensation! The
stimulation can be adjusted separately
and conveniently with the remote control
(range up to 3 meters): five intensity levels
and five speeds mean that there are 25
different varieties available. The suction
impulses per minute go from 42 on level
1 up to 109 on level 5. The suction power
increases at the same time – from 16 W
to 30 W.
The powerful electro-motor is protected
inside the discreet black case. The case
is in a piano lacquer look and is a handy
size: 20 cm long, 13 cm wide and 8 cm
high. The electricity cable with a plug is 2
m long and the length of the tube up to
the sleeve is 1.2 m. All in all, a considerable radius. The transparent sleeve is washable just like the filter that protects the
motor from fluids. Includes an AC power
adapter 100-240 V (European plug).

FETCH Vienna opened on Friday 3rd May

FETCH can now be found
in London and in Vienna
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Vienna, Austria - FETCH are extremely
excited to announce the opening of their
second bricks and mortar FETCH store.
FETCH Vienna opened on Friday 3rd May
2019, located at Schönbrunnerstrasse 68,
in the 5th District of Vienna, at the gateway
to the ever growing LGBT+ village. “Vienna
is the perfect location for our second
store and it is exciting to be extending the
reach of the FETCH brand into Europe,”
FETCH Director Nigel Glenn says. “Offering
everything fashion, fetish and fun, FETCH
truly is a one stop shop bringing the very

best brands in the industry under one roof.
Customer reaction to the store has been
overwhelming and we are thrilled to have
been welcomed so warmly into the Vienna
community.” The brand has already firmly
established itself in London and through
their online store and social media platforms, coupled with industry leading service
and delivery options. The strategic plans for
the coming years will see the brand expanding further giving more and more people
the opportunity to experience FETCH firsthand.
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Advertising, advertising, advertising!
Gives you more recognition: pjur & Prowler summer campaign
Wasserbillig, Luxembourg - Things are hotting up in Soho, London‘s lively district famous
for shopping, entertainment and its abundant nightlife.

o mark the start of summer, pjur and
Prowler have teamed up on an advertising campaign that puts eye-catching
posters promoting pjur BACK DOOR in
the windows of Prowler shops. The striking
window displays, promoting the pjur BACK
DOOR range, have been on show since
the middle of May in the Prowler shop in
London‘s well-known Soho district. Prowler claims that their Soho store stocks the
“best lube selection in SOHO”. Attractive
male models are used to advertise the pjur
BACK Door range. Following its launch
in SOHO, the campaign will move on to
the Prowler store in Brighton in the south
of England in July. After this, it will return
to the store in Soho again for an entire
month. pjur BACK DOOR Relaxing Silicone Anal Glide is specifically designed for

T

pjur and Prowler have teamed up on
an advertising campaign

intensive anal intercourse. It contains jojoba, which relaxes the anal muscle, as well
as high-grade silicone for extra-long-lasting
lubrication. It is ideal for use with the pjur
BACK DOOR Anal Comfort spray. The water-based pjur BACK DOOR Comfort Anal
Glide feels almost the same as silicone and
delivers extremely long-lasting lubrication.
This is because it contains hyaluron, which
binds water and creates small cushions of
water that support the product‘s lubricating effect. Due to the high concentration of hyaluron, BACK DOOR Comfort
Water Anal Glide is the perfect choice for
intensive anal sex. It can also be used with
all erotic toys. pjur BACK DOOR personal lubricants do not contain lidocaine or
benzocaine and can therefore be used on
a daily basis.

A huge success for ORION Wholesale in Shanghai

The ORION Wholesale crew at the
China Adult-Care Expo
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Flensburg, Germany - Three successful
days with many new, international contacts are the result for ORION Wholesale
at this years China Adult-Care Expo that
took place from 26th - 28th April 2019
in Shanghai. For the first time, ORION
Wholesale had a stand at this international b2b erotic trade fair and presented
a selection of their best-selling product
range. The new collections from ‚Cottelli
Collection Bondage‘ and ‚Abierta Fina by
Cottelli Collection‘ particularly attracted
the interest of the visitors. The lingerie,
which has been exclusively designed
at ORION´s headquarters, was able to
convince visitors in many ways: apart
from the extravagant designs with lots of
love for details and the selected materials,

it was also pointed out that the lingerie is
of excellent quality at a sensational price.
From the sex toy range, not only the bestsellers from ‚You2Toys‘ and ‚Sweet Smile‘
were presented, but also the ‚Power Vibe
Collection‘ and of course, the sensational
sex toy ‚BELOU‘ – a remote-controlled
vibro-bullet with a clitoral stimulator and
a beautiful design. But also, the men’s
toy par excellence, the ‚SUCK-O-MAT‘
was presented. The masturbator with
its ‚SUCK-O-MAT Hands Free Masturbation Technology‘ makes men’s hearts
race. The presentation of bestsellers was
completed by the condoms from ‚Secura‘
and the lubricants from ‚Just Glide‘, which
impressed the specialist audience with
their quality ‚Made in Germany‘.
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Clandestine Devices launches

MIMIC line with Calvista in Australia
MIMIC and MIMIC + PLUS

Melbourne, Australia - Attendees of Australia’s premier B2B Adult Trade Event ADULTEX in
April were buzzing with anticipation over the official Southern Hemisphere show debut of
Clandestine Devices’ sleek MIMIC and MIMIC + PLUS, and the sleek handheld massagers
did not disappoint.

resented by Calvista, which facilitates
wholesale distribution for MIMIC in
the territories of Australia, New Zealand
and Southeast Asia, the show brought
unprecedented attention – along with
plenty of customer orders – to the
MIMIC’S superbly-crafted colorful vibes.
“This show was a huge success for us,
we’re very excited about our partnership with Cal Vista, and we cannot wait
to satisfy Australia,” says CEO Jules
Jordan. “It’s only been a short period
of time since the show and the amount
of buildup and enthusiasm from Calvista’s customers have been so amazing,”
said Jade Leon, Clandestine Devices’

P
CalVista is bringing the MIMIC line to
Australia and New Zealand

Operations Manager. “I can’t wait to see
this partnership flourish and what the
future holds.” Since its launch in 2017,
the mighty MIMIC has revolutionized luxury massagers with its naturally curved
ergonomic design that’s ideal for anyone
– men, women or couples – looking for a
beautifully elegant and technically innovative luxury pleasure product.
The rechargeable, ergonomically-designed MIMIC and MIMIC + PLUS collection is made of medical grade silicone and
offers six speeds/intensity levels, eight
vibration patterns, a glowing LED light
and 90 minutes of powerful pulsations
on a single charge.

Lovehoney is honoured at
the Performance Marketing Awards
Bath, England - Lovehoney has been
honoured for its work with affiliates at
the prestigious Performance Marketing
Awards. The online sex toy retailer was
‘highly commended’ in the Best Managed
Affiliate Program Award. The Bath-based
firm was the only adult company in any
category to be short-listed and then awarded at the event at the Grosvenor House
Hotel in Park Lane. Lovehoney Affiliate
Marketing Manager, Catherine Dunn,
said: “The team were thrilled to be highly
commended, runners-up to Debenhams,
at such a brilliant event where we were
also up against brands such as BT, TUI,
Domino’s and Tesco Bank.We have
always greatly valued our relationship
40

with affiliates and it is gratifying to see
our successful efforts to boost traffic and
revenues receiving official recognition. We
were particularly busy last year, hosting
a dedicated blogger event at Lovehoney
where we introduced bloggers to our
in-house experts to explain why products
were worth featuring. We run an affiliate
product review program offering key products to targeted adult bloggers for testing with the aim of boosting affiliate sales
and getting one non-affiliate link within the
body of the review to help with SEO.We
also hosted a series of competitions for
bloggers, helping to provide Lovehoney
with brand personality and generating
additional free exposure.”
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Kheper, Inc. launches new edibles
Rainbow Dick Suckers and F*ck You! Suckers
Seattle, USA- Kheper, Inc. is excited to announce that it is expanding its line of edibles and gums to now include suckers.
Rainbow Dick Suckers is a set of six penis-shaped suckers, each with a different flavor. Flavors are: strawberry, orange,
banana, lime, blue raspberry, and grape.

hey are perfect for pride celebrations, brideto-be and other adult parties; as each guest
can select their own favorite flavor of sucker. Each
sucker is 20 grams and 30 calories. Let other
people know how you really feel about them with
your strawberry-flavored F*ck You! Sucker. Great

T

fun for when you are hanging out with friends
or other people you don’t mind playfully taunting. Includes 50 gram sucker. 80 calories per
sucker. “Fun novelty candies and gums have
been a section for us with a high demand for
new ideas lately,” explains CEO Brian Pellham.

E uro p e
k n ow n !
e r!
Bestsell

Doppio 2.0

New pleasures for partners in love
BeauMents Doppio 2.0 purple or blue
NEW
with remote control and 10 vibration levels!

For a thousand
one pleasures!
BeauMents Flexxio
innovative · ﬂexibele · exclusive

Schneider & Tiburtius Rubber Vertriebsgesellschaft mbH
D-66787 Wadgassen-Hostenbach
T +49 6834 4006-0 . F +49 6834 4006-11
info@st-rubber.de

STRUBBI.COM
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Cottelli Collection Lingerie
Breathtaking lingerie with stylish details
Flensburg, Germany - New breathtakingly hot lingerie from Cottelli Collection Lingerie is
now available from ORION Wholesale. The lingerie is predominantly made out of beautiful
and trendy black eyelash lace or wetlook material combined with stylish details.

he new lingerie stands out from the rest
because of the seductive designs and
materials that put sexy feminine assets in
the limelight. The outfits were designed with
love for detail so that women can show
off their seductive curves in an extremely
hot way. The complete Cottelli Collection
Lingerie is available from ORION Wholesale
– high-quality at great prices. The lingerie
is delivered in a high-quality cardboard box

T

New lingerie from Cottelli Collection
Lingerie is now available from ORION
Wholesale

that can also be used as a gift box. This
cardboard box is covered in an additional slipcase with a detailed image of the
respective product and a description of the
product in nine languages on it as well. The
new packaging can be stood up or hung
up with the hanger in the middle. More
products will now fit in the sales space
because they are more compact. They also
take up less space when in storage.

Saﬀron collection by Sportsheets

The new ‘Saffron’ line is crafted in
red vegan leather and includes 12
products

Zwaagdijk, The Netherlands - Sportsheets
International offers a comprehensive product line of specialty items with an emphasis on providing relationship tools that have
helped ordinary couples have an extraordinarily good time since the company’s
inception in 1995. Now Sportsheets has

released the new ‘Saffron’ line. The entire
line is crafted in red vegan leather and includes 12 products (Thigh Sling, Breathable
Ball Gag, Ball Gag, Ping Pong Paddle, Loop
Paddle, Leash and Collar, Layer Paddle,
Square Paddle, Saffron Strap On, Love
Strap, Gauntlet Cuffs und Saffron Cuffs).

EDC Wholesale
launched vibrators with a good vibe

The cGood Vibes Only ollection
includes 12 vibrators
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Veendam, The Netherlands - Good
Vibes Only is EDC Wholesale’s newest
house brand with a happy and joyful
package design in vibrant colors. The
collection includes 12 vibrators that give
that happy, excited and joyful feeling
that energizes the body and mind. Good
Vibes Only is designed with a good and
happy vibe in mind. The meaning of
each product name is ‘happy’ or ‘joy’.
The happy and joyful theme has been
implemented throughout the brand,
with vibrant colors for the products and

packaging design, round shapes and
likable names like Tedy, Oron, and Blis.
The products itself will also give consumers that happy vibe, as they are created with the best material, a powerful
motor that gives that happy feeling and
can be used in the shower or bath, in
bed or any other place where consumers like to feel that Good Vibe. The
collection offers rabbit vibrators, g-spot
vibrators, clitoris stimulators and wand
massagers in two joyful colors: turquoise and purple.
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TAMMY

SIREN

IRIS

Intense Double Tongued
Vibrator

Clitoral & G-spot Vibrator

E
ELLA

COOKIE
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Double Ring Couple’s
Vibrator

Sen
Sensual
Massage
Vibr
Vibrator

ANYA

VICK

ANGEL

Powerful Warming Vibrator

R
Remote Control Vibrating
Plug
P

Heated Dual Motor
Vibrator

VESPER

DAISY

BONNIE

NOVA

ELVA

Strong Dual Motor Warming
Vibrator

JULIE
Powerful Anal Plug with
Remote Control

Remote Control Vibrating
Bullet
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A fruity and fun kegel

workout with CalExotics
Exclusively at SCALA
Wijchen, The Netherlands - CalExotics has always been a leader in innovation and trends,
pushing the envelope when it comes to new silhouettes, shapes, and functions.

he new Mango, Lemon, and Strawberry Kegel Trainings Sets are a prime example of how the brand manages
to take existing product categories, and
turn them into something unique that we
haven’t seen before in our industry. How
did they manage it? By shaping their
new kegel kits to mimic the silhouettes
of adorable fruit varieties. The Lemon
Kegel Training Kit includes 2 gradually
weighted kegel exercisers, shaped like
zesty lemons. The 2-piece set contains
a 60g and a 100g weight, perfect for a
well-balanced training of the pelvic floor
muscles. The Mango Kegel Training Kit

T

includes 3 gradually weighted kegel
exercisers, shaped like juicy mangos.
The 3-piece set contains a 45g, 60g,
and 75g weight, offering versatile training scenarios. The Strawberry Kegel
Training Set includes 6 gradually weighted kegel exercisers, shaped like cute
strawberries. The 6-piece set contains
a 45g, 60g, 75g 90g, 105g, and 115g
weight, which is a very extensive range
that caters to every entry-level. Packaged in a modern, colorful way and made
of premium silicone material, each kit
will captivate consumers with its original
aesthetics and playful appeal.

25 years JOYDIVISION and every
month an attractive discount campaign

The offer for BIOglide safe is valid for
incoming orders from 01 June 2019
to 30 June 2019
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Havoner, Germany - Sexually active
people are increasingly concerned
about communicable diseases. Original
BIOglide safe contains carrageenan
extracted from a red alga - which can
protect against infections with human
papilloma viruses (HPV). BIOglide safe
offers the complementary solution to
condoms, which only protect 50%
against infection. The virus transmitted
during sexual intercourse can lead to
cervical cancer and genital warts in women and tumours in the genital area and
pharynx in men. Laboratory tests have
shown that carrageenan can prevent
the virus from docking with human cells.
Carrageenan acts as a natural barrier
against the pathogens. These findings
were discovered by researchers led

by Dr. John Schiller from the National
Cancer Institute in Bethesda, Maryland
(USA). In laboratory tests, carrageenans
proved to be a hundred times more
effective than the best inhibitor to date,
the scientists report. Carrageenan acts
as a natural barrier against the pathogens. As a so-called microbicide on
the vaginal mucosa, it can thus prevent
infections with sexually transmitted HPV.
BIOglide is also natural, pH-optimized
and free of parabens, oils and perfumes. BIOglide is suitable for condoms
and the excellent skin and mucous
membrane compatibility has been dermatologically and clinically tested. For
all retailers it means now again: Access
while stocks last. Simply send your
order to sales@JOYDIVISION.de.
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Bendable technology
for different positions

Silicone bendable dildo
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XL

www.strap-on-me.com
Lovely-planet-distribution.com - contact@lovely-planet.fr - Tel +33 4 86 26 06 40
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Training! Training! Training!
pjur gives you more training: training drive in the Netherlands
Wasserbillig, Luxembourg - Stefan Daniel, Senior Key Account Manager at pjur, spent
just under a week on the road in the Netherlands at the beginning of April holding training
sessions and workshops. As a premium supplier of high-quality personal lubricants, pjur is
investing in a mix of brand, product range, POS and training.

he rising popularity of sex toys has
been accompanied by an increase in
demand for premium personal lubricants.
“This is where our training sessions come
in: we want to be the first point of contact for any questions when it comes to
personal lubricants, which is why we have
provided our partners with training materials in the local languages for our domestic
and international markets,” says Stefan,
underlining the importance of having localised documents. This year’s in-house-event
at Scala, which took place from 7th to 8th
April 2019 in the Dutch town of Wijchen,
welcomed approximately 130 retailers.
The workshops were held in groups of ten
in the new building, which houses both a
warehouse and showroom. The pjur workshop run by Stefan focused on advanced
topics to turn pjur appreciators into true
pjur experts. The presentation concentrated on ingredients and their effects, the
difference between water-based, silicone-based and hybrid formulations and their
use in different bottle versions, and health
aspects such as vaginal dryness, allergies
and skin intolerances. Finally, the new

T

Stefan Daniel, Senior Key Account
Manager at pjur, in action

products in the pjur WOMAN range were
presented, as well as new POS material
relating to the “gives-you-more” campaign.
The second stop on the “training tour” for
Stefan was Etten-Leur, where he hosted
a training session for the new sales team
at wholesaler Rimba. He went over the
basics again in a relaxed ses- sion, before
going on to discuss innovations and market trends. Attendees then had opportunity
to ask Stefan any unanswered questions.
Another stop in the Netherlands saw
Daniel visiting Eropartner in Zwaagdijk. As
a result of several newcomers joining the
sales team, the schedule here included a
traditional product presentation to go over
the basics of the pjur product range and
the company philosophy once again. The
session focused on pjur bestsellers, the
different product ranges and the “pjur gives
you more” campaign.
To round off the tour, Stefan was able
to use the time to visit other customers
and resolve any unanswered questions,
including visits to Intimate Distribution
in Waalwijk, Dusedo in Amsterdam and
Klipon in Zaandam.

Ylva & Dite oﬀer fresh
handmade pleasure from Holland
Venray, The Netherlands - Ylva & Dite
is the new fresh player in the market
for erotic toys. With a variety of unique
handmade dildos available in all colors
of the rainbow, the company wants to
brighten up the industry. All products
46

created by the Dutch pioneers are
designed and developed in Holland. The
in-house development guarantees 100%
Dutch quality and beauty. All information
regarding Ylva & Dite and their products
can be found on www.ylva-dite.com.
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The Charged Ohare

Rabbit Vibe is now available in XL
Screaming O
Los Angeles, USA - Screaming O’s rechargeable, wearable rabbit vibe, the Charged Ohare,
is now available in an extra-large size. Tracing its origins back to the iconic rabbit-shaped
vibrator made famous by ‚Sex and the City,‘ Screaming O capitalized on a fan favorite, and
adapted the same shape into a wearable ring that partners could enjoy together.

he new XL size of the Charged Ohare
accommodates those who prefer a
more relaxed fit versus a more constricting
sensation. This version of the Charged
Ohare still offers 10 different vibration
and pulse functions with a whopping 60
minutes of run time. Immediately distinguishable by its two soft, flexible ‚rabbit
ears,‘ the Charged Ohare XL c-ring turns
partners into a lively rabbit vibe, providing
for targeted stimulation, a sensual tease,
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The new XL size of the Charged Ohare
accommodates those who prefer
a more relaxed fit versus a more
constricting sensation

or a full-on orgasm. The dual ring portion
fits securely around the shaft and testicles
for support as well as a thrilling vibrating
sensation. The Charged Ohare XL also
comes equipped with a powerful Vooom
technology motor unique among c-ring
vibes for its deep, rumbling vibration giving
you a more intense sensation. Sensual and
safe, the Charged Ohare XL is crafted of
lab-tested, body-safe True Silicone, and is
100% waterproof.

Magic Wrap

Magic Wrap is available for June
delivery in Magic Silk’s exclusive
packaging

Hauppauge, USA - Magic Silk newest creation, the sarong Magic Wrap, their newest
creation, is crafted from a soft, stretchy,
breathable mesh fabric and very versatile.
Wear it as bathing suit cover or lingerie, at
the beach or pool, on the dance floor or
in the bedroom. The magic is in the upper
centered neck cutout, which allows this
multi-purpose garment to easily transform
into 15 distinct styles. The bracelet included
doubles as an accessory to create more

style options. Four color choices are available – black, pink, red and turquoise. They
come in One Size Fits Most or Queen (1x3x). Magic Silk adds to the fun by including
a how-to guide with every garment, as well
as a video tutorial that can be viewed on
the company’s YouTube channel and Instagram page. Customers are encouraged
to imagine new possibilities and share them
in pictures or video on Magic Silk’s social
media.

TENGA announces
the new AIR-TECH SQUEEZE series
Tokyo, Japan - The AIR-TECH SQUEEZE comes with a flexible malleable
case making it easier to hold and apply
controlled pressure. Each of the three
different types have unique internal
designs and feature different material
strengths. The three types are: Gentle
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(white): Soft elastomer and winding ribs
create gentle, enveloping sensations.
Regular (red): Nubs individually adorned
with ribs create dynamic, entangling
sensations. Strong (black): Firm elastomer and blocky shapes create strong,
bold sensations.
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The We-Vibe Moxie has arrived at SCALA
Wearable Bluetooth Clitoral Vibrator
Wijchen, The Netherlands - The new We-Vibe Moxie is directly available at SCALA, thanks to
the preferred partnership between the premium brand and your go-to distributor. The Moxie
is an innovative, petite, streamlined design that offers a perfect ergonomic fit with her hot
spots. The design can be controlled via your smartphone.

ts special Bluetooth compatibility works
with the We-Connect app, free to download for all users. Moxie can give pleasure over any distance. Its app-enabled
controls are also the ultimate in discretion.
Nobody will suspect a thing when you pull
out your phone and start swiping left or
right, only your partner’s delightful moaning
may reveal your secret… Is your phone’s
battery empty? No stress, Moxie can also
be controlled with the included wireless
remote, which works up to a distance of
6 to 7 meters. The Moxie has a contoured
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shape made of soft, body-safe silicone.
Its ergonomic fit is further enhanced by
a slip-proof magnet that stays in place,
even if you move. The slimline design also
makes the device invisible underneath
clothes. Offering endless possibilities of
naughty ‘hands-free’ play. Select one of
its 10 pre-programmed vibration patterns,
or create your own custom rhythm using
the We-Connect™ app. Moxie is also
waterproof, USB-rechargeable, and comes
with an elegant silky pouch to keep it safe
during storage.

B Swish releases new line for impulse buys
Los Angeles, USA - B Swish is happy to announce the B Swish Basics:
massagers that are simple, affordable,
and shipped with a point-of-purchase
(POP) display to inspire impulse buys.
Every six massagers are conveniently
pre-packaged in a POP box, which

shows off each item’s peg-compatible
foil packaging that is hygienically sealed
and transparent, so customers see exactly what they’re buying. The B Swish
Basics also improve upon similarly
priced products by utilizing high-grade,
body-safe silicone and ABS plastic.

MVW releases
four new Mr. Cock dildos
Mainz-Kastel, Germany - MVW released
a new series of Mr. Cock dildos, which
want to set new standards in terms of
realism, quality and size. According to
the the manufacturer, the name Mr. Cock
stands for extreme, high-quality sex toys
that inspire and make speechless in a

The Mr. Cock collection is available
from MVW Schmitt Vertriebs GmbH
and other wholesalers
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positive sense. The new line wants to
impresses with up to 39 cm length and
8 cm diameter dildos that are realistically
shaped and truly sturdy with the help of
a sophisticated suction cup. In addition,
a special double dildo was presented for
double penetration games.
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Mia is ready to order at SCALA
Ultimate Fantasy Dolls
Wijchen, The Netherlands – SCALA is thrilled to announce that Pipedream’s new Ultimate
Fantasy Doll, Mia, is ready to order. This curvy cutie will take consumers on a lifelike adventure, indulging them with her voluptuous curves, realistic detailing, and sensational tight holes.

hen it comes to love dolls, the Pipedream Ultimate Fantasy collection is
a top-end choice. The line’s newest arrival,
Mia, is now ready to get introduced to
consumers. This beauty is the real deal,
combining solid construction and durability
with uncanny, lifelike detailing that truly
makes intimate adventures come alive.
Pipedream describes the newest Mia
Ultimate Fantasy as: “This curvy College
cutie wants to be your new roommate!
Movable from head to toe right down to
her fingertips, she is carefully created to
fulfill fantasies and inspire intimate pleasure
on all levels. With true lifelike attention to
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detail and super-soft Fanta Flesh skin, Mia
will make all of your dreams come true!”
The brand describes the doll further: “Mia’s
full hips, thick thighs, giant boobs, and
luscious booty are yearning for your touch.
She can’t wait to give you a lesson on
navigating her dangerous curves. Standing at 5’3 (approx. 1,60 m) Mia is sure
to fulfill every fantasy with her full-figured
body, shrugging shoulders, realistic back
folds, adorable face, and irresistible muffin
top. Her entire body is supported by a
super-strong stainless steel skeleton that
features moveable and bendable joints just
like a real woman!”

Helix Syn Trident from Aneros
Zwaagdijk, The Netherlands - In 2012 Aneros introduced the Helix Syn. Featuring the
perfect combination of responsiveness and
focused stimulation paired with the comfort
and elegance of silicone, the Helix Syn went
on to become the most popular hands
free male G spot massager in the world.

Aneros Helix Syn Trident is now
available at Eropartner

Today Aneros proudly present the Helix Syn
Trident, the synthesis of the newest Trident
series innovations with the mwost luxuriant
velvet touch silicone yet. The Helix Syn
Trident powerfully amplifies encounters with
a partner and takes solo exploration to the
level of multi-orgasmic ecstasy.

Jimmyjane’s new Love Pods
Wijchen, The Netherlands – The new
Love Pods range by Jimmyjane includes 4
must-have stimulators, each with its own
unique silhouette and thrills. The elegant
and ergonomically-shaped OM, Halo,
Coral, and Tre are available at SCALA now.
Each of the Love Pods is based on Greek
goddesses and symbols of feminine desire,
such as Aphrodite, the Lotus Flower, and
the Shell of Venus, which is also expressed
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on the packaging. For example, Jimmyjane
describes the OM stimulator as: “OM’s
deep and supple grooves resemble the petals of the Lotus flower. Easy to grip, the indentations mimic the sensation of fingers as
they roll and stroke across the clitoris. At the
tip of OM is where sensation really blooms.
Like the Lotus, the rumbling vibrations begin
at the base then grow and convene at the
tip for intense, pinpointed pleasure.”
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The Get Real Happy Dicks have arrived
SCALA
Wijchen, The Netherlands - The new Happy Dicks series from the Get Real by TOYJOY range is ready to order at SCALA! The line includes multiple realistic silhouettes with carefully
crafted details and a strong suction-cup base.

ake it from us - true pleasure experts
- these fun, colorful designs offers a
whole lot of lifelike satisfaction that your
consumers will love! Consumers can
choose between 4 realistic silhouettes: the
6 Inch Dong, the 7.5 Inch Dong, the 6 Inch
Dildo With Balls, and the 7.5 Dildo With
Balls. All available in two striking colors: vivid

T

blue and hot pink. Made of quality PVC,
they are budget buys to really liven up your
intimate play with a dose of realistic fun.
Their non-intimidating colors are great for
those consumers that want lifelike shapes,
without the lifelike skin tones. Vivid, bright,
and affordable, the new Happy Dicks is a
must-have in any trendy assortment.

Moxie by We-Vibe
Flensburg, Germany - The slender lay-on
vibrator Moxie by We-Vibe is now available
at ORION Wholesale. It has an ergonomic
design, 10 vibration modes and a remote
control and is also compatible with the
We-Connect app for IOS and Android via
Bluetooth.
The top part of the Moxie by We-Vibe is
wedge-shaped, which means that it slightly
spreads the labia so the clitoris sits directly
on the vibrator. Moxie can be securely fixed
inside underwear with a magnet and is very
discreet and quiet during use. It is compa-

The lay-on vibrator Moxie by We-Vibe
can now be ordered from ORION
Wholesale

tible with the We-Connect app for IOS and
Android via Bluetooth. The app can be used
to create individual stimulation programmes
and to easily control Moxie’s vibrations
with a smartphone. We-Connect also
allows intimacy at a distance. The app has
integrated voice, chat and video functions
as well. Moxie by We-Vibe is delivered with
a USB charging cable, a storage bag and a
We-Vibe Lube lubricant. ORION Wholesale
has listed the full product range of We-Vibe
and Womanizer. You can find an overview
at www.womanizer-wholesale.com.

Lovehoney launches the
Sexual Happiness Podcast
Bath, England - At Lovehoney, they love
talking about sex, they are the sexual happiness people after all. They talk about sex
on YouTube, on their blog, on their social
channels, in the kitchen, at their desks
and now they’re launching their very own
podcast so they can share their sex chatter
with listeners across the world. The weekly
show will help feature pleasure experts from
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across the world, talking about sexuality,
relationships and sex toys. The Lovehoney
team will also be tackling topical stories,
dropping cheeky trivia and helping listeners
with their sexy dilemmas. New episodes will
drop every Wednesday on most podcast
streaming services. As a special launch
offer, listeners can receive a 15% discount
on their orders.
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Vibrator Kit from ‚Black Velvets’
Multifunctional sex toy set not just for anal pleasures
Flensburg, German - The anus has a lot of erotic potential. It is surrounded by lots of sensitive nerve endings that are linked to the sex organs. What then could be better than anal
stimulation to increase a man´s and a woman´s pleasure?

ore and more people who like to (s)
experiment are realising this and the
demand for special sex toys is increasing.
There are numerous sex toys from ‚Black
Velvets‘ for back passage pleasure, which
will make trying out anal pleasure for the
first time a bit easier: plugs, anal beads,
special vibrators and an intimate douche
for preparation, as well as special sex toys
for penis stimulation. All the sex toys in this
special range are made out of black silicone
and their smooth surface becomes wonderfully slippery when used with water-based
lubricant. The shape of the toys have been
well thought out – they have practical
retraction loops and narrow handles so
that they stay securely in place. They also
have patterns e.g. grooves or wavy parts

M
The 'Vibrator Kit‘ from Black Velvets
comes in a high-quality cardboard box

for additional stimulation. The new addition
is a multifunctional sex toy set for backdoor
pleasures and many other naughty games:
the ‚Vibrator Kit‘ includes a rechargeable
vibro-bullet with seven powerful vibration
modes and three different sleeves for a
variation of whatever sexual fun pleases.
While the penis sleeve with retraction ring
is perfectly suitable for extra deep massages of the pleasure tunnel, the penis
sleeve with glans and stimulating grooves is
predestined for hands-free rides thanks to
its suction cup. Finally, the love ball sleeve is
not only perfect for a pleasurable stimulation but also for an effective training of the
pelvic floor. The highlight of the whole set is
the One Touch remote control that allows a
wireless adjustment of the vibrations.

TABOOM arrives
exclusively at SCALA
Wijchen, The Netherlands – SCALA is
excited to announce a new brand in
their impressive line-up: TABOOM. This
brand is now exclusively available to all
SCALA customers, offering an affordable selection of popular toy categories
with irresistible margins for retailers.
TABOOM is a comprehensive brand of
toy essentials. The collection includes all
types of popular toy categories, meaning
there’s something for every preference
and budget. The non-intimidating brand
caters ideally to entry-level consumers,
but may also thrill more advanced
players. Priced competitively, TABOOM
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makes erotic fun affordable to all, whilst
enabling retailers to take advantage of
very attractive sales margins. The brand
uses modern, cohesive packaging on
products, allowing you to mix and match
your favorites in one, striking in-store
display. The inclusion of TABOOM as an
exclusive SCALA brand is exciting news
for SCALA’s customers. TABOOM’s trendy appeal, non-intimidating aesthetics,
and budget pricing make it a valuable
addition in their line-up, and they’re
confident retailers will see the profitable
potential of including this brand in their
own personal assortment.
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Mains-powered masturbator with a sleeve. Apply plenty of
water-based lubricant and insert the penis halfway into the soft,
ﬂexible sleeve. Set the speed and intensity. Then relax and enjoy!
• Extra powerful suction motor with 5 intensity levels & 5 speeds
• Powerful pump and suction impulses
• Individually adjustable, interval-controlled stimulation

1.

2.

1. SUCK-O-MAT
Replacement Sleeve
Smooth inside and
10 cm deep. Inner Ø 3 cm
(ﬂexible). TPE.

2. SUCK-O-MAT Car Adapter
Adapter for the cigarette
lighter in the car. Output
12V/3A. Adapter 9 cm long,
cable length 115 cm. PC.
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Lovehoney’s top tips on

supplying comprehensive POS materials
Attracting the customer‘s attention
Bath, England - In an age where e-commerce shopping continues to rise at a rapid rate, an
effective instore POS display can be beneficial for both retailers and brands alike.

ade Bawa has shared her top tips on
supplying distributors with a comprehensive range of POS displays to help
them stay successful: Attract the customer’s attention - The main use of POS
materials is to raise product awareness,
catch attention and draw them towards
your products in store. Make sure you’re
using them effectively, and highlight any
additional information that may boost sales
even more, such as current promotions
or unique selling points. Supply a range of
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Lovehoney supply ready-made, flat
packed POS packs free of charge
to all its distributors to pass onto
customers

materials - POS shouldn’t just be about
the branding around your product’s main
stand in store, think of other places you
could boost brand awareness to increase sales. For example, a small counter
top display by the till, highlighting smaller
products with a lower price point could
encourage impulse buys. Use engaging
images - When designing POS, try to
focus on imagery and visuals rather than
words to avoid language barriers and
appeal to a wide customer market.

Orgie reports success in Shanghai

Orgie was very pleased with the 2019
Adult-Care Expo

Caldas da rainha, Portugal - The China
Adult-Care Expo, one of the most important and the biggest trade show of the adult
industry in Asia, concluded on April 28th.
The company Orgie was there, supporting their Asian distributor, who spared
no efforts to present Orgie’s branding, its
products’ quality and diversity. “It was a
nicely set booth managed by an extremely
professional team busy around the clock
every day assisting retailers, welcoming
consumers and taking care of social media

coverage,” Orgie said in a press release.
The opportunity for an up-close meeting
with everyone was much appreciated by
the team of Orgie. They heard a lot of positive feedback and shared a moment with
a million-followers digital influencer that
has been an Orgie fan since its launch in
Asia. Orgie concludes: “Asian consumers
demand quality among other purchase decision making factors and we are pleased
for being able to fulfill them, so thank you
for having us, Asia!”

The Duck With A Dick is back at SCALA
Wijchen, The Netherlands – The Duck With
A Dick by Spencer & Fleetwood is back
in stock at SCALA! This naughty rubber
duckie hides a big surprise under the waterline, adding the laughs to bath time or other
wet adventures. The Duck With A Dick is
a best-selling product in SCALA’s gag-gift
assortment. This classic yellow duck has a
‘hidden menace lurking below the waterline,’ explains Spencer & Fleetwood. Or,
to put it more bluntly: this cute duckie is
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packing a raging hard surprise at the bottom. This product by Spencer & Fleetwood
is a popular choice in the gift-assortment,
thanks to its novelty appeal. To add extra
gift-worthiness, the Duck With A Dick
comes in a fun acetate display box. Cheap
and cheerful, the Duck With A Dick tends
to fly off the shelves and sell out quickly, so
SCALA restocked big on this playful novelty
to ensure consumers can experience its
quacking fun.
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Individualisation on the rise
H a n d - c r a f ted p ro ducts – mo re th a n just a nich e?

exclusive

Yes
n recent years, we have seen a departure
from traditional roles and norms. People are
moving away from the established definitions
of job, family, and society. Not so long ago,
the path you took was pretty much predetermined; now, there are new opportunities and
freedoms on all sides. And of course, people
don’t just want to experience this freedom,
they also want to express their own individuality – also in what they buy.
This is the main reason why more and more
consumers want to own and consume unique
– or at least very rare – products. Hand-made
items with their little imperfections and subtle
differences are perfect if you want to set
yourself apart from the herd as an individual.
In today’s modern world, many consumers
long for this kind of uniqueness, and why
should things be any different in the erotic
market? Actually, this is the perfect market for
individuality. It makes a whole lot of sense to
want a sex toy that is unique and personal,
after all, we are talking about intimate
products here. Imagine a dildo with a unique
pattern of which only a small quantity were
produced. That is your toy, yours, not
something anyone can get at a store. Of
course, this doesn’t mean that the market will
splinter into a myriad of small manufactures
and workshops. One can find hand-crafted
products in many markets, and usually they
represent a niche that caters to a specific
target audience. The situation in the erotic
market is very similar, as the growing demand
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Matthias Poehl, editor in chief

Today’s customers expect
more than just a collection of
standard products. Covering
the basics is important, but
you also need products that
are tailored to the consumers
wishes and preferences. It is
no accident that individualisation and personalisation
are popular trends in most
markets. And which products
could be more individual and
personal than hand-crafted
sex toys. So, will they soon
outgrow their niche?
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is split among a number of small producers
who usually sell their wares directly to the
consumers via the internet. Because of the
very nature of this business model, none of
these manufactures grow into a behemoth
whose market presence can compete with the
top dogs. But of course, they still benefit
greatly from this new trend, and as a whole,
this niche has been able to conquer a
respectable market share.
The question whether or not all of these
products have to be absolutely unique,
hand-made one-offs is for someone else to
answer. Personally, I feel that the important
thing is the sense of exclusivity and rarity that
makes the consumer connect with the
product. And that exclusivity definitely
transcends the niche of hand-made products.
It can be created through brand or quality or
price. But really, just giving consumers the
option of customising and altering small
details on a toy can be enough to turn a
regular vibrator into a personal bedroom
accessory.
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No
iche products can be found in any market,
also the market for sex toys – just take Mister
B’s legendary silicone garden gnome as an
example. I would define a niche product as a
product that only captures the interest – and is
really only designed for – a small percentage of
potential customers. Hand-made products
certainly tick that box. In economic science,
people talk about “red oceans” and “blue
oceans.” The colour red signifies markets that are
saturated, with too many players, which inevitably
leads to fierce competition. Blue markets on the
other hand still offer lots of room for growth, with
little competition to stifle ambitions. So, if we
apply this principle to the question at hand, does
that mean that red is equivalent to mass production while blue stands for hand-made products?
Of course, there is no clear-cut answer but there
are definitely areas in this market that are red, and
they are definitely bigger than the small areas that
are blue. But those blue niches do exist, and
that’s are where we find hand-crafted toys. The
erotic market is big enough to offer room for a
wide variety of concepts, be they realised via
mass production in big factories or made by hand
in a small workshop, with each product being
unique in its details. The consumers expect a
wide range to choose from, and as the erotic
market grows in size and popularity, the range
becomes wider and more varied as well. So, there
is definitely a place for niche products. Now on to
the question of why? Why does one consumer
pick a dildo that was handmade in East Friesland,
while another chooses a machine-made vibrator

N
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that was produced in the United
States, China or somewhere else?
The purchasing decision is
influenced by a number of factors.
One of them is the price, no doubt,
and the red team, i.e. mass-produced products are definitely at an
advantage in this regard. Furthermore, there are certain limitations to
hand-made products when it comes
to technology – not many of them
have vibration motors and even
fewer support apps for controlling the toy.
But that doesn’t mean that the production,
distribution, and sale of niche products can’t
be profitable. On the contrary, these
products tend to offer bigger margins, there
is less competition, and often times, there is
a built-in loyal customer base, guaranteeing
a certain number of sales. That makes niche
products an important element of any
diverse market. And as the trend for
individualisation continues to grow, demand
for niche products will probably grow along
with it. However, this demand will never be
big enough to lift these products out of their
niche status.

Randolph Heil,
editor

SX Tech expects over 500 attendees
„

exclusive

O n l i n e r a f f l e o f two tickets f o r E AN rea ders
The conference will welcome business
leaders WOW Tech Group, founders of the
Womanizer and MysteryVibe, developers of the
first universal and unisex pleasure toy, among
many others.
Over 45 speakers, who will be covering topics
ranging from the Dawn of Intelligent Contraceptives, to the Campaign Against Sex Robots, and
disruptive Dating-Apps and their capabilities
to shift how we seek pleasure, and how they
influence interpersonal relationships, will be
speaking at the event.
The 60-participant strong Hackathon will see
specialists come together with Sex-Tech mentors and masterminds from across the world to
overcome commonplace barriers and progress
current advancements. The goal of the Sx Tech
hackathon challenge is to coalesce leading

The Sx Tech Conference will
begin at 9.00 AM on the 1st
July, 2019, at The Drivery in
Berlin.The organizers expect
over 500 attendees will join
leading experts within the
Sex- and Fem-Tech industries
during the one-day event, who
will be discussing the current
and future states of various
deep-technologies, and their
impact on social behaviors
and norms.

In addition to
speeches and
workshops, various
manufacturers will
also be exhibiting at
the event
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deep technology solutions, such as AR, VR;
Blockchain, AI, Cybersecurity, Data, Sustainability. The participants will work together in groups
on a product that will later be pitched to the
public and the jury.
Another point of the day will be the Sx Tech
Masterclass program. “Through Sx Tech’s
Masterclass program, learn from the best - from
those who have experience facing the same
challenges you currently are, and adapt your
strategy to overcome and succeed in a competitive environment,” Ola Miedzynska, founder
and manager of the event, describes the goal
of this program. “Don’t miss this learning
opportunity to develop and hone your skills and
perspective.”
Topics covered during the Masterclass program
include how to build a community around your
brand, how to deal with intimate user data, and
how to finance a Sex Tech startup.
The Sx Tech conference promises its visitors to
shape their brand image and gain traction with
sex-tech bloggers, journalists, influencers and
product testers, and get expert advice from
our professional speakers and attendees, all of
whom live and breathe Technology.
The organizers are looking forward to welcoming many industry members on the 1st July,
2019 at The Drivery, Berlin for a full day of
insight into the contemporary landscape of the
Sex- and Fem-Tech industry.
The Sx Tech Conference and EAN will jointly
give away two tickets to the event. The raffle will
be held in the coming days on ean-online.com
and the corresponding social media channels.
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INFLUENTIAL OR INFLUENCER?
exclusive

M a r k e ti n g Ma tters

„

In last month’s column I was chastising Instagram for their antics concerning
‘suggestive content’. This month I’m viewing
the platform as the ‘crime scene’ for many
of the worst, most annoying, not to mention
professionally insulting, examples of what’s
now an increasingly common weapon in the
marcomms armoury.

In his monthly column, Brian
Gray from Glasgow-based
erotic marketing agency
Lascivious Marketing offers
his thoughts on all things
marketing. This month he’s
pondering the ‘Wild West’ of
influencer marketing...

Yes, I’m talking about ‘influencer’ marketing.
In theory, it’s a fine thing. It involves individuals
who already hold sway over a large number of
people, particularly online using social media
and websites, who can influence their fans
and followers to form positive opinions about
(and hopefully subsequently purchase) specific products and services. Sounds straightforward enough, right?
To put some context to this, in September
2018 the British trade magazine PR Week
commissioned a survey (299 respondents)
among UK communications and marketing
professionals. Some of the key takeaways
highlight the potential of influencer marketing. More than eight out of ten respondents
reckon influencer marketing is equally or more
important than celebrity endorsements. And
nearly half – 45% - reckon it’s more powerful
than conventional celebrity endorsements.
Is it also steadily bringing about the demise of
the trusty old press release? Possibly - 85%
of respondents agree “that influencer marketing is taking over the role previously played
by press launches or sending products to
journalists for review.” As one of the survey respondents deftly opined: “An influencer has a
built up audience which the brand is targeting,
whereas a press release may never be seen
by those you’re aiming for.”
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So, if you’re not already au fait with influencer
marketing, you’d better start. Yesterday. But
be warned: while it has established itself as
a valuable (if employed correctly) marcomms
method, in many ways it’s still in its ‘Wild
West’ phase, where anything and everything
goes.
In fact it’s not so much influencer marketing
as ‘intruder’ marketing.
Many aspects of it are just, in the Queen’s
English, ‘a bunch of arse’. Quite literally. Bear
(or should that be ‘bare’) with me on this
point: all will be revealed shortly, and it’s not
exactly pretty.
Firstly, many self-proclaimed ‘influencers’
are nothing of the sort. They’re vapid, banal,
wannabes with nothing to say. I’ll go further
and suggest many of them are slapping the
#influencer hashtag on their Instagram posts
to quench their insatiable thirst for social
media attention and validation, not forgetting
those dopamine hits. I can’t help but feel that
so many wannabe influencers are nobodies
who use that hashtag in order to become one,
rather than describing who they actually are. I
also wouldn’t be surprised in the least if many
so-called ‘influencers’ are simply looking to
score free swag. The problem is that as long
as brands are gullible – or desperate - enough
to fall for this in the absence of any decent
due diligence things won’t change.
So it’s bad enough that there are a great many
people out there masquerading as ‘influencers’. And those are actual humans. Deluded
perhaps, but at least human. But you also
have the hard-core schemers operating ‘like
factories’: locations with thousands of phones
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programmed to boost engagement rates, likes, and
recommendations. In an article in December 2018
on the Entrepreneur.com website, guest writer Gil
Eyal posits that some industry figures reckon “…
as much as 50 percent of the engagement around
promoted posts is fake.” Fake followers, bought
followers, and iffy engagement: that ‘Wild West’
comparison isn’t so outlandish after all.
Then there’s the lack of quality control. Potty-mouthed marketing professor Mark Ritson was
so determined to show just how iffy the influencer
industry can be that in a hastily arranged experiment last year he asked a number of so-called
influence marketers to post a picture of his own
bare derriere – thankfully heavily pixelated so they
probably wouldn’t identify what it really was - and
titled “The Colour of Influence”. Over half of them
took his money and without any apparent sense of
shame uploaded his anal artwork along with writing
a caption extolling the virtues of the image.
When I originally read this last year, I wondered what
was most/least surprising: that a globally renowned
and respected marketing academic would bare
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his backside for the sake of proving a point to the
industry, or the actual results of his experiment.
Either way, it’s probably best to exclude it from the
marketing annals: yes, that’s annals and not ana…
ahh forget it.
Influencer marketing is here to stay, whether you
like it or no. But given its current questionable state,
how should you proceed if deciding to embrace it?
With caution obviously, and here are some points to
consider.
First things first, be wary of sexy Instagrammers.
Following from my column last month (and if you did
read it, how are you proceeding with your piss-taking efforts?) we don’t know for how long they’ll still
have a platform and audience there. Instead, focus
your efforts on finding someone with their own cyber
‘real estate’: their own properly functioning, responsive website, that’s easy on the eye, has great
content and equally impressive site analytics.
Secondly, any potential influencer you are considering working with needs to already possess an
established fan/follower base that’s steadily climbing
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not only in size but also quality of engagement. Are
they actually conversing with their followers or is it
all one-way traffic?
Check their web stats, and don’t be afraid to ask
for verifiable numbers. If they object, your relationship is over before it begins. If they’re treating their
influencing activities professionally and are already
communicating with a sizeable and loyal audience,
they should not only have these available but they’ll
be transparent about them in their dealings with you.
How authentic and genuine are they? Any potential
influencer you figuratively get into bed with has got to
be the real deal. They have to know their stuff. And
they have to know their way around your stuff too.
Even better, have they previously bought from you
and (quite literally?) gushed about your products to all
and sundry?
How passionate are they? Is it obvious they put their
heart, body and soul into what they do? It should
be. It’s a no brainer: the more passionate they are,
the more enjoyment they get from what they do, the
better the output. Plus, as the relationship deepens,
you can perhaps entrust them with more creative
freedom and ownership.
How aligned are they with your own brand values
and positioning? If you’re selling upmarket, premium
pleasure products with a corresponding price, don’t
consider someone – regardless of how hip they are
or far their audience reach extends to - if they’re at
the other end of the spectrum, in terms of how they
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look, how they speak and act, and the quality of their
content. Imagine your potential influencer meets a
group of your existing customers: will they immediately feel like one of the gang or will they stick out
like a sore thumb in all possible ways and for all the
wrong reasons?
Next up: how easy are they? Are their influencer
activities limited to our industry or are they quite
happy helping promote anything from sex toys to
sandwich makers? If it’s the latter, avoid. They should
be renowned for their pleasure product expertise,
and that alone.
Finally, whose company do they keep? Are they or
the other brands they’re associated with, unsuitable
bedfellows from a values or PR perspective? Again,
some initial due diligence – their website and social
media at the very least – will give you an initial indication as to whether there are any red flags concerning
their politics, behaviour, attitudes etc. that could
create blowback for your brand.
Obviously, this is just an initial checklist of sorts, but if
you at least take on board the above you’ll probably
be ahead of most of your peers when it comes to the
(wild) world of influencer marketing. Are you ready to
rip up that news release and search for your perfect
persuader? Good luck!

Brian can be contacted at lasciviousmarketing.com,
found on Instagram @lasciviousmarketing or phoned
on +44 (0)141 255 0769.
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pjur love – gives you more information
exclusive

T h e p j u r d ea ler lo unge

The pjur dealer lounge provides partners with fast, direct sales support for pjur products. An average of 700 files are available to download around the clock, all designed to help dealers market products. This makes the dealer lounge a digital
hub and supplement to pjur‘s activities related to POS material, campaigns, and training courses. The concept is targeted
at dealers and aims to help them with questions about products, new releases and training new employees. pjur‘s online
portal also offers dealers key material to optimise their presence both on the web and offline and generate more revenue
by attractively showcasing their businesses.

What does the pjur dealer lounge offer
dealers?
The pjur dealer lounge is the largest digital
collection of marketing and sales documents available 24 hours a day. This means
it can be used quickly by dealers in any
time zone and at any time. It is a one-stop
repository of information on new products,
the latest campaigns and upcoming activities. Sales folders, product brochures and
training videos also provide a great overview
and are available in up to eight different
languages.

The portal offers information about new products, campaigns, and
upcoming promotions

What kind of sales support does the pjur
dealer lounge offer?
„Bring your website up to date!“ This is the
motto for successful e-commerce activities.
Correct images (e.g. the right resolution,
right size, front and back views of products
available) form the basis of a successful
online shop where customers are happy to
spend time browsing.
The dealer lounge contains product images
and logos as well as web and social media
banners, brochures and sales support in a
range of formats and resolutions – all available for download.

There are more than 700 files ready for
download in the pjur dealer lounge
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Who can register?
The dealer lounge is targeted specifi cally
at pjur dealers. All they need to do is get in
touch with their contact partner. Access is
granted quickly after a brief check.

The pjur dealer lounge provides
quick and direct support for
retailers selling pjur products

Facts, figures and data about the
pjur dealer lounge
• www.pjurlove.com/dealer-lounge
• Favourite category: Product photos
• Over 700 files available to download
• Available in up to eight languages
• 100 downloads a day
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Our Pride Picks for 2019
exclusive

G e t s e t f o r a n o ut-a nd-p ro ud June with th ese to p to ys f o r th e LGB TQ + cro wd

Are your digital shelves or
slat walls prepped for Pride
2019? Today‘s shoppers
can get rainbow t-shirts and
cheesy Pride gear at the
local drugstore, but they‘ll
be looking to adult retailers
to provide post-parade sex
essentials. These days, Pride
is all about inclusive products
with a message that hits
home with all the letters of
LGBTQ+. You‘ve got to show
every gender of celebrator
that your shop sees, hears
and supports whatever kinky
stuff they‘re into. We‘ve rounded up some proud products
that‘ll add something unique
to your shop and give all
consumers a reason to feel
proud of their sexuality, no
matter who or how they love.

XR Brands Pro Rider 9X Vibrating Silicone
Strapless Strap On with Remote Control
Would any Pride article truly be complete
without a strap-on? XR Brands thinks it‘s
time we went strapless for more skin-on-skin
contact and better sexual connection.
For starters, the Pro Rider is remote controlled, and we think it‘s about dang time. No
more reaching down and awkwardly trying
to change the vibration speed while the toy is
inside of both partners.
Pro Rider leaves no pleasure spot un-titillated
with 3 speeds and 6 patterns, a wavy, bumpy
surface for the wearer to grind against, and a
gently curved, slender shaft for the receiver.
The wearer also gets a little something extra
from the Pro Rider‘s wave textured plug.
Strapless strap-ons have a wavering reputation between product god-send and utter
failure, mostly dependent upon how well they
stay inside the wearer during rowdy play.
Pro Rider‘s curved shaft helps hold this
double-dong in place while you
focus on driving your partner
crazy.

NS Novelties
Shi-Shi Union
This next toy is a Pride
boundary-breaker in more ways than
one. Scissoring, an often joked-about lesbian
sex position, is more popular outside of porn
than you might think, and award-winning
adult video editor Gabrielle Anex thought it
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could use an upgrade. The Shi-Shi Union by
NS Novelties is designed to take girl-on-girl
bumping and grinding to the next level. Anex,
a lesbian who - oddly enough - edits heterosexual porn for adult production company
New Sensations, created the Shi-Shi Union in
her own bedroom. It seems staring at straight
folks having unrealistic sex all day was a good
reminder of why Anex chose to partner with
the ladies.
The Shi-Shi turns scissoring – an often pornified lesbian sex position involving vulvar and
clitoral grinding with each woman‘s legs mimicking a scissor-like shape – into a vibrating
affair with a never-before-seen design.
Shi-Shi is essentially a sphere, split down the
middle with a swiveling joint and a strong vibrator on each half. A pair of scissoring women
can place the sphere in-between their bodies
and grind against the vibrating halves, which
swivel as they move and groove.
Anex‘s toy is designed to give lesbian pairs
more face-to-face pleasure during sex while
opening up the conversation about what
real-life gay women enjoy in bed.

Blush Avant Pride Series
The Blush Avant Pride series of silicone dildos
is back for another season of loud and proud
sex. We debuted the Avant Pride line last year
for parade season, and it‘s back on our June
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sex toy list-icle by industry demand.
Avant Pride dildos are almost too good to be true.
They‘re just soft enough to be comfortable and
flexible with the perfect amount of pleasurable hardness. Each dong is equipped with a sturdy suction
cup and a unique shape molded in quality silicone,
all of which work most excellently in a strap-on
harness.
Blush‘s full Avant line also includes works of insertable art featuring other lush color combos, but the
Pride collection is what you‘ll want on your shelves
for June. In this stand-out series, Blush hasn‘t left a
flag untouched. The Transgender pride flag, bisexual
pride flag, and of course the classic rainbow all
stand at attention in this truly inclusive line.

b-Vibe Anal Training & Education Set
Oops, they did it again! The COTR Inc team of toy
aficionados just released another industry first:
an anal training kit that includes sex-ed free with
purchase.
The aptly named b-Vibe Anal Training and Education
Set leaves no booty stone upturned. The kit includes
three different types of anal plugs designed to graduate your experience from a tiny, basic silicone anal-T
plug to a medium vibrating plug to a larger weighted
plug that‘s perfect for incognito public play.
Booty newbies also receive a high-quality enema
bulb to ensure extra cleanliness, a lubricant launcher
for comfortable anal prep, an adorable travel bag,
and a complete guide to everything anal – anatomy,
pleasure tips, and stigma-busting facts.
And in case you were wondering who this kit is for,
there‘s a big pink-maned unicorn on the anal play guide. Whether you‘re straight as a ruler or somewhere
along the LGBTQ+ spectrum, b-Vibe wants you to
know that you‘re magical no matter what.
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Wendy Williams Anal Trainer Kit by Doc Johnson
There‘s nothing more Pride-worthy than supporting
the Transgender community. Trans adult performer
Wendy Williams teamed up with Doc Johnson to
create an anal training kit that fits budget-conscious
consumers and offers a familiar face for the too
often ignored Trans consumer.
Not everyone can afford to be b-Vibe royalty, and
that‘s why inclusive stores can stock the Wendy Williams Anal Trainer Kit as a welcoming alternative. It‘s
rare for a Trans consumer to find a product package
bearing someone that looks like them, much less a
multi-toy kit that‘s affordable. You‘re making a huge
impact and a sex-positive statement for your store
just by stocking this product!
This graduated three-plug kit by Doc Johnson has
everything an anal newbie needs without all of the
expensive bells and whistles. The three basic plugs
work their way up from 4.70 inches to 5.30 to 6.90
inches at the largest, all without adding too much
girth along the way.

Stript Erotic Designs Jewelry by GetStript.com
Pride festival is all about loud and proud statements
of sexual freedom. Stript jewelry lets you wear your
favorite pleasure parts – or your partners – around
your neck. Designed by Maxine Lynn, an adult
industry lawyer and sex tech expert, the Stript line
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favors vulva lovers with four necklace designs that
range from subtle to in-your-face displays of V-spot
appreciation.
The Vulva necklace keeps it low key with a classic
v-shaped design and subtle red gem that‘s secretive
enough to wear anywhere. When the Pride parade
rolls through town, the silver or gold Le Clitoris
designs are serious conversation starters. Those
who recognize the clitoris‘s full anatomical shape will
be delighted at your advanced knowledge of female
sexuality. Those who don‘t will be too intrigued not
to ask.
But if you‘re really after the title of Belle of the Ball at
Pride, the urban-inspired Glam Girl necklace says it
all in shiny silver cursive: Clits N‘ Glitz. Hardly a clitoris-having honey will be able to resist an empowered
Pride babe donning this level of loud vulva devotion.

The XR Brands Thump-It line of butt plugs promises
pleasure to all who pop it up their b-hole, but this toy
is especially primed for prostate explorers. Thump-It
toys – which come in three shapes: medium, large,
and one with a curve for direct prostate stimulation – all work around a new concept in anal plugs:
a back-and-forth thumping motion, as the name
suggests.
We‘ve seen thumping toys in the past for vaginal penetration, and now XR is bringing this technology to
back doors everywhere. Instead of simply vibrating
or rimming with rows of spinning beads, Thump-It
plugs provide powerful up-and-down sensations,
similar to getting ecstatically screwed by a partner.
With three speeds, four patterns and a remote control, the Thump-It keeps going long after your Pride
date has grown exhausted from topping all night.

This interview is contributed
by Colleen Godin, EAN U.S.
Correspondent

XR Brands Thump-It Kinetic Thumping 7X
Prostate Anal Plug
Anal toys take the cake with Pride shoppers. Maybe
it‘s because everyone‘s got a butt, making booty toys
perfect for all genders and sexual preferences. But
we know it‘s also got a lot to do with a fairly true stereotype: most gay men adore anal play. (Not all, mind
you, but we‘re pretty sure the numbers are up there.)
Guys have a bit of an upper hand, if you will, when
it comes to anal sex due to the prostate – that little
gland often called “the male G-spot” that results in
explosive orgasms when stimulated through the anal
cavity or perineum.
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Major Changes Coming to EU Copyright Law

exclusive

T h e E U Co p yrigh t Directive a nd its imp a ct o n a dult co ntent

The Directive on Copyright in the Digital Single Market (also known as the EU Copyright Directive) was ratified by the Council of the European Union this past April. With this approval comes a major change to copyright law in Europe. Of particular interest to the adult industry is Article 17 (originally called Article 13 before it was renamed) of the Directive, which
essentially shifts the burden of flagging copyright infringement from the copyright holders to the online content-sharing
service providers. Let’s dig in here to understand the significance to the adult industry.

“directive“ is a set of rules made
by the European Parliament (and
ratified by the Council of the EU),
that requires EU member states
to achieve a specified result –
usually, by the passing of national laws. The text
of a directive sets forth the objective and an associated deadline, which is typically two years.
The EU Copyright Directive includes the typical
time table, which means that member states
have until 2021 to enact laws in compliance.

A

For the last couple of decades, laws in the
EU, as well as in the US, have shielded online
content-sharing service providers from liability
for copyright infringement committed by third
party users on their websites. In the EU, the
protection is provided by legislation passed in
accordance with Article 14 of the Electronic
Commerce Directive. In the US, the protection
is afforded by the provisions of the Digital Millennium Copyright Act. In general, under these
laws, an online content-sharing service provider
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Maxine Lynn is
an intellectual
property attorney
and runs the blog
SexTechLaw.com
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is relinquished of liability for copyright infringement
by users if, when given proper notice (usually by the
copyright holder), the service provider swiftly removes
the offending content.
Article 17 of the EU Copyright Directive changes
the game on this principle in the EU. Though it is
not directly applicable outside of the EU, resulting
legislation may still affect companies doing business
in EU member states from the US and around the
world. Under the Electronic Commerce Directive, an
online content-sharing service provider has a duty to
react when becoming aware of copyright infringement.
Now, instead, the service provider has a duty to act to
prevent any copyright infringement.
Article 13 provides, in summary:
(1) Online content-sharing service providers must
use “best efforts” to obtain authorization from
rights-holders.
(2) Where authorization is not granted, online
content-sharing service providers must use “best
efforts” “in accordance with “high industry standards
of professional diligence,” to ensure the unavailability
of specific works and other subject matter for which
the rightholders have given the service providers the
relevant and necessary information.
(3) Online content-sharing service providers must
act expeditiously upon receiving notice to disable or
remove copyrighted works.
(4) Online content-sharing service providers must
use best efforts to prevent their future uploads after
receiving such notice in (3).
[Note that the bullet points, themselves, are not in the
original text of the directive, but used here for ease of
explanation].
The language in bullet point (2) above means that
online content-sharing service providers could poten-
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tially face liability for not using best efforts with high
standards of diligence to ensure infringement absent
from their websites. Although the Directive explicitly
states, “[t]he application of this Article shall not lead to
any general monitoring obligation,” it quite
unimaginable as to how such would be possible. In
reality, service providers will have to monitor and filter
content which is uploaded or posted to their websites.
Effects on Service Providers
The filters and monitoring will be the result of online
content-sharing service providers trying to protect
themselves from liability. Small companies and
start-ups could struggle with the looming possibility
of lawsuits, as well as additional costs of filtering
technology, man-power for content review and
appeals, more expensive business insurance, and
added legal fees. Emerging clip sites, sexy audio
sharing sites, and other new companies that host
third party content will face these issues.
The survival of bigger, more established players will
be favored since they have the capital to be more
agile for business adjustment. Massive online
content-sharing service providers can afford to
implement software filters, as well as pay for
additional people to implement manual monitoring.
Further, such big enterprises will have leverage to
make agreements with entities that hold the rights
to large numbers of works (like music or book
publishers), therefore, eliminating potential liabilities
in great swaths. Article 17 encourages this in the
language of bullet point (1) above.
The EU Parliament seems to have recognized
the disparity. Some exceptions are provided to
the applicability of the provisions of Article 17 for
small operations. Online content-sharing service
providers whose services have been available to the
public in the EU for less than three years, and which
have an annual turnover below EUR 10 million, must
only comply with (1) and (3) above. Where, however,
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EMMA

MINI EMMA

ECHO

IRIS

Perfectly Curved
Vibrator

Video Camera Vibrator

PRIMO

ADONIS
Ribbed Warming Vibrator

KERI

TYLER

TRYSTA

Powerful Clitoral Vibrator

Rechargeable Vibrating
Ring

Targeted Rolling G-spot
Vibrator

WINNI

AMY

BARBARA

Remote Control Vibrating
Ring

Intelligent G-spot Vibrato

Ribbed Clitoral & G-spot
Vibrator

ALICE

CICI

HEDY

Intelligent Clitoral & G-Spot
Vibrator

Slim G-Spot Vibrator
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the average number of monthly unique visitors of
such service providers exceeds 5 million, calculated
on the basis of the previous calendar year, they must
also comply with (4) above. While this will provide
some relief, it will not completely remove the issue of
“bigger is better” here.
Effects on Content Creators
Filtering and monitoring of content are in direct
conflict with free speech principles. These filters
frequently lead to consequences both inside, and
outside, of the adult industry that are harmful to the
dissemination of content and ideas. Fair dealing (in
the EU) and fair use (in the US) provide exceptions
to copyright protection, allowing third party use of
copyrighted works for certain purposes, such as for
parody, comment, news-reporting, and education.
The theory behind this is that copyright law should
not prevent the dissemination of information and
ideas.
The Directive does recognize an exception for some
fair dealings. It provides that works for “(a)
quotation, criticism, review,” or “(b) the purpose of
caricature, parody or pastiche” are excluded from
the provisions. In practicality though, it is unclear
how an automated filter would be able to differentiate between an unlawful infringement and, for example, a parody lawful as fair dealing. For instance,
what if a porn parody included a song? While the
words may be changed from the original, the
melody may be very similar to a copyrighted song
from a mainstream movie. This could be filtered by
a clip site or audio sharing site and removed even
though it might be a fair use.
A removed video or other similar work means not only
a loss of the creator’s ability to share his/her creativity
with the world, but also very importantly, a loss of the
creator’s associated revenue. If content is frequently
removed by filters or overly-cautious manual monitoring, it could deeply hurt the pockets of the creators,
such as individual models or small porn production
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companies, who rely on the dissemination of their
work product for a paycheck.
On the flip side, content creators who have been the
victims of their works being pirated to tube sites, clip
sites, etc., may have a new recourse for acquiring
damages for the infringement. Per the Directive,
online content-sharing service providers must use
“best efforts” to prevent the infringing content from
ever making it to their websites, and therefore,
failure to do so, may result in damages being owed.
However, we’ll have to wait to see what the national
laws will say in order to know: what the actual
method of recourse will be, the amount of damages
that will legally be available, and whether the process will be affordable for small content creators.
In due time, each EU member state will produce
legislation in accordance with the Directive.
Adult-oriented online content-sharing service
providers and content creators alike should keep
watch in the meantime. There is much at stake on
both sides of the biz.
About: Maxine Lynn is an intellectual property (IP)
attorney with the law firm of Keohane & D’Alessandro, PLLC, having offices in Albany, New York,
USA. She focuses her practice on prosecution of
patents for technology, trademarks for business
brands, and copyrights for creative materials.
Through her company, Unzipped Media, Inc., she
publishes the Unzipped: Sex, Tech & the Law®
blog at www.SexTechLaw.com and the Unzipped:
The Business of Sex® podcast at
www.BusinessOf.Sex.
Disclaimer: The content of this article constitutes
general information, and is not legal advice. If you
would like legal advice from Maxine Lynn, an
attorney-client relationship must be formed by
signing a letter of engagement with her law firm.
To inquire, visit www.Sextech.Lawyer.
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New

BeauMents Lubricants –
High quality and
fascinatingly tasteful!
Schneider & Tiburtius Rubber Vertriebsgesellschaft mbH
D-66787 Wadgassen-Hostenbach
T +49 6834 4006-0 . F +49 6834 4006-11
info@st-rubber.de

STRUBBI.COM

We are a trusted brand having

a huge wealth of practical advice

exclusive

J o D i v i n e h a s everyth ing yo u need f o r a h a p p y, f ulf illing, a nd h ea lth y sex lif e

It is common knowledge that the e-commerce segment is dominated by a handful of big companies. Smaller retailers
have to be resourceful in order to fi nd success. Consequently, there are numerous interesting business concepts out
there. Take Jo Divine (www.jodivine.com) for instance. This online shop relies on a selective product range and a wealth
of information about sexual health. Considering that Jo Divine was launched in 2007 and is still thriving today, that concept clearly seems to be paying off. To learn more about Jo Divine, we talked with the founders and managers of the
online shop, Samantha and Paul Evans.

„

Samantha and Paul
Evans, the founders
and managers of
Jo Divine

When and why did you decide to try your
luck in the e-commerce market for sex toys?
Paul: It started as an idea that I came up
with as a way to earn some extra money for
the family. Initially we intended to run toy
parties for couples, but nobody seemed
interested in that, but lots of people thought
they would be interested in a website with
quality products. As my day job was
computer programmer it seems a logical
step to start a website.
You could also have opened a brick and
mortar store. What drew you to the
e-commerce segment? And why sex toys?
Sam & Paul: The UK is not a friendly
environment for bricks and mortar stores in
our industry. The licensing costs and
restrictions are onerous it was much easier
and much lower risk to set up a website.
How did you come up with the name Jo
Divine? What does it stand for?
Sam & Paul: We came up with the idea over
a few beers in a pub in Suffolk. Jo is a
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neutral but quite sexy name. We liked the word
divine because it indicated something pleasurable
and/or luxurious.
Did you already have experience in the retail market
prior to Jo Divine, or was this one of the first
projects you decided to tackle in your professional
careers?
Sam: I’m from a nursing background, I worked in
the NHS and private healthcare for 15 years before
I became a full-time mother. I returned to work for
Jo Divine.
Paul: I have a background of over 20 years in IT
prior to Jo Divine. The work I did was banking
systems - I’ve had to learn all about websites, but I
do most of the programming work myself, even
now.
Could you sum up your corporate philosophy for
our readers? What sets Jo Divine apart from the
many, many online shops that sell sex toys on the
internet?
Sam: We are one of only a few retailers dedicated
to only selling skin safe products and have done so
since we started in 2007. We also have a huge
library of sexual health and pleasure articles written
by myself. We also create our own videos and talk
about our sex toys, showing our faces and telling
customers about our experience of using the
products unlike many sex toy retailers who only
show hands, a voice over and talk about how a
product works.
Paul: When we started, we went for luxury toys and
mainly sold LELO and Fun Factory. I would now say
that we stand for quality. We have a tiny number of
returns because we only sell good quality product
and we continue to maintain a rule that we will only
sell skin safe toys and lubes. We are fun, but
educational, we strongly believe that our balance of
sexual health and sexual pleasure is the right
combination as they are so strongly linked.
Who is Jo Divine for? How would you describe your
target audience?
Paul: Everyone, although we do have many older
customers as we have done a lot of advertising in
women’s magazines. Many of our customers never
buy from a high street shop or from a huge sex toy
retailer online. They are not so much a target
audience as an audience we found by accident. We
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“ M A N Y D O N ’ T K N O W TH AT
A M A Z O N S E L L TOY S , B U T
W E B E L I E V E I T I S S LO W LY
D E S T R OY I N G M U C H O F
TH E S E C TO R , W H I C H I S
W H Y “ D O W H AT A M A Z O N
C A N N OT D O ” H A S B E C O M E
OUR MANTRA.”
S A M & PA U L

have a huge number of sexual health articles and
we get a lot of traffic from sexual health searches.
Sam is also very involved with sexual health
professionals and many customers have been
advised by their healthcare professionals to give us
a call or buy one of our products. We see no reason
why our products and content can’t appeal to all
adults, so we are certainly going to be targeting
younger age groups in the future.
The competition in the e-commerce segment is
fierce, and it is global. How do you manage to
reach your target audience and turn them into repeat customers, binding them to your brand?
Sam & Paul: Through being a reputable reliable
trusted sex toy retailer that sells skin safe products
offers practical advice and a telephone advice
service too. We are a trusted brand having a huge
wealth of practical advice. We also work with many
healthcare professionals across the UK and Ireland
who use Jo Divine as a resource, give out our
health brochure, show our products in their clinics
and we are starting to work with people to give
talks and workshops. You won’t find Amazon giving
a talk in a London pub and nobody will ever have a
personal relationship with a retailer like that.
Which channels do you use to interact with your
customers? For instance, how important is social
media for your communication strategy?
Sam & Paul: We still do print advertising and our
articles bring a lot of traffic to the web site. Sam is very

I N T E R V I E W

“WE ARE FUN, BUT
E D U C ATI O N A L , W E
S T R O N G LY B E L I E V E
T H AT O U R B A L A N C E O F

active on Twitter (@jodivineuk and @samtalkssex) and
has a lot of interaction with healthcare professionals
and people needing advice. We also maintain a good
old-fashioned paper brochure mailing list and insert a
brochure into every parcel. We find Facebook to be
very difficult to work with, but Twitter can bring us
useful contacts. Younger customers are certainly
harder to reach and we‘re going to be upping our
Instagram game over the next few months.

S E X U A L H E A LTH A N D
S E X U A L P L E A S U R E I S TH E
R I G H T C O M B I N ATI O N A S
T H E Y A R E S O S T R O N G LY
LINKED.”
S A M & PA U L

There is a lot of talk about the growing acceptance of sexuality, eroticism, and sex toys within society. How do you perceive this development? Are
people really more open-minded when it comes to
vibrators and the like – or put differently, how
many first-time buyers do you encounter in your
activities?
Sam & Paul: Because we speak to a lot of
customers on the phone, we know that there
seems to much greater knowledge and acceptance of sex toys and people are much happier to
talk about sexual health issues. It can however
vary massively from person to person and some
people of whatever age will be very embarrassed
when talking about anything to do with sex, let
alone sex toys. A preconception is that younger
people are much more open but we often find that
the older people love talking and they become
much more liberated as they get older. Sometimes
the conversations with younger people can
actually be very difficult. We are often a first
destination for sex toy novices as they find our site
unintimidating.
Your online shop has a section just for information
and education. How important is it to you to offer
this added value to your customers? And where
do you get the content you present in that
section? How do you pick it? Also, how much
education is still necessary in 2019?
Sam & Paul: Almost all of the information and
education articles are actually written by Sam,
although we do have articles by previous
employees, and we are always searching out for
new contributors. We are really pleased with our
latest contributor Alice Hunter who is writing for
us about the fetish and kink scene amongst other
topics. The articles drive traffic to Jo Divine. They
are well written, researched and offer practical
advice in great depth that no other sex toy retailer
or manufacturer offers. By combining sexual
health and sexual pleasure we address the sexual
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issues that many people experience.
Adult sex education is key to a
happy healthy sex life, yet many
people are still uninformed and
misinformed about their own
bodies and how it functions.
Having a nursing background Sam writes much of
the content from her own
experience and through
researching medical literature
and articles. We advise many
people and their partners about
ways to enjoy sexual intimacy and
pleasure when they experience
sexual health issues due to disability,
injury, illness, disease, medical/surgical
intervention and the ageing process,
including vaginal dryness, vaginal tightness,
post op scarring, decreased sexual
sensation and low libido and erectile
dysfunction through exploring suitable sex
toys and sexual lubricants which can help
them overcome sexual issues, remain
intimate, enjoy sex and have fun with a
partner or for solo pleasure.
In 2015 we were asked to create a health
brochure containing suitable products with
a urogynaecolgist and women‘s health
physiotherapist at our local NHS hospital to
help people overcome sexual issues. As a
result, we now work with many healthcare
professionals in the UK and Ireland who give
out our health brochure and show sample
products to their patients in their clinics and
sign post them to our website, articles and
videos in addition to advising them to give
us a call for further advice or to place an
order. The health brochures are now being
given out across the UK by many healthcare
professionals, at talks and conferences.
Sam also gives talks to healthcare professionals and have spoken at medical conferences about how HCPs can open to conversation about enjoying sex. We also attend
medical conferences and work with several
gynecological cancer charities.
We strongly believe having a health issue
doesn’t mean your sex life has to stop!
Whoever you are, you should never have to
give up on your sex life and I passionately
believe that it is always possible to enjoy

www.jodivine.com
has been online
since 2007
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pleasurable sex by being imaginative,
adventurous and making it fun.
Let’s talk about your product range. What
criteria are you looking for in the products
and brands that you consider for your shop?
Sam & Paul: Skin safe, high quality
reputable brands made from silicone, glass,
metal and ABS plastic. We (and our
customers) value reliable products - we have
a tiny number of returns which keeps us and
customers happy. We only sell skin safe pH
balanced sexual lubricants that are glycerin,
glycol and parabens free as we know all
these ingredients are detrimental to vagina/
vulva health. We also like manufacturers
who value their brand. Some seem to have
no regard for their brand and are happy to
have the value degraded by low quality
sellers on eBay and Amazon. We are now
starting to ask the question of manufacturers and distributors ‚why should I bother
advertising your product if you’re not going
to protect the brand and retailer margins?‘.
How would you describe your product
range? What are the focal points of Jo
Divine? For instance, how important are
brand products to you?
Sam & Paul: As above, we only work with
reputable manufacturers and distributors, it
is a core principle. We have a trusted brand
ourselves and we are looking to leverage
that going forward by own branding quality
products.
Trends come and trends go: A few years
ago, women-friendly products were the be
all and end all, then there were couples
products. Today, male products are in high
demand, and there is a lot of buzz surrounding sexual wellness and sexual health. How
are these developments reflected in your
range and in your communication with the
customers?
Sam & Paul: We are well ahead when it
comes to sexual wellness as we have so
many articles in addition to our health
brochure. We are currently in the process of
creating a male health brochure with
suitable products for men who experience
erectile dysfunction which will hopefully be
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given out by Health Care Professionals (HCPs).
We are aware that many HCPs have no idea about
suitable male sex toys that can help erectile
function. We promote sexual health and pleasure
as they go together and focus on the benefits of
enjoying sexual intimacy and pleasure, regular
orgasms and promoting good sexual health. We
have noticed many more beauty/wellness/
menopause brands, websites and celebrities
promoting poor products and treatments that can
be detrimental to sexual health and pleasure.
What are the purchasing decisions of your
customers based on? Is the price the most
important thing for them? The brand? The
material? How much weight do your recommendations and sales advice carry?
Sam & Paul: It is an issue, but certainly not the
main one. We see so many retailers promising to
be the ‚cheapest on the internet‘ appearing every
year - two years later they are gone. If price is
your sole selling point you won’t last in this
industry. Being a reputable trusted brand people
value our advice, we often advise people that the
product they think they want may be unsuitable
for their needs, especially if they have never used

a sex toy before or have a sexual health issue,
even if it means we recommend a cheaper
product.
In the European e-commerce segment, there are
a handful of large companies that dominate the
market, e.g. Amazon. What can you tell us about
the situation in Great Britain?

“A D U LT S E X E D U C ATI O N
I S K E Y TO A H A P PY
H E A LTH Y S E X L I F E Y E T
MANY PEOPLE ARE
S TI L L U N I N FO R M E D A N D
M I S I N FO R M E D A B O U T
TH E I R O W N B O D I E S A N D
H O W I T F U N C TI O N S . ”
S A M & PA U L

Sam & Paul: Lovehoney and Ann Summers are
usually the only brands that people have heard of
in the UK (although we’re doing our best to
change that!). Many don’t know that Amazon sell
toys, but we believe it is slowly destroying much
of the sector, which is why “do what Amazon
cannot do” has become our mantra. We keep
offering well written and researched information.
Sites like Amazon and eBay find it hard (if they try
at all) to keep out the fakes and low-quality
retailers - something many people have no idea
about which is why we always recommend people
buy from reputable retailers and manufacturers.
‚Everything was better in the old days‘ – is that
also true for the e-commerce market? How has
the online sale of sex toys changed since you
entered this segment in 2007?
Sam & Paul We have seen so many sex toy
retailers come and go over the last 10 years and
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we are still here. But the entry of Amazon and
the money behind Lovehoney certainly
makes it a challenge. We also
find ourselves behind porn
filters on mobile and
broadband networks in
the UK, something
which (unfairly)
Amazon does not
suffer from and is
an issue the
industry
urgently needs
to address
collectively.
Do you feel that,
as an e-commerce company
for sex toys, you
get enough support
from producers and
distributors/wholesalers?
Sam & Paul: We are
fortunate to work with some
excellent manufacturers and
distributors. Relationships have changed
over 10 years and the amount of business we
now do with certain companies has certainly
shifted.

Jo Divine is much more than an
online shop – it is also a source of
education and information about
sexual health and sexual wellness

Jo Divine has been online for roughly 12
years. Looking back, what are your fondest
memories, and what are the things you’d
rather forget?
Sam: Wrapping sex toys on a Sunday
evening watching TV when our children had
gone to bed.
Paul: I used to man the phone while still
working in as a computer programmer in an
office. If I got a phone call, I’d run down to a
bathroom, write down the order and credit
card details and then enter it when I got back
to my desk. It was quite stressful at times!
We’d rather forget spending too much money
on advertising that didn’t work. Also, our
attempt to set up an erotic book store and a
male focussed web site didn’t go very well.
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A question about the current situation in
Great Britain? Do you fear that Brexit –
should it happen, and whichever form it may
take – will affect your business?
Sam & Paul: We fear any form of Brexit. I
think it is fair to say we were somewhat
lukewarm on the EU in the past but events
over the past few years have made us
passionately pro-EU. If we crash out, it will
be disastrous for the country and as most of
our business is currently in the UK, it won’t
be good for our business. In purely financial
terms the added delays caused by shipping
will make life harder and more costly. We
can only hope that a sensible way out of the
mess is found.
What can you tell us about your plans for
the future of Jo Divine? And how will the
e-commerce segment as a whole develop in
your opinion?
Sam & Paul: We worry that Amazon will
continue to grow in dominance, but we
believe there is room for other retailers. We
strongly believe that if all you have to offer is
a web site listing a thousand products, you
won’t get very far as that market is already
sewn up by Amazon and Lovehoney. You
have to differentiate yourself through
product, content or other means such as
genuine connection to the public. We intend
to continue producing great content, but we
will be increasing our social media interaction and we hope to start producing more
videos and start on podcasts. We also want
to get ourselves in front of the general public
and have some great collaborations lined up
and we will continue to work with the health
sector. We also hope to start producing our
own brand products in the near future.
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VeganToys aims to bring quality sex toys
and their health benefits to everyone

exclusive

Ve ga n To y s .co .uk – beca use susta ina bility ma tters in th e bedro o m, to o

More and more people steer clear of animal products, and this trend has left its mark on the erotic market as well. Vegan
lubricants and condoms have become a common sight on the shelves of adult retailers everywhere. But you can do more,
says British online shop VeganToys. Not only are their products free of any animal-based materials, but the team also set
great store by sustainability, environmental responsibility, and ethical principles. Will Griffiths, Marketing Director of VeganToys, talks about the online shop and its guiding principles in our EAN interview.

„

When manufacturers in the erotic industry
advertise their products as vegan, they are
usually talking about lubes, condoms or similar products. How did you come up with the
idea to create a whole shop centred around
vegan sex toys?
Will Griffiths: My girlfriend at the time was
very conscious about what she put into her
body and the implications on her health,
animal welfare and the planet. After using the
lube for some time my girlfriend started to get
some irritation. We checked the label to find
an extensive list of ingredients we had not
come across before; upon further research,
we found they were cheap, unnatural ingredients, which were not good for our bodies.
Until then, we had been avoiding chemicals
and preservatives in our diet on a daily basis,
but we didn‘t think to consider their implications in lube or sex toys. Recent studies

Will Griffiths,
Marketing Director
of VeganToys
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on eating habits have generated numerous
health warnings with regards to animal products. Despite the lack of extensive research
detailing the effects of these chemicals in
sex toys and lube, we wanted to work on the
premise: if you wouldn’t eat it, don’t put it in
or on your body. This conscientious vegan
consideration is for both animal welfare and
us.
After conducting further research, I realised
that the sex toy industry is very unregulated;
manufacturers get away with using cheap
materials in their products to maximise profits
at the expensive of peoples’ health and the
environment. Hence the idea of VeganToys,
a sex shop which provides you with the best
healthy, guilt-free orgasms.
Could you describe the concept of your shop
in more detail?
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Will: At VeganToys, we are on
a mission to tackle the stigma
“IN A DDI TION TO OUR
associated with self-pleasure.
Orgasms are good for your
CON SIDE RATION FOR
mind and body, and we want to
encourage people to see it more
A N IMAL W E L FARE AND
openly as an integral part of
TH E P LANE T, W E WANT
people‘s health and wellbeing.
‘An orgasm a day will keep the
TO EXT END THE L ITE RAL
doctor away.’
In addition to our consideration
MEAN IN G OF ‘ V E GAN’ ,
for animal welfare and the planet, we want to extend the literal
A N D IT S FUNDAME NTAL
meaning of ‘vegan’, and its fundamental emphasis on ethical
EMP H A SIS ON E THIC AL
materials and health-conscious
MAT ERIAL S AND HE ALTH
consumers, to the sex toy industry more broadly. VeganToys
CON SCIO US C ONSUME RS,
aims to bring quality sex toys
and their health benefits to
TO TH E SE X TOY INDUSTRY
everyone.
We think many sex toys curMORE BROADLY.”
rently available are made to look
WILL GRIFFITHS
very intimidating and therefore
reinforce the stigma associated
around self-pleasure. Through
our light-hearted and fun
designs, we want to emphasise that self-pleasure
should be and is guilt-free and enjoyable.
What can you tell us about the team behind the
shop? Did you have previous experiences in the
erotic industry when you founded vegantoys.co.uk?
Will: VeganToys was founded in London by Jake
Reynolds, and, since then, has grown. In our previous work, we have always been conscious about
our planet and of the short cuts business take in
pursuit of profits.
Despite the fact that neither of us has explicit experience in the erotic industry, we were inspired by the
sexual liberation movements of modern generations.
The market is dominated by large firms with set
‘norms’ and procedures, which we believe do not
consider the underpinning societal changes of the
modern age. As newcomers in the industry, we are
entering the market with a fresh customer perspective, standing out from your typical ‘sex shop’. Our
ethos and culture are truly unique to the world of sex
toys.

true? Which parts of a sex toy can be problematic?
Will: Sex toys, in general, tend not to contain animal
components beyond the obvious animal leather in
some BDSM products. On a broader scope, condoms are not vegan, and the majority of lubricants
do contain animal products. We are in the process
of widening our product range into other sex accessories and will continue to respect the veganism of
our culture.
Whilst many other toys may be vegan, they still contain harsh chemicals and materials that are harmful
to the planet. We want to stop this, not just in our
use of vegan materials but of those with the least
negative implications on our planet’s wellbeing.
How do you make sure that none of the products in
your range include animal components? Are there
certain certificates you can go by, or do you have to
rely on the data given by the manufacturers?
Will: We have certification for all the materials that
go into our products and make sure that they are
of the highest quality. We do also have to put faith
in the manufacturers to ensure quality control and
quality checks are happening throughout the manufacturing process.

Jake
Reynolds,
Founder of
VeganToys

Sex toys are usually not considered products that
have animal components in them. But is that really
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What are your current best sellers?
Will: Our best-selling product is the iconic eggplant
vibrator, amongst our glass range the carrot glass
dildo is our best seller as it is beautiful in design.
We do also offer combo deals included vibrator and
glass dildo in a packaged option.
Our latest editions that we launched in May included
the ‘Large Banana Vibrating Dildo’ which has proven
to be very popular also due to its high vibration power and rechargeable battery. We are in the process
of developing new products in house which will be
ready for market this coming summer.
Are you producing some of your products in your
range yourself or are your exclusively working together with established manufacturers?
Will: As a start-up business, we are currently
working with established manufacturers to produce
our product line. However, we will be partnering with
other industry experts to design and create an anal
range of vegan toys which are made from sustainable and environmentally friendly materials.

When you look at the erotic market as a whole,
would you say that this market puts enough emphasis on environmental and social sustainability? How
would you describe the status quo of the market in
this regard?
Will: From the research we have done not enough
is being done for protecting the environment in the
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erotic industry. A lot of products are packaged with
unnecessary amounts of plastic when they could
be using more eco-friendly alternatives. Although
most toys are now made with silicon which is more
environmentally friendly there are still lots of plastic.
Some of the larger companies are becoming more
sensitive to their social impact and I expect to see
more initiatives towards becoming more environmentally friendly from the larger firms. However,
companies will go to great lengths to manipulate the
consumer and society into thinking they are socially
responsible when fundamentally they are doing in
pursuit of profits. We feel it will be down to smaller
companies, such as ourselves, to have these aspects incorporated within our total business models
to make a real difference and change the industry.
How will the market for vegan sex toys develop in the
future?
Will: The food industry has seen numerous health
warnings regarding animal products. Common sense
says, if it’s not good to eat, you probably shouldn’t
put it in your body either.
Veganism is a growing trend and a rapidly expanding market, which is not slowing down any time
soon. Every day people are becoming increasingly
conscious of the various materials they put in their
bodies and the broader, more wide-ranging effects
these have on society and animals. The recent shift
in consumer buying habits from millennials will spill
over into other industries beyond simply diet
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That’s how I look at life. Do what

you love and you can‘t really go wrong
exclusive

Ne l s o n e m bo dies kink p ride a nd p ro f essio na lism th ro ugh o ut h is ca reer with Mis t er B

If you‘re looking for a proud place to shop during LGBTQ+ Pride month this June, Mister B takes the rainbow-and-leather
cake. While this kinky boutique, full of gay-centric gear and sex toys, clearly screams gay pride from the moment you set
foot inside, it‘s owner, Nelson Sousa da Cunha-Pochet, radiates the proudest aura of all. Sousa da Cunha-Pochet embodies Mister B like the ideal mascot. Decked out in head-to-toe black – usually leather or latex if it‘s a special occasion - with
a dark, slicked-back hair style, thick leather arm bands and combat boots, there‘s no doubting this eye-catching Amsterdam boy knows the BDSM market beyond the stacks of product catalogs. Beyond looking like the South American version
of a Ken doll gone kinky, Sousa da Cunha-Pochet fits the Mister B philosophy like a well-oiled biker glove on the hand of
an International Mr. Leather participant. The company couldn‘t care less about Fifty Shades. They‘re more focused on the
continual advancement of their brand‘s household name with serious lifestylers who are more Tom of Finland than Christian Grey. Sousa da Cunha-Pochet walked thousands of miles in corporate vanilla shoes before landing, almost by accident,
with Mister B. In this exclusive career feature for June pride month, he tells EAN why originality and quality will always reign
supreme – in life and in business.

„

How did your life pan out before entering
the pleasure industry?
Nelson Sousa da Cunha-Pochet: After my
studies I started my professional career at
Warner Bros in the Benelux. It was my first
time venturing out into the professional world
and even though my job was on operations I
got to get a good sense of what a big
international company was about. After a few
years I took a leap into telecom, and worked
as a marketing manager for two Dutch
companies for 7 years in total traveling the
world. My main focus areas were South
America and later on Asia so I spent a great
part of my time there. As much as I loved
traveling it was blocking me on a personal
level. I was around 25 when the heavy
traveling started and I felt I couldn’t develop as
a person. I was going from airplane to airplane
and meeting to meeting and had the feeling I
was missing out on what other 25 year olds
would do - try jobs, try relationships, fail at
them, get up and try it again. I felt like I had my
path set out for me and that was a certainty I
was not willing to accept yet.
When did the opportunity arise to start a new
career with Mister B?

Nelson Sousa da Cunha-Pochet,
President of Mister B
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Nelson: Since I was traveling all the time it was
very hard to manage friendships at home, and
relationships were out of the question. I felt more
and more a stranger every time I was back in my
hometown of Amsterdam. I was leading a
successful life but I was not happy as a person.
The cliches of money don’t bring happiness I
can definitely vouch for. I missed the things that
brought me passion. The telecom world was a
harsh dog-eat-dog world where machismo was
still the common demeanor. When I accepted
for myself that it was maybe time to look outside
that Telecom world I said to myself: ‚Have a
break! Get out of the business for two years, do
something fun in Amsterdam and you can
always come back and continue where you
have left!‘ That’s when I saw a position at Mister
B available at their head office. I didn’t know
much more than their shops in Amsterdam and
Berlin as I was a customer but one thing I knew
was: that was the fun element I was missing,
perfect to spend those two years in Amsterdam,
without major traveling and focusing on myself
and the people around me.
What industry experiences and memories
prompted you to stick around and create an
entire new life here?
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Nelson: What was most memorable was the family
feeling I would sense during not only visits from
wholesale customers to our head office but also
during trade shows like eroFame. It was completely
in contrast to the 3GSM trade show I was used to in
Barcelona where they would present the latest
mobile phones with beautiful girls in sexy dresses
and lots of old men in suits around it taking photos.
Something you would expect at eroFame, but no, it
was so much more professional in a way, and
people were so much more passionate, that right
away I felt: ‚I’m afraid I‘m gonna stay around a bit
longer than those planned two years.‘
How has your career progressed throughout your
time with Mister B? What unique mark have you left
on the company?
Nelson: I started at Mister B in a role that was
mixed sales and marketing. Reason was that there
was no specific marketing department yet. The
brand was strong but there was no marketing
department behind it. With the growth of the brand
there was a clear need for more structure, better
planning of marketing budgets, making sure every
Euro you put in is well spent and generates the best
visibility for the company possible and tells the story
of who is Mister B. So while getting the hang of it on
the sales department on the side, I was setting up a
marketing department from scratch. This is
something I love doing, I am a builder, I love to start
new things and make them a success. With regards
to leaving my mark, I think that I was able to elevate
the brand of Mister B to the next level while also
making it more young, fresh and accessible without
losing its core, the fetish scene, which is our origin.
Who comes to mind when asked about your
mentors? How did they help you pave your way
throughout your career?
Nelson: The first person that immediately comes
to mind is the person that I hold responsible for
me daring to take bold moves. His name is Tjeerd
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“I TH I N K TH AT I WA S
A B L E TO E L E VAT E TH E
B R A N D O F M I S T E R B TO
TH E N E X T L E V E L W H I L E
ALSO MAKING IT MORE
YO U N G , F R E S H A N D
A C C E S S I B L E W I TH O U T
LO S I N G I T S C O R E , TH E
F E TI S H S C E N E , W H I C H I S
OUR ORIGIN.“
NELSON SOUSA DA CUNHAPOCHET

and was my first boss in Telecom. I was young, I
think 24, had never traveled outside Europe, was
starting in a new job, new business and was
basically insecure about everything. I used to be
someone that would overthink everything…. ‚What
if?‘ was usually the first thing that came to mind.
He wanted to launch his product in the Latin
American market, and I spoke Spanish so for him
it was very simple: you go there, set up meetings
with the biggest telecom companies of the
continent and you go and make some business.
My first reaction was: you are crazy! What if I can‘t
do it? What if they don’t take me serious, I’m only
24 and no experience? How am I gonna survive in
cities like São Paulo, Buenos Aires or even worse,
Caracas in Venezuela (where at the time Chavez
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was grabbing on to power and there were lots of
shooting and abductions)…. I only saw problems,
not solutions. I thank him until this day for having
blind faith in me when I didn’t. He said: you book

“ N O W TO M E I T F E E L S
L I K E A C H I N E S E FA C TO RY
P U T S O U T A P R O D U C T,
W E A L L J U M P O N TH E
B A N D WA G O N A N D P U T
A D I F F E R E N T PA C K A G E
AROUND IT AND CALL IT A
N I G H T. “
NELSON SOUSA DA CUNHAPOCHET
Nelson worked six years in the marketing department
of Mister B before he took over the company

those tickets, you set up those meetings and you
make it work, and that is all I want to hear. So I
did, got on that plane, not knowing what two
expect. Spent two weeks in South America,
visited four cities, sat at the table with people high
up in the chain of Telefonica/Movistar, and many
other telcos and came back another man! A few
months later we had set up our first services there
and I was regularly traveling there to generate new
business. Him believing in me when I didn’t and
making me prove to myself I could do it is
something that brought me that important life
lesson I needed. Now every time I am confronted
with a choice, a life changing choice (like leaving
all securities behind and go work at Mister B, or
later on: buy the company of Mister B and run a
business with no prior experience) I just go for it
without fear. I make it work, I believe in myself and
don’t second guess it. To me throughout my life
has been my recipe for success and I thank
Tjeerd for forcing me on that plane into the
unknown.
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How did you eventually become part owner of
Mister B?
Nelson: After 6 years on marketing and to a certain
extent becoming the face of the company in certain
places, like for example the leather and fetish
communities throughout Europe, I was ready for a
next step. This coincided with the founder of Mister
B, Wim Bos, reaching his pension age and being
ready to hand over his baby to the right person in
order to continue his legacy. There were people interested during that process but they lacked the
passion or knowledge of the community where this
company was coming from. It’s one thing to sell a
chastity cage, it’s a whole different story knowing
when and how to use it, what the risks are, what
moves people to use it, and to love what you put out
there on the market. To Wim Bos this was very
important, as it is to me. I am someone that comes
from the fetish scene, the usage of such products
are intertwined with my personal life. I think that is
what Wim was looking for when choosing the right
person to sell his baby to. We got to an agreement
and the rest is history.
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Releases your fantasies
Bondage and BDSM should be erotic practices accessible to those who want to explore their most hidden
desires. That's why the Fetish Arts line was born by Toyz4Lovers, which is able to offer a selection of classic
and unique products at an affordable price! Fetish Arts products are made of high quality materials and
are suitable for those who want to play seriously as well as for beginners. Each mischievous accessory from
Fetish Arts manages to satisfy the playful instincts of the individual as well as the most enterprising and
curious couple. With Fetish Arts, there is no budget that you can keep, you can experiment with your innermost desire.
Visit our website to discover the brand new products from fetishArts by toyz4Lovers.
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What does an average day look like at Mister B
headquarters?
Nelson: Hectic, fun, never a dull moment. I am
also finding my place, as a new entrepreneur I
have to find out what works for me and what not.
Thank God I have a caring and flexible team
around me that are willing to go along and adapt
fairly easy to new situations and that is something
that makes us stronger. One thing I see often is
people copying each other’s behavior. In the
industry people do this, so I should do it too. But
that’s not how I work, that’s not what I pursue. I
like to do things from the passion we have as a
group of people at Mister B, with love for the
product. And when you are talking about
something so close to people as sexuality there is
always a certain humor to it, and that’s what
makes every day a fun and different one. Is it hard
work? It sure is! Not always is a decision I take the
best one, but it makes us learn, grow and evolve.
That’s how I look at life, do what you love and
then you can‘t really go wrong.

the next copy of what has been done the year before
by someone else. Suddenly everybody seems to be a
fetish and bdsm expert, which is funny when you see
their booths at trade shows with products upside
down because they have no idea how to use it. The
passion and the fun seem a bit lost. Its all about Euros,
margins, price, price, price….. and that is a pity. I’m
missing the fun, the development of sex. Now to me it
feels like a Chinese factory puts out a product, we all
jump on the bandwagon and put a different package
around it and call it a night. There are some that are
innovative, you see them at trade shows full of energy,
with passion and love. The next year they are gone, all
that has stayed is their idea, just with different
packaging and a different brand name at a different
booth. I see a future where people realize that its not
just price that drives our business, but also love and
devotion, honesty and craftsmanship. I hope the
companies that share these values will persevere, in
the end we are selling products for customers most
intimate moments in their lives and they are willing to
pay for good quality.

Spill one of your favorite stories from trade show
life – the funnier, the better!
Nelson: Indeed there are so many it is hard to
come up with just one, but I‘ll never forget my first
eroFame and half the industry passed by asking
for Ass Midgets. At the time I wasn’t aware of
every single SKU we stocked and I went up to my
colleague to ask what an Ass Midget was and
indeed it was what I was fearing it was, a huge
butt plug in the shape of a garden gnome.
Everybody was talking about it, wanted a picture
with it and were trying to get the one we had
brought at the end of the show. The garden
gnome put me right way in the right head space.
This industry was a different one and I was in for
one hell of a ride!

What exciting stuff is coming up for you this year, both
personally and professionally?
Nelson: Professionally there are many things on the
program. We are working on some beautiful new
collections and spreading our wings more and more in
exciting directions of which I can not say too much
about it just yet. This year Mister B celebrates its 25th
anniversary and we are doing this throughout the year
with specific events in the fetish community that
highlight the path that Mister B has taken throughout
its journey and we are giving back to the community
by ways of sponsorships and events for our retail
customers. On a private level, my husband and I are
finally moving to a bigger house near Amsterdam and I
am saying goodbye to my bachelor pad…
new beginnings!

What‘s changed the most in the industry since
you began, and what do you foresee for our
future?
Nelson: What I feel has changed is people have
lost inspiration. It is a copy of a copy of a copy of
a copy. They use marketing slogans like: let’s
revolutionize the market, and they come up with
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This interview is contributed by Colleen Godin,
EAN U.S. Correspondent
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Our product is likely to appeal to couples and individuals
with an open mind to the exploration of sexual fantasies
exclusive

T h e Co c k Ca m ta kes sex tech to a new level

„

Before we go into detail: How did you get
the idea to combine a cock ring with a
camera?
Charlie: The CockCam idea was sparked
from reading an article in Cosmopolitan
magazine a few years ago – a survey which
revealed that 8 out of 10 people form the age
of 18- 50 had sent or received sexy selfies.
The idea then came to life to combine the
cock ring with a camera to allow couples to
record their most intimate of moments. It is all
about a freedom of expression, we are in a
time where people’s sex lives are no longer a
taboo and we have the freedom to explore as
we choose within the limits of respect and
consent.

The CockCam - seldom has a
product name been as telling
as the title of Julz Limited’s
new innovation. What the British company has developed
is a combination of cock ring
– for a longer, harder erection
– and a camera – to record
sensual moments in HD. EAN
had the opportunity to chat
with Charlie and Harley, the
founders of Julz Limited, and
they provided us with more
insights into this unique sex
tech innovation.

Harley and Charlie:
the inventors of the
CockCam

What exactly is the CockCam? A sex toy? A
gadget? A niche product?
Charlie: The CockCam can be all of the
above. It is predominantly a sex toy as it is
designed to enhance your sexual experiences,
if used on your penis with the cock ring
element. When used with other toys, i.e on
dildos and used for solely filming purposes including the night vision element -you could
say it is more of a gadget. With it being the
first of its kind that combines a sex toy and
video camera that films an external viewpoint
of the intimate moments - it is different to the
Siime Svakom which films internally - it is also
a niche product.
What is your professional background? What
did you do before the CockCam?
Harley: I was previously the director of a
design company and for years, I have had
many ideas for inventions and business
opportunities. I am really happy I went full
steam ahead with this idea as it has been a
roller coaster of a ride and a great learning
experience.
Charlie: My professional background has
been in electronics and mechanics. I worked
as an electrician straight from school and
progressed into a role on a seismic vessel out
at sea. I have always sought new exciting
challenges, and this has been the most
exciting so far. It has been a huge learning
curve and I have really enjoyed the challenge
of bringing a completely new product into an
industry I initially knew very little of.
Could you tell us more about the features of
the CockCam? What are the unique selling
points of the product?
Charlie: One of the most unique features of
The CockCam is the night vision mode; it has
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6 Infrared LED
lightless lamps that
enable you to record
in full darkness. It can
be controlled via the
secure mobile app to
allow for hands-free filming. In
addition, it can be used
without the cock ring as it has
a magnetic and adhesive
mount to allow filming in any
scenario.
Was the CockCam difficult to
develop on a technical level?
Charlie: It has been a challenge
for sure. Although it is a fairly
simple concept, the components
of the product, i.e the app, and the
considerations about customer
security have made it quite a
journey. We have taken the advice of
experienced people and companies
who were kind enough to share it
with us. We have tested and changed
and added all along the process, as
you do with any invention.
At the moment, there is a lot of
discussion about data protection.
How does the CockCam handle the
sensitive data - i.e. videos - of the
user?
Charlie: We take the security and
data protection side of our product
very seriously, we are hoping to
lead the way in sex tech
security by collaborating with
hackers and software
security services to ensure
that we provide the safest
possible product to our
customers.
One of the reassuring features of our
product is that the data (videos/photo) is never stored
on the app or on any cloud storage; as soon as the
video is saved, it is stored directly to your device. We
have taken advice from, and collaborated with, some
of the leading sex toy software hackers (@internetofdongs @PenTestPartners) to ask for their advice and
suggestions for improving our security. We have taken
their advice and improved our product along the way.
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When it comes to sex
toys that are combined
with modern technologies, some people argue
that these products hardly
bring any added value for the
consumer. What do you think of
this criticism?
Charlie: It seems that it is
down to the consumer and
what they enjoy. We have had
many responses from customers saying they love the
product.
Are you worried that imitators and
copiers will soon jump on your
product?
Charlie: This can always be a worry
when inventing a new product. We
have secured our design, invention,
and trademark so we have used all
precautions to keep our product safe.
We are now going to concentrate on
support and security for our customers,
the creation of future products, and
building a respected brand.
Who is your target audience to the
CockCam?
Charlie: Our product is likely to appeal to
couples and individuals with an open mind
to the exploration of sexual fantasies.
Ages are likely to range between 25-50.
We have been really happy with the
number of women as well as men
interested and purchasing the
product.
Also, at Julz Ltd we believe it is
important what other things we
are addressing as a company.
We have decided to champion
more than just sales and margins.
We are going to be sending a message of
equality and respect with our products. We are
going to actively support the UN‘s Sustainable
Development Goals #5 Gender Equality. We are
working on implementing this now, and we are
going to donate a portion of our profits of every
unit sold to put our money where our mouth is
and actively support the cause we have chosen
to commit to.
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How has the response to the CockCam been so
far?
Charlie: The response has been great, and we have
some exciting collaborations in the pipeline that will
really show the full potential of The CockCam.

Will the CockCam remain your sole focus or do you
want to realise more products? If so, what do you
have in mind?
Ch
Charlie:
We have been working on this edition for a
a we have had many ideas for the next
long time, and
t way. We will certainly be
generation along the
pro
coming out with more products.
We couldn‘t
possibly say more as that would ruin the surprise.

How do you market the CockCam? Which distribution
channels do you use to reach consumers?
Charlie: We have been promoting the CockCam
through affiliates, social, Google Ads, and Traffic
Junky. We have distributors in Europe supplying our
olesale
product and also, we have opened our own wholesale
platform for retailers (B2B) to purchase directlyy from
our website.
Is there any interest in expanding your distribution
network in Europe with distributors or retailers?
o expand our
Charlie: Yes, for sure we would like to
ve been focusing
network throughout Europe. We have
on our eCommerce store and are now hoping to
urope.
expand into stores throughout Europe.

The night vision
sion
n
mode is just one
ne
es
of many features
the CockCam
has to offer

Julz Lim
Limited,
the com
company
bringing us the
CockCam, is look
looking
for more sales and distr
distribution
partners in Europe

The popularity of erotic
selfies inspired Charlie
and Harley to develop
the CockCam
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BMS is like a family and we see

our customers as part of that family

exclusive

E r i n Wo r ga n wh ets o ur a p p etite f o r B MS E x p o 2019

„

On the 6th of August, BMS will invite its
customers to the second BMS Expo. What
can the guests look forward to?
Erin Worgan: Customers attending the BMS
Expo can look forward to a full day of fun
entertainment, product training and amazing
deals. The theme this year is a Moulin Rouge
carnival, we will have games, prizes and
fantastic food all while showcasing the latest
products from over 15 international industry
vendors.

What began as a friendly
get-together for the BMS
team quickly turned into an
in-house fair, and this year,
on August 6, the company’s business partners and
customers will once again
be invited to Brampton, near
the Canadian metropolis of
Toronto, to attend the second
BMS Expo. In our EAN interview, Marketing Coordinator
Erin Worgan tells us what
treats BMS are preparing for
their guests.

Erin Worgan, Marketing
Coordinator at BMS
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Why did you choose to start this event last
year, and why did you decide to continue it
this year?
Erin: The whole event started as our annual
staff appreciation day, which we hold that
same weekend in August every year. We
realised that inviting our customers along to
celebrate with us might be a fun way to spend
quality time with them and the idea snowballed from there. Then after the success of the
first event we knew we had to host it again
this year.

Before we talk about the upcoming fair, let’s
first take a look back at last year. How do you
How would you sum up the concept of
assess the show in retrospect, and what did
wthe event?
you learn? What feedback did you get?
Erin: BMS is like a family and we see our
Erin: The first BMS Expo taught us a lot about
customers as part of that family. This event is
what our customers
simply a thank you
are looking for from
from us to them.
a tradeshow event.
We realised they are
What’s the focus of
looking for an
the event? Is it
experience! While
product training,
some retailers are
sales, just having a
looking to see
good time together
brand-new
or something else?
products, others
Erin: The event is
want to learn, while
mainly about
others simply want
spending time with
to have a good time
our customers,
and network with
Canada is a huge
fellow store owners
country with our
and learn from each
retailers dispersed
other. The feedback
far and wide, this is a
from the show was
chance to come
mostly positive, but
together and have a
there is always room
good time. At the
to improve. The
same time, we do
show was a huge
look forward to our
The second BMS Expo is going to take place on August 6
success, even as
guests being able to
the inaugural event, and we expect to get
learn about new products, and for us to
bigger and better with every year that passes.
collect their invaluable feedback.
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The motto of the upcoming BMS Expo is Moulin
Rouge or Carnival. Sounds interesting. How will this
motto be reflected in the event itself?
Erin: The event will be a Moulin Rouge carnival from
top to bottom. We will have carnival games where
guests can win prizes, as well as carnival food
favourites like popcorn and cotton candy. We are
aiming to transport our guests to a 1900’s carnival with
décor that has class and style.
At which venue will the event be hosted, and why did
you choose this specific location?
Erin: The venue itself is a grand ballroom located in
Brampton, where our offices are situated. We wanted
the location to be near enough to the airport, as well as
our warehouse so that guests can visit if they’d like.
The venue is Panemonte Convention Centre, which is
a beautiful family-run location, and this is our second
year back.

“ THE E V E NT IS MAINLY
ABOUT SPE NDING TIME
W ITH OUR C USTOME RS,
C ANADA IS A HUGE
C OUNTRY W ITH OUR
RE TAIL E RS DISPE RSE D
FAR AND W IDE , THIS
IS A C HANC E TO C OME
TOGE THE R AND HAV E A
GOOD TIME .”

You will have over 15 industry vendors on-site for
product training. Who will be attending?
Erin: Our vendors include We-Vibe, Womanizer, Kama
Sutra, Wet, Calexotics, BMS Factory, Doc Johnson,
Bathmate, Sportsheets, Canadian locals High On
Love, Minx Linx and Kinx, and many more!
Will you use the event to reveal new products, lines or
concepts to the public?
Erin: We are inviting all of our vendors to present
brand-new products yet to hit our shelves, including
upcoming items. We are always interested in seeing
customer responses to new products to gauge interest
and possible success.
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ERIN WORGAN

Can anybody attend the BMS Expo or do you need
to be invited? Who should people contact if they
want to participate?
Erin: The event is invitation only, but it is open to all
BMS Enterprises customers. If interested in
attending, please contact your BMS representative.
For more details visit https://www.bmsenterprises.
com/bms-expo.aspx
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We always try

to keep things fresh at FETCH

exclusive

F E TCH e x p a nds a cro ss brick a nd mo rta r, e-co mmerce, a nd wh o lesa le

„

FETCH just opened a second brick and
mortar store. Where can it be found?
Mark Lawrence: We are extremely excited to
have the second FETCH store open and
trading. It’s been a lot of hard work for all
those involved but it has been worth it. FETCH
Vienna opened on Friday 3rd May 2019,
located at Schonbrunnerstrasse 68, in the 5th
District of Vienna, at the gateway to the
ever-growing LGBT+ village. Vienna is the
perfect location for our second store, and it is
exciting to be extending the reach of the
FETCH brand into Europe. Offering everything
fashion, fetish and fun, FETCH truly is a one
stop shop bringing the very best brands in the
industry under one roof. Customer reaction to
the store has been overwhelming and we are
thrilled to have been welcomed so warmly into
the Vienna community.

As of May 3rd, Vienna has
one more attraction for fans
of erotic products: FETCH
opened their second brick
and mortar store in the Austrian capital, thereby planting
their flag in the European
market. What does this mean
for the future and strategy of
the brand? Nigel Glenn and
Mark Lawrence, the heads
of FETCH, tell us in our EAN
interview. Apart from that,
we also discuss the brand’s
growth in the e-commerce
sphere and the potential of
new partnerships in the wholesale segment.

Nigel Glenn, the
FETCH Vienna Team,
and Mark Lawrence
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What can you tell us about this store? Is it
similar to your flagship store in Clapham,
London?
Mark: Yes, there is a lot of commonality
between the two stores, from the branding
outside, to the industrial feel inside combing
steel and reclaimed wood with finer finishings
and a polished concrete floor. The one big
difference in Vienna is space, as it comes at
less of a premium to our London store, a
luxury you simply can’t afford in areas with
increasingly high rents. The product range is
reflective of that in London and over time we
will gradually add more to the mix. At present
we are only utilising around a third of the
physical space available to us and have some
very exciting plans for the near future with the
next stage of stores development. FETCH has
always been about more than just retail space,
it’s about environment and community and we
can’t wait to reveal how that’s going to evolve
in Vienna.

Are there plans for more stores? If so, what
are your criteria regarding location, premises,
etc?
Nigel Glenn: Absolutely, positioning the
FETCH brand at the heart of LGBT+ communities is important to us and we are actively
looking for opportunities to deliver that.
Location and demographic will always help to
determine how that may look and we are
exploring a number of variants to the FETCH
format to be able to deliver on that desire.

“O F F E R I N G E V E RY TH I N G
FA S H I O N , F E TI S H A N D
F U N , F E TC H T R U LY
I S A O N E S TO P S H O P
B R I N G I N G TH E V E RY B E S T
B R A N D S I N TH E I N D U S T RY
U N D E R O N E R O O F. “
MARK

Everybody is chasing that secret formula to
success in the brick and mortar trade. What is
FETCH’s definition of lasting success in this
business, and how do you achieve it?
Mark: I think we all are, after all nothing is
certain in the world of retail as the constant
challenges facing the high street are ever
present. We’ve mentioned it in several
interviews, but the FETCH brand is about so
much more than just a bricks and mortar retail
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Opening the store
in Vienna, FETCH
have entered the
retail market in
continental
Europe

space. It’s about positioning ourselves at the heart
of the community and challenging the perceptions
of what gay retailing is about. It’s
moving away from the sex shop
image of the past and becoming a
one stop shop for all things fashion,
fetish and fun.
How is FETCH doing in the e-commerce market? Is your internet
presence growing?
Nigel: The results we are seeing
from our online platform are really
pleasing. Just over one year in and
we are already significantly ahead of
our initial projections. It is a challenging market, but the feedback we get
from our customers is that they love
what we offer, not just in respect of
range and availability but our industry
leading service and delivery options.
There is nowhere else where, as a
customer you would get a reply to a
question about a product, order or
service at 11pm in the evening on a
Saturday. Online we are looking at
how we can offer this level of service to an even
broader spectrum of people.

the whole of London. Launching later this year we
will make same day delivery possible for all London
post codes.
Is it correct that you have plans to
further expand your delivery and
logistics service – even across the
Atlantic?
Nigel: It’s all true! We recently
changed delivery partners and are
delighted with what that has brought
us in respect of our brand reach. We
now ship orders next day to many
European countries. In fact, we can
even reach most of the USA and
Australia within two days. Making the
FETCH brand available to as many
people as possible and as quickly as
possible has been a goal of ours
since we launched, and we are
excited at the possibilities this new
partnership offers both ourselves
and our customers.
Your product range has grown over
the course of the past few months.
Would you mind giving us an overview of these
latest additions?
Mark: Over the past few months, we have welcomed Jockmail, Gilded Fetish, Geronimo, Dark
Room, Maskulo to our fashion and fetish collections,
along with new season ranges from Cellblock 13,
Barcode Berlin, Code 22 and TOF Paris. Really
exciting this month is the arrival of the eagerly
anticipated K9 Puppy Hoods from Mr S Leather. The
pups cannot wait to get their paws on those. On the
fun front, Hunkyjunk has been an amazing addition
to our toy collections and we now stock a very
authoritative range of Electrastim product.

The big opening took place on May 3rd

One of the strong points of FETCH is your customer
service, above all your 3-hour delivery service within
the city of London. Could you also see this being the
model for future FETCH locations?
Nigel: Thank you, and of course. Now we have our
second store open we are exploring how we offer
that same service to our customers in Vienna, it’s
not far away. Everything is possible with a little
imagination and creativity. It’s the desire to make
things happen and set trends that makes FETCH an
exceptional force in this market. Because of the
incredible demand from every walk of life, we will
soon be extending the same day delivery option to
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What criteria do you go by when picking brands and
products for your assortment?
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Mark: We always try to keep things fresh at FETCH.
There is no point having five stores in London all
selling exactly the same product otherwise we just
dilute the market, fighting for the same sales. Our
customers want more choice, keen pricing and the
ability to be seen in something different. That

and retailers to choose a range that has a broader
mass market appeal. We were really excited with the
launch of Spurt Premium Lubricants at the end of
last year. Spurt has received incredible praise from
customers, retailers and Cara Sutras‘ Pleasure
Panel. We are currently developing a new range
and brand that for now is under wraps but will be
revealing all later this year. Now Vienna is up and
running our focus is on developing the Triton
Wholesale web platform at which point we will begin
promoting the wholesale brand more heavily and
look forward to adding another person to the FETCH
team to support the growth of our wholesale arm.

“ T H E R E S U LT S W E A R E
SEEING FROM OUR
O N L I N E P L AT FO R M A R E

Can wholesalers, distributors, and retailers turn to
you if they are interested in your private label
products?
Mark: We’d love to hear from anybody who’d like to
explore adding the Triton or Spurt ranges to their
inventory. We already supply retailers in the UK and
EU and are ready to start growing this part of our
business. Anybody interested in finding out more
can contact orders@tritonwholesale .co.uk

R E A L LY P L E A S I N G . “
NIGEL

combined with an exciting collection of toys and
essentials with something for everybody. Where
possible we like to offer exclusivity as it helps make
us a destination. We work closley with new and
emerging brands, supporting each other to be the
best that we can together. These sorts of partnerships are very important to our strategy.
You also create your own brands under the Triton
Wholesale banner. What can you tell us about these
brands, and what sets them apart from the
competition?
Mark: At present, we have two own brands that
operate under the banner of Triton Wholesale. Our
Triton range of Leather and Steel products for men
is very popular. At present we are working on
refining the range to make it simpler for customers

Now also in Vienna: fashion, fetish, and fun by FETCH

Opening
day
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We will keep daring, step-by-step
exclusive

O r gi e s h i n e s a t C h ina Adult-C a re E x p o 2019

effectiveness before their purchasing decision.
Last but not least, Orgie had its moment with a
digital influencer with millions of followers, who
has been a fan since Orgie’s launch in Asia.

The team of Orgie had a
successful second outing at
this year’s China Adult-Care
Expo, where they presented
the brand in collaboration
with their distributor for the
Asian market. The feedback
was overwhelmingly positive, as Marcello Hespanhol,
CEO of Orgie, tells us in this
interview about the brand’s
activities in Asia.

Marcello Hespanhol
and Raquel Shaw
at China Adult-Care
Expo 2019

„

You were one of the exhibitors of China
Adult-Care Expo 2019, which took place at the
end of April. Was it a successful show for
Orgie?
Marcello Hespanhol: It was mind-blowing! A
nicely set booth, managed by an extremely
professional and well-trained team that was
busy around the clock every day assisting
retailers and supporting the social media coverage which is intense and very efficient. For us,
the opportunity to meet and hear the local
retailers and consumers was priceless.
Retailers are extremely tuned-in to their market
and to what consumers are looking for while
consumers are pretty careful and want to learn
about the products’ general profile, quality, and
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Was this your first trade show in Asia? How is
Adult-Care Expo different from other shows
such as eroFame?
Marcello: Actually, Orgie was at China
Adult-Care Expo for the first time in 2018. It
was a well planned presentation, organized by
Loewie to gauge retailers and consumers’
reaction to our brand and its products. Orgie
entered the Asian territory right afterwards.
Adult-Care Expo is the most important event of
our industry in mainland China. We are not a
stranger to the event as we attended China
Adult-Care Expo a few times before because of
our sister company, which is based in Brazil.
The show has grown quite a lot, as did
demand in this market – there were about
100+ exhibitors this year. Basically, the only
difference we notice is that the majority of
exhibitors are Chinese companies with their
focus set mainly on their domestic market. Very
few foreign brands exhibit at the show,
although you see many familiar faces over
there, working on outsourcing tasks which
makes sense. In regard to overall organisation,
it has been improving with every edition and it
does not lag behind any other shows of its
kind. It is great to exhibit here and to attend the
show.
What preparations did you make to ensure that
this would be a successful show for you?
Marcello: The point is not exactly to ensure a
successful trade show, it is to ensure that Orgie
is up and kicking, and to establish it a
prestigious brand with incredible products. It is
about making the brand even appealing and
enticing to everyone – distributors, retailers,
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There was great
interest in the Orgie
brand and products

and consumers. Orgie
has been available in the
Asian market for about a year
now; this was our first trade show
as a brand already being marketed over
there, so it was challenging for us, but no more
challenging than any other important trade show
such as eroFame. The preparations for Adult-Care
Expo were mostly handled by our distributor, the
credit for Orgie’s success at the show goes to them.
We were involved in major decisions, of course, we
exchanged ideas, contributed to planning, and
provided them with whatever they needed from our
side.

How much potential do you see for your brand in
Asia?
Marcello: As said before, mainland China and Hong
Kong are no strangers to us. But with Orgie, we find
ourselves in a new position as we are there to sell our
brand like it was a local brand. We learned that the
potential for our products is huge thanks to the fully
proven EU certification, great quality, and effectiveness of our range of current and upcoming products.
On the other hand, we can honestly say that
competition with other foreign brands and with
several domestic brands is quite balanced. So, it is a
competent and competing big market. Healthy,
positive, and honest competition is welcomed and
actually really helpful when learning is part of the
process.
How important is the Asian market for your company,
compared to your other markets?
Marcello: To our company, the Asian market is of
great importance, and the same goes for all other
markets where Orgie is – and will be - active. Brands
go nowhere without commercial markets. We often
have priorities coming from different markets and
each one of them has our immediate attention as we
try to support and implement ideas.

What was the focus of your presentation in
Shanghai? Did you show the entire range? And
which steps did you take to catch the attention of
the visitors?
Marcello: Orgie’s branding catches the attention at
first sight, and our distributor made sure to highlight
this quality quite well, not just at the booth but in the
show guide and via other marketing tools as well.
For our distributor, the main focus of Orgie’s
presentation at the trade show was to follow up the
work we have been doing since Orgie was launched
and to increase its market presence through the
biggest e-commerce platforms. Accomplishing this
goal requires several steps that wouldn’t have been
possible for Orgie alone, and we are working with
them on that. To have us there was a plus because
retailers appreciate it if there is someone to ‚give a
face to the brand‘ and share their impressions and
suggestions with us. Thanks to the efforts of everyone, the results were beyond our boldest expectations.
Most of Orgie’s range of products is available in the
Asian market, with very few exceptions that just do
not fit in their market and consumers profile.

What are the peculiarities of the Asian market? And
how does Orgie address them?
Marcello: The Asian market is as modern as the

Since when has Orgie been a player in the Asian
market?
Marcello: Orgie has been a player in Asia since
August 2018.
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Orgie was presented at
the stand of their Chinese
distributors, Loewie
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Marcello Hespanhol is
happy about the popularity
of his brand among the Asian
trade members

“ TO OUR C OMPANY, THE
ASIAN MARKE T IS OF
GRE AT IMPORTANC E , AND
THE SAME GOE S FOR ALL

western markets in terms
of product range, demand,
trends, payment methods,
e-commerce, and so on. With regard to
on our industry in particular, we learned that a
large part of sales are generated via e-commerce,
and there is a big market for foreign cosmetics
brands, with special preference for those made in
Europe. Delay gels or creams for men are best-sellers. We heard suggestions regarding products sizes
and new products that consumers would like Orgie
to develop - all feasible and heard before. Some are
already being worked on, soon to be presented to
the world.
Many companies seem hesitant to expand into Asia,
and China in particular, because they are afraid of
copyists and product piracy. Do you see no reason to
worry about your brand or your intellectual property?
Marcello: The concerns regarding intellectual
property is valid and we have already worked that out
with our distributor; our brand is properly registered,
so we believe our products are reasonable protected
against piracy. On top of that, our distributor is
extremely vigilant. As for copyists, you don’t have to
go all the way to Asia to find similar products trying to
ride the coattails of Orgie.

OTHE R MARKE TS W HE R E
ORGIE IS  AND W IL L BE 
AC TIV E .”
M A R C E L LO H E S PA N H O L

Marcello: When talking about the Asian market,
there are innumerous advantages to working with a
local distribution partner: logistics, language barrier,
market knowledge, great recognition and permeation
levels among different sales channels and platforms,
pre and post-sales support for retailers and
consumers, intellectual property and piracy surveillance - just to name some.
What are the next steps that you have planned for
Orgie’s global expansion?
Marcello: We will keep daring, step-by-step.

You picked Loewie as your distribution partner for the
Asian market. Why did you decide to work with that
company?
Marcello: To be honest, we picked each other so it
was a good start already. We decided to work with
Loewie because of their unquestionable market
knowledge, market range, professionalism, and
reliability – the same we found in other Orgie
distributors in other regions. So far, we have been
lucky with all our distribution partners. And since we
are talking about Asia, Orgie is far from home so our
brands could not be in better hands.
What are the advantages of working with a distributor
rather than selling straight to the retailers?
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There are a lot of cock rings on the market, but I can

honestly tell you that these are very diﬀerent products
exclusive

H o t O c to p u s s la unch es ATO M a nd ATO M PLU S

are designed to cover a wider range of vulvas
as most couple-sex cock rings featured
pointed clitoral stimulators which will only be
effective on a small percentage of vulvas while
a larger motor’s efficacy is much broader as it
covers more surface area and can help many
more users achieve pleasure. The really clever
technology however comes into play with the
ATOM PLUS, the world’s first cock ring to
incorporate integrated dual motors that
provide perineum stimulation in addition to the
more standard vibrations to the top of the
shaft. Stimulating the perineum as well as the
penis provides heightened sensations that
often result in extremely powerful and intense
orgasms. The experience of using ATOM
PLUS is very different to any other cock ring
– as the excellent customer reviews testify.

First impressions can be
deceiving. For instance, you
would be wrong if, upon
first glance, you surmised
that ATOM and ATOM PLUS
were just regular cock rings.
In actuality, these two new
products from Hot Octopuss
represent a breath of fresh
air for the cock ring category.
Their unique qualities are the
topic of our interview with
Julia Margo, the co-founder
and Chief Operating Officer
of Hot Octopuss.

Julia Margo,
co-founder and Chief
Operating Officer of
Hot Octopuss

„

With so many cock rings on the market,
how do ATOM and ATOM PLUS stand out
from the crowd?
Julia Margo: There are a lot of cock rings on
the market, but I can honestly tell you that
these are very different products. While all
well-designed cock rings help to enable
stronger erections, we wanted ours to do a lot
more. We put a very powerful motor into
ATOM as our first priority was to create a toy
that was as intense for the partner as the
wearer, which is something we felt many cock
rings designed for couple-sex have perhaps
not quite achieved. We then added a larger
than usual contact area for the partner to
grind against and a raised nub to add
pressure. That’s why ATOM works so
effectively for couple-sex. The large motors
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How hard is it to breathe new life into a classic
of the erotic market?
Julia: It is a genuine mission of Hot Octopuss
to reinvent sex by rethinking current approaches to sex tech and toys. Cock rings were a
really obvious product category that have
been around forever but haven’t changed
much. To us, it was really clear that there was
a gap in the market for a cock ring that
worked for both partners and which provided
dual stimulation to the wearer.
Some people might argue that the re-invention
of a classic is not really an innovative move.
How do you counter that point of criticism?
Julia: Well, when you think about it, the cock
ring is one of the oldest sex toys in existence,
with the earliest records dating back to circa
1200. Since its invention almost 1,000 years
ago very little has changed. I think there is so
much value in looking at classic products and
how they can be made better and different,
rather than only trying to create products that
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are completely new. The tech inside ATOM PLUS is
very different to what has previously been put inside
a cock ring, but cock rings are very effective
products in terms of their role in providing much
stronger and longer lasting erections – we just
wanted to use our tech expertise to make these
products even better.
Accompanying ATOM and ATOM PLUS, you have
added a new category to your product range. Why
was that step necessary? Are there plans to expand
into more product categories, diversifying the Hot
Octopuss range?
Julia: By the end of this year, we will have launched
eight new products. To date we have really
prioritized innovation in the penis toy market, as this
is where we saw the most gaps, and the nature of
our products has meant we have quite a long
journey to market as they require a lot of research
and development to get them right. But we have
always planned for 2019 to be a big growth year for
us – we are established enough to be able to invest
a bit more in product development and to grow our
team. This has given us the resource to innovate
more. We also want to take on other sections of the
market, particularly vulva toys. While this is a really
busy area of the market, there is still room to

innovate and we still see a lot of gaps and opportunities to add value to consumers. We are really
keen to bring our technological expertise to bear on
vulva toys and to look at how to create products that
are incredibly powerful, ergonomic and accessible
to all. Our new finger vibe, DiGiT (launching this
month), is the first of a new line of products in this
space and we are VERY excited about it!
How would you define the target audience for your
cock rings?
Julia: ATOM is a great toy for anyone from a first-time
cock ring user to someone looking for something a
bit more powerful. The customer feedback has been
fantastic, especially from women who have been able
to orgasm easily from the vibrating plate. Our aim with
this product was to create something that didn’t just
make sex better for the wearer but also stimulated
the partner just as effectively. ATOM PLUS is a little
different, because it is a real innovation in the market.
The second motor in the base of the toy stimulates
the perineum while the motor at the top of the
product stimulates the shaft. This product has been
incredibly successful across the board but particularly among more experienced cock ring users.
Where can European trade members get your new
cock rings? Who are your distribution partners in
Europe?
Julia: We are working with Eropartner and Orion in
Europe, or you can buy from us direct at Orders@
hotoctopuss.com – we have a great package in place
for new customers.

ATOM and ATOM PLUS:
The next generation of
cock rings
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Can the trade also look forward to sales-promoting
POS materials from Hot Octopuss?
Julia: Yes, both ATOM and ATOM PLUS have their
own custom-made cradle display which enables
them to sit beautifully on the shelf showing off their
gorgeous design and making it easy for the
consumer to pick them up and feel the intensity of
vibration and the luxuriousness of the silicon. We also
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have a rechargeable hand-held video brochure which
features 6 products including ATOM and ATOM
PLUS. Our videos are streamlined to help the
consumer quickly understand the innovation and look
gorgeous on the shelf. We of course offer info cards
with bullet pointed selling features the end consumer
can understand and they are compact enough to fit
next to the product on the shelf.
Do you have some tips and advice on how ATOM
and ATOM PLUS should be presented in brick and
mortar stores and in online shops?
Julia: The perfect thing about Hot Octopuss
products is they look amazing on display in stores.
They are sleek, elegant, and stunning on the
shelves. We recommend double featuring ATOM
and ATOM PLUS in both the C-Ring and in the
Couples Play sections in stores as they cater to
multiple facets of consumer’s needs. Always utilize
the ATOM and ATOM PLUS displays which cradle
the product flawlessly. Our collection also looks
impressive when positioned in our large universal
display which houses up to 10 Hot Octopuss
products each with their own custom insert. We do
advise utilizing the product info cards and video
brochures to help consumers understand the
functionality and use of the product as well.
For online retailers, uploading all of our beautiful
images of the product from all angles is essential
along with our instructional videos for ATOM and
ATOM PLUS detailing why they are the best cock
rings on the market. Customized ATOM and ATOM
PLUS home page banners have gorgeous imagery
to capture the consumer’s attention and direct them
straight to the product page.

ATOM PLUS has two
motors, stimulating
not only the shaft but
also the perineum
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ATOM’s shape and
strong vibrations
make it a perfect toy
for couples

We also recommend online retailers using as much
of our brand imagery as possible throughout their
site because it’s exquisitely executed and so
editorial it looks like it should be in a fashion
magazine. Online shops should take advantage of
these available assets as they are proven tools to
generate sales and all Hot Octopuss customers
have access to our brand imagery with a simple
click of a link to our database.
We are almost at the halftime point in 2019, so I
have to ask: In your opinion, how has the year been
so far, for your company and for the erotic industry
in general? Has there been enough innovation on
the product side?
Julia: This has been an incredible year for Hot
Octopuss. Our team has grown, and our sales
increased dramatically last year, with six product
launches due in the next six months. We are in a
very exciting and pressured growth phase and really
enjoying it. I feel the growth we are seeing in sales is
mirrored in the rest of the market, with greater
visibility of sex toys and increased interest in the role
that sex toys play in overall wellbeing and happiness
driving consumer purchasing.
I think the market is responding well to this
increased interest: I’m really impressed with the
innovation we’ve seen in the market, particularly in
the interactive space, but there is always room for
more. In particular, it would be great to see more
innovation in tech – how to create different kinds of
vibrations and stimulation. People are always on the
look-out for different sensations. I also think there
could be a greater focus on ergonomics and
developing products that fit seamlessly into your
hand and are unobtrusive during sex or masturbation. Last, there is still a great demand for sex toys
that can be used during intercourse and it would be
brilliant to see new innovations in this area.
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Overall, acceptance and interest in sex toys seems

to be increasing, particularly among younger people
exclusive

Ti n a Ca r te r p resents th e results o f th e TE NGA 2019 Self -Plea sure Rep o rt

„

Who were the interviewees in the 2019
survey and how did you reach them? In which
countries, among which age groups, and over
what period of time did you conduct the
survey?
Tina Carter: The 2019 edition of the TENGA
Self-Pleasure Report surveyed over 10,000
men and women aged 18 to 54, from 9
countries: Germany, the UK, France, Spain,
the USA, Japan, Taiwan, Korea, and China.
The specific methodology for each individual
country’s survey is available in the reports,
accessible at feelmore.global.

If you’ve still had any doubts
about the growing acceptance of sex toys in our modern
society, you can find hard
evidence of this development
in the TENGA 2019 Self-Pleasure Report. In keeping with
tradition, TENGA have once
again conducted a comprehensive survey about topics
such as sex, masturbation,
and sex toys. To learn more
about the results, we turned
to Tina Carter from TENGA’s
advertising & PR department.

How costly is such a survey anyway? How
much time and effort did Tenga invest?
Tina: For the 2019 survey we partnered again
with research firm PSB for our fourth
consecutive year working with them on
self-pleasure research. As I’m sure you’ve
already guessed, this type of research at this
scale is not exactly an inexpensive undertaking. It takes a lot of people to make it
happen, and not only the survey responders
– there are also those running the survey,
collecting and analysing data, finding the
connections and reading between the lines
– it’s a massive project!
We believe that a study of this scale should
involve a significant investment to ensure that
the resulting data is as reliable as it can
possibly get. The full process from start to
finish needs to be held to an extremely high
standard of accuracy – without that, there isn’t
value to the research.
What exactly did Tenga ask the interviewees?
What were the main topics of the survey?
Tina: As with our previous surveys, questions
included topics regarding sex, masturbation,
relationships, and sex toys. This year, we gave
greater focus on pleasure itself, and the
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Tina Carter
works at TENGA’s
advertising & PR
department

self-care aspect of pleasure. Not just sexual
pleasure, mind you – the pleasure that is
derived from all kinds of sources, like scented
candles, delicious food, and yoga. We also
continued from last year’s findings on why it is
important to Feel More – in more ways than
one.
You can read more detailed info about last
year’s Feel More campaign on the LOVE ME
TENGA Blog, blog.tenga-global.com, titled
“Masturbation and the Feel More Man”.
What results did the 2019 survey yield? Were
there surprises?
Tina: It’s very important that we conduct this
research every year, to make it possible for us
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to see not only what the current thoughts of the
public are, but also to be able to pinpoint what kinds
of changes are taking place over time.
We track these differences very closely – this is not
just for our own business, but for us to gain a better
understanding of each individual market and what is
happening. This year we added more questions
regarding pleasure and wellness, and we were
surprised to find out just how highly people value
masturbation as a self-care tool – many rank it
higher than more traditional ‘relaxation’ techniques
like getting a massage, or even sleeping!
Tenga conducted the survey in nine countries
around the world - how varied were the results?
Tina: While we don’t want to make it sound too
black-and-white, the biggest differences are usually
between the Asian and western countries we
interview, rather than between different countries
within those groupings. There are always slight
differences between cultures, but those tend to be
the most pronounced differences.
For a fun little titbit: Germans were the only group to
rank a good hug from a loved one as more
pleasurable than sex!

We are most interested in the questions and
answers relating to sex toys. What can you tell us
about the results on that front?
Tina: Good news, everyone! Overall, acceptance
and interest in sex toys seems to be increasing,
particularly among younger people. In France,
women and younger generations are using more sex
toys over time, and all are becoming more open to
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the idea of using sex toys for
themselves.
In Germany, all audiences
“ W E ASK BE C AUSE W E
(across genders, generations,
WANT TO KNOW, AND W E
and sexual orientations) are
using sex toys more over time
WANT E V E RYONE E L SE TO
and are also becoming more
open to the idea of buying one
KNOW, TOO!”
for themselves in the future. In
Spain, those who currently use
TINA CARTER
sex toys are generally unashamed by it, and quite comfortable talking about it. However,
those who don’t use them either feel they ‘don’t
need’ one, or they are held back by anxiety or
shame. They are embarrassed to own one, or afraid
someone would find it. This is one of the reasons
why the conversations around these topics are so
important.
How do the results compare to previous surveys you
conducted? Have there been big changes? Are
people more open and relaxed when it comes to
things such as sex, sexuality, and self-pleasure?
Tina: There is a trend towards growing acceptance
of masturbation, both as an act and as a topic of
conversation! For example, in Germany, the USA
and the UK, across every demographic group
profiled, fewer reported “Never” speaking openly
about masturbation in 2019 than in 2018. People
also increasingly believe that society benefits from
open discussion of sexual topics like masturbation,
although of the 3 generations surveyed (GenX,
Millenials, GenZ), GenX appear less likely to believe
that this change starts with them. Perhaps some
feel that their time to discuss such things is over,
and it’s up to the younger generations – but we
mustn’t forget that sexuality is a lifelong adventure!
What are your intentions collecting such data? What
are your goals?
Tina: A major part of these studies is consistency.
We are very proud that our continued efforts in
researching sex, masturbation, and relationships
has led to our becoming a trusted source of data
and information for the media in each area in which
we operate. Since launching the TENGA Self-Pleasure Report, increasingly media are approaching us
for data and information for stories. This is a huge
success for us, because as a company that
encourages discussion of sexual wellness, we need
to lead by example. We can’t say ‘talk about it’
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without fostering those conversations
ourselves! Our research has shown that people who can talk about it are often happier with
their sex lives, and we genuinely believe that
by encouraging this dialogue we can help
change the way people feel and talk about
masturbation.
To what degree do the results of your surveys
impact the development processes at
TENGA?
Tina: To be perfectly frank, the influence is not
direct –TENGA always seeks to manufacture
new innovations and is always trying to come
up with the next thing that has never existed
before. This research is not about finding out
what people want or like, so that we can then
sell it to them. This is about fostering an
environment that allows people to be
comfortable talking about and experiencing
products like ours. This isn’t market research
for our sales – it isn’t even market research at
all, really. We ask because we want to know,
and we want everyone else to know, too!

The TENGA 2019 Self-Pleasure Report is the world‘s largest study on self-pleasure
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It doesn’t get much better than this!
exclusive

Ce l e br a ti n g th e 15-yea r a nniversa ry o f th e SH OTS Sa les Week a nd SH OTS Pa rty

„

On July 15 to 18, SHOTS will
host their annual Sales Week,
capped off by the legendary
SHOTS Party on July 19.
Considering that both events
have already been around
for fifteen years, expectations are high for this special
anniversary. EAN spoke with
Oscar Heijnen about the upcoming events and about the
evolution of the Sales Week
and SHOTS Party throughout
the years.

This July, Oscar Heijnen and his team celebrate 15
years of the SHOTS Sales Week and the SHOTS
Party
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Before we talk about the July event, let’s
take a look back: What was your motivation when you came up with the idea for the
SHOTS Sales Week and the SHOTS Party 15
years ago?
Oscar Heijnen: The Sales Week was ‚created‘ due to July being one of the quietest
months of the year. It was the perfect month
to review the warehouse and analyse what we
could put on sale to clear stock. It started out
as a clearance sale week and it has basically

thing customers have to do is visit us and we
will make sure that this effort gets rewarded
in a big way. And, to top things off, we throw
a huge party on Friday because the world famous ‘Four Day Marches’ takes place in ‚our‘
city of Nijmegen the very same week...
Back in the day, we went for a beer with a few
customers after the Sales Week, just
to get a taste of the incredible atmosphere.
These

remained just
that. We reduce the price
of hundreds of products and sell
them to the highest bidder, on a first come
first served basis! Whoever comes to the
Sales Week on Monday has the first choice,
the early bird gets the worm, so to speak...
But apart from the sale, we now also release
hundreds of new products and our suppliers
sponsor a 10% extra discount for everyone
who physically comes to our showroom in
Beneden Leeuwen to place orders.
Our discount routine is really a blast! The only

days, we welcome nearly 175 of our most
important clients and sales partners in a
beautiful deluxe marquee near the finish line
of the Four Day Marches. It doesn’t get much
better than this!
Did you expect this to become an annual
event back then?
Oscar: No, certainly not! At SHOTS, some
things are often initiated spontaneously,
then they just eventually roll out into a huge
business model! That’s one of the perks of my
position and profession. I just love it!
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Each
SHOTS
Party is
a highlight
in and of itself,
but looking back
at the 15-year
history of the
event, which
are your personal
highlights?
Oscar: It is almost impossible to pick and choose
these personal moments. The entire party is a complete highlight and we have had so many, but just to
name a few: the helicopter flights for our customers,
the performance of Andre Hazes, the many limo
rides with popped corks, a planned dance of the
staff, the retirement party of Pierre Barendregt, the
first party together with customers from SHOTS
America, the Four Day March of two good friends,
and of course the annual dance with my wife.
Every year, I force myself to stand in a corner for 10
minutes to watch the party from a different angle,
and then I think back to the first year when there
were only a handful of customers. I remember
having to call all my friends and family members,
asking them to come to my party so it would look
bigger. Ironically, now we have to refuse customers
every year because the permit simply doesn‘t allow
for more people in such a busy location.
How important is the event for the company in terms
of maintaining customer loyalty and creating and
solidifying business relationships?
Oscar: To be honest, I don‘t think it’s that important. Things have to go well all year round and they
shouldn’t have to depend on one single moment.
Without a doubt, it’s an important event, but without
it, SHOTS would certainly not perform poorly as a
company. It is increasingly difficult to give away the
extra 10% discount because our standard prices
are already very competitive. I see it more as a big
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Have proven perfect hosts time
and time again: the SHOTS team

‚thank you‘ to the customers and
the party is, of course, one of the highlights of the year. And, since I love a good party, I’m
sure we will keep this tradition up for a while.
Now about the 2019 event: What can your guests
and customers look forward to at the upcoming
Sales Week?
Oscar: From Monday July 15, to Thursday July 18,
the showroom is open from 8.30 am to 5.30 pm for
our customers. We have a 10% discount on almost
everything, hundreds of products on sale and a
huge new range of lingerie. Plus, hundreds of other
new releases that we would like to keep a secret for
the time being. On Thursday evening, customers are
invited to a gala party at my home, and on Friday
19th July, we welcome our customers from 11am in
the SHOTS Marquee on St. Anna street in Nijmegen.
Transport has been arranged as I am allowed to
borrow the bus from my favourite local soccer club.
For the return journey, limousines are available to
take all our customers safely back to their hotels.
Just talking about it gets me excited already.
Will SHOTS also present new products and / or
brands separately from all the special offers you
surely have in store?
Oscar: Yes, our customers can expect a very large
range of new in-house designed products. They
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can also expect a lot of European premieres from
our American partners, Pipedream, Doc Johnson,
Swiss Navy, Aneros, Perfect Fit, Topco, XR and
Sportsheets. The products that they present at
ANME show on Monday in Los Angeles are also
presented in our showroom on that same
Monday in the
Netherlands.
That process
is always a lot
of work and
sometimes, there
is also a bit of
stress regarding
the deadlines,
but we are the
only ones who
can achieve this,
and we are very
proud of that.
Will there be special event discounts for the visitors
who visit you during the Sales Week? And will there
also be special offers online for those customers
who don‘t make it to the event?
Oscar: The sales event only takes place in our
showroom where the extra 10% discount applies
to virtually all products. Also, the discontinued products that are sold out will NOT be available online.
Hundreds of new products are being introduced
and hundreds are being discounted and sold out. It
is going to be a real hit this year because we have
more sell-out products for the highest bidders!
On Friday, July 19, you will host the 15th installation
of your legendary SHOTS Party. Can you already
give us some information about the event? Will there
be an extra big party to celebrate the 15th anniversary?
Oscar: Every year for the last consecutive 15 years
I‘ve heard, ‚Oscar this was the best Shots Party of
all time‘. This year we are organising the 15th edition
which is a milestone, so we are pulling out all the
stops. I can promise you that it will be the most fun,
special, and unique Shots Party of all time! I do have
to admit that this year will therefore be unsurpassable... or will it?
And will you stick with the tradition or having the
party on the final stretch of the Nijmegen Marches,
with music, delicious food, etc.?
Oscar: Yes, I still can‘t think of anything better, lol.
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Although many details will be different this year, the
core is still the same. And, of course, we really have
something to celebrate because it will be the 15th
edition of the Party of all Parties.
You are probably sick and tired of this question, but
if someone had never heard of the SHOTS Party,
how would you describe to them what the event is
and what makes it special?

“ W E H AV E A 1 0 %
DISCOUNT ON ALMOST
E V E RY TH I N G , H U N D R E D S
OF PRODUCTS ON SALE
AND A HUGE NEW RANGE
OF LINGERIE. PLUS,
H U N D R E D S O F OTH E R
N E W R E L E A S E S TH AT W E
W O U L D L I K E TO K E E P A
S E C R E T FO R TH E TI M E
BEING.”
OSCAR HEIJNEN

Oscar: I can’t describe it in detail, but it’s the whole
atmosphere that surrounds it that makes it the best
party of the year for me and many others. Maybe
the photos on our website can portray it even better:
www.shotsparty.nl
In the back of your mind, are you already thinking
about the 20-year anniversary of the 2024 event?
Oscar: No, but now that you mention it, I immediately have some good ideas for that. Let’s first
celebrate the 15th anniversary and take it from
there. I hope to see you all in the 3rd week of July! If
you have further questions you can call, WhatsApp,
text or just send an email. Also, please don‘t forget
to ‚like‘ our social media pages because this year
we could be broadcasting live.
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We are already planning for a 2020 show

which will run in a similar time slot at the Ricoh Arena
exclusive

J o n ny K i r k t a lks a bo ut th e successf ul co meba ck o f E TO Sh o w

„

Before we talk about details: How did you
experience the comeback of the ETO show?
Did it feel as though the two-year break had
never happened?
Jonny Kirk: In a way yes, it did feel like
we had never had a break but mainly I
think that’s down to the strong core
regular exhibitors that have been with
the show from the start. It was great to
see everyone again and its down to
those loyal exhibitors that the show
could actually take place.
How do you asses ETO Show 2019?
Do you think the comeback was a
success?
Jonny: Yes, very much so and I think
that was noticeably visible on site with
very busy stands on day one and a
steady day two.

Jonny Kirk,
the organiser of ETO Show

Following a two-year hiatus,
ETO Show returned this April,
with a new concept and a
new location. In our interview,
Jonny Kirk, the organiser of
ETO Show, tells us how he
feels about the comeback
show, which tweaks to the
concept were implemented, how the exhibitors and
visitors responded, and what
plans he has for 2020.
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Of course, the opinions of exhibitors
and visitors are even more important. What
feedback did you get from them?
Jonny: Feedback is hugely important and so
far it’s been really good. I sent a questionnaire
the week after the show and around 70% of
the exhibitors replied with many positive
comments. In the main the exhibitors were
very satisfied with the show this year.
You introduced a slightly modified concept
whose motto was ‚less show, more business‘.
Was that the right step? And will you continue
with this concept in 2020?
Jonny: It was definitely the right step for the
UK market as we can only host a show if the
model is sustainable. Although the UK market
is healthy it’s nowhere near as big as Europe
combined so we have to be mindful of the
amount of business there is to be had.
Although we will tweak the show for next year,

we will still make it affordable and cost
effective for the exhibitors.
Also, ETO Show has a new home in the Ricoh
Arena in Coventry. A good choice?
Jonny: Yes, I think it’s a really good venue as
it’s compact and everything is onsite. We are
limited in the UK with venue choices and it’s
important for both exhibitors and visitors that
the venue is accessible and close to a major
airport. There are many factors in deciding a
venue and unlike Europe where you do not
have licensing issues it’s much more difficult
to host any adult event in the UK, as local
councils will not always grant a licence.
Is the success of the ETO Show 2019 also
proof that Great Britain needs its own B2B fair
for the erotic market?
Jonny: I come back to sustainability and if
there is the desire from the exhibitors and
visitors along with a cost-effective model then
there can always be a dedicated show for the
UK market.
And now to the most important question: Will
there be another ETO Show in 2020?
Jonny: Yes! We are already planning for a
2020 show which will run in a similar time slot
at the Ricoh Arena.
Are you worried that Brexit - if it happens at
some point - could have a negative impact on
your plans for 2020?
Jonny: Being completely honest we are a little
sick and tired of Brexit and the uncertainty
that it brings. I don’t think it will have a
negative impact mainly because companies
want to trade and sell their products wherever
they are based in the world. Companies will
find a way around any issues that Brexit may
bring – if it ever happens!
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The onset of artificial lovers will make us question

what it means to love, and to be loved in return
exclusive

This July, scientists will meet in Brussels for the “Love And Sex With Robots“ conference

Sex tech, teledildonics, and above all, sex robots are getting more and more public attention. Therefore, it’s not really surprising that the scientific community has also sunk its teeth into these topics. On July 1-2, scientists from various fields will
meet for the fourth “International Congress On Love And Sex With Robots” in Brussels. Eleanor Hancock from the University
of Liverpool is in charge of the press work for the conference. In our EAN interview, she grants us insights into the main topics
that will be discussed at the event, and we talk about the research that is being done in these fields right now.

„

This summer, the fourth International
Congress On Love And Sex With Robots will take
place in Brussels. Who will participate in this
congress and what will they discuss?
Eleanor Hancock: There will be a range of
academics presenting this year, including myself.
We are incredibly multi-disciplinary, with paper
topics ranging from ethics to engineering. This is
something we are incredibly proud of, as both
sex robots and sex-technology must be
considered from a range of academic perspectives. As Noel Sharkey, roboticist and chair of
Foundation for Responsible Robotics suggests,
the discussion of technology calls for STEAM.
Science, Technology, Engineering, Arts and Math,
especially since the implications of sex-tech and
sex robots may encompass millions of humans!
In terms of specific speakers and paper
submissions for this year at LSR, I cannot give
too much away about the papers and the
speakers – you will have to catch us at the event!

Eleanor
Hancock recently
graduated from
the University of
Liverpool with
a Masters of
Research in the
Communication
& Philosophy
department
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Why are these interesting and fruitful topics for
scientific consideration?
Eleanor Hancock: Love, sex and technology
are all very interesting talking points, so it’s no
surprise that a combination of these concepts
arouse considerable scientific consideration.
Many of the concepts that are apparent in sex
robots, such as emotion, intimacy and desire
- may raise some interesting questions not just
about technology but also about humanity. The
onset of artificial lovers will make us question
what it means to love, and to be loved in
return. It will also broaden our scope of intimate
partners, and even our sexual desires! These
are all obviously fantastic talking points.
I also think that people are becoming more
aware of how we are utilising technology in the
bedroom and with our sexual partners, and sex
is an interesting area within technology
because it has historically been confounded to
private, physical spaces. Sex has also been a
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particularly ‘taboo’ subject and continues to be so in
many, many societies around the world. Topics
around sex-tech and sex-robots have the power to
push through societal norms and/or taboos, allowing
us to consider concepts that we have previously not
given much thought.
This topic can be looked at from different angles:
philosophical, technical, economic, etc. What will the
conference in Brussels focus on?
Eleanor Hancock: As I said earlier, the conference
will focus on a multitude of academic disciplines, as
the -tech and sex-robots incorporates a range of
both scientific, ethical and philosophical concepts.
The media‘s interest in this topic is quite clear. Hardly
any product in sex toy market has ever caused such
a stir ... how do you explain that?
Eleanor Hancock: Sex-technology has been widely
reported on. However, it does not cause a much of a
stir within the media as sex robots. I partly believe
this is due to media sensationalism about sex robots.
I also believe it is because people are unaware of the
technology currently being used to advance sex toys,
and the sex industry. I think if we compare sex-tech
to sex robots, the current teledildonic devices
available far outstrip the technological capacity of sex
robots, as well as being more accessible and
affordable for all. If more people were actively aware
of sex-technology, I think there would be a much
stronger focus on sex-tech in the media and the
potential for positive outcome derived from sex-tech.
Unfortunately, some webcam broadcasting sites who
have adopted sex-tech tend to publicise ‘gimmicky,’
‘click-bait’ news articles about sex-tech, which is not
the concise and clear media-focus I believe sex-tech
deserves. For example, Camsoda has commented
multiple times on their efforts to offer “Download a
BJ” on their website. Whilst it is obvious that the
focus on such a technology impedes publicity more
so than it does technological development, there are
still some exciting concepts that are being explored
through virtual BJ’s and remote sex.
The virtual BJ in question is facilitated and reciprocated through haptic technology used in sex-tech.
Haptic technology is the term used for any technology that accentuates and creates the feeling of touch,
by applying forces, vibrations and movement to the
user. Haptic technology allows sex-tech to deliver
‘remote’ touching and stimulation, as well as being
able to mimic the vibrations of music and be paired
up with visual stimuli, like VR pornography. Of course,
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when Chatubrate speak about ‘downloading BJ’s’
the technology that facilitates such gimmicks is often
overlooked in favour of ‘clicktivism.’ We rarely hear
about the technology itself, how it is being developed
and how it can have both positive and negative
impacts. The reason for this is I think that the
sex-tech market is still heavily saturated because it
often colludes with the sex industry, where the
potential for marketing a product/concept to boost
sales through adult industry revenue is considered
before the promotion of the technology itself.
If you want to check out more about ‘downloadable’
blowjobs, here are some articles that I found helpful
in my own research: https://www.inverse.com/
article/24080-camsoda-blowcast-blowjobs-teledildonics
How would you describe the status quo in the
development of sex robots? How far along are we in
the development of a lifelike sex robot?
Eleanor Hancock: It depends what you mean by
‘life-like.’ Some of Matthew Mullen’s sex dolls look
erringly familiar to our human-selves. Of course, they
cannot move and are technological incapable of
reciprocating any kind of human personality that
could be considered even close to life-like. We are
still far away from the development of a convincing
sex robot that can mimic the persona of a human
and be considered lifelike enough to evade the
uncanny valley.
The creation of artificial lovers can also be seen as a
philosophical problem. What effects can this development have on society and human relations?
Eleanor Hancock: There have been many discussions about technology and human relations. With
respect to artificial lovers, the narratives of Sherry
Turkle, Noel Sharkey and Maria Ashande are useful in
viewing the range of issues surrounding sex robot
lovers. Whilst academics like Sherry Turkle have
discussed the loss of emotion surrounding technological communication and the isolating effects of
technology, there has been no empirical research on
the effects of loneliness and sex robots to date, so I
am cautious about making sweeping statements
against them. It is clear why many people feel that
sex robots could isolate certain individuals in society
and increase the likelihood of people rejecting
conventional, human relationships in favour of an
intimate relationship with an artificial lover.
Marina Ashande has offered a very valuable insight
into the future of marriage alongside artificial lovers.
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She highlights how there are many cultural and
historical values could be changed with the adoption
of artificial lovers in society. It shows that the
philosophical debate around artificial lovers expands
far beyond the concepts of love, intimacy and
emotion. It can be found here: https://slate.com/
technology/2018/08/sex-robots-could-totallyredefine-the-institution-of-marriage.html
In 2017, the FRR [Foundation for Responsible
Robotics] released a report about the future of sex
robots and artificial lovers, of which I was a co-author. It highlights some of the issues that may arise
from having relationships with robots. Here it is:
https://responsible-robotics-myxf6pn3xr.netdna-ssl.
com/wp-content/uploads/2017/11/FRR-ConsultationReport-Our-Sexual-Future-with-robots-.pdf
One could argue that a robot or doll is just an object,
like any other sex toy. What makes technologies like
robotics or artificial intelligence different?
Eleanor Hancock: This is a very interesting question.
I believe the difference between, let’s say, a vibrator
and a sex robot, is that we are more likely to project
our feelings onto artifice that resembles humans, or
animals. Furthermore, a sex robot offers some form
of ‘presence’ in the room, as opposed to a sex toy.
We are more likely to anthropomorphise them, which
harks reason for caution amongst some academics,
for example, Kathleen Richardson believes the
increase in our likelihood to anthropomorphise sex
robots means we can project negative feelings onto
sex robots.

led people with the sex industry. (https://www.
pedestrian.tv/health/sextech-hackathon-sydney/)
Whilst helping those with physical and mental
disabilities access the sex industry may be a small
step, the applications for sex-tech provide opportunities for people to reinvent and reengage with their
sexuality.
My own research in sex-tech and the sex industry has
highlighted that sex workers are utilising sex-technology.
This is interesting for me, as not only does it provide
evidence that shuns radical feminist narratives about the
‘victimisation’ of women in the sex industry, it also
shows that women are manipulating technology for
financial gain at very minimum risk to themselves. The
narratives surrounding the sex industry have long
perpetuated the notion that women put themselves at
serious risk in order to profit from their bodies. The
webcam and sex-tech industry have the power to
silence such arguments.

This also raises the question: Should people have sex
with robots at all?
Eleanor Hancock: I don’t see why not! Any
technology can have a negative impact on wider
society, but I firmly believe they have potential for
positive uses.
The scientific and technical developments in this field
are not only progressing rapidly, they are also
becoming increasingly complex. Is there a particular
development we should keep an eye on – a
development which will be of great interest to us in
the future?
Eleanor Hancock: As much as sexbots take the
headlines, I think there are some great examples of
sex-tech that have applications for wider society. For
example, at a 2018 hackathon in Australia, the
winning concept was an application that linked disab-
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It’s the Bathmate way!
exclusive

B a th m a te e x p a nds into a new p ro duct segment

„

The grand rebranding in 2018, lots of
new products in 2019 already – resting on
your laurels isn’t really in Bathmate’s DNA,
is it?
Tim Brown: Defi nitely not. So far, this year
we have launched 3 new products, a new
website, increased number of distributors,
increased number of retail outlets and
increased sales. It’s the Bathmate way!

When you think about the
market for penis pumps,
Bathmate is clearly one of
the first names that come to
mind. But as brand manager
Tim Brown explains in our
EAN interview, the company
is eyeing other product categories as well. Just recently,
Bathmate made their first foray into the anal toy category,
and more new products are
already on the way.

Are the wheels of the market turning quicker
now than they did a few years ago? Has the
half-life period of new products decreased
even further in recent times?
Tim: I think the wheels have always turned
quickly; the truth is, if you’re not going forward you are going backwards as for sure,
your competition will be moving forwards.
The half-life will always remain the same, in
this industry in particular. The reason for this
is that there are so many shows, if you go
to a show and you haven’t got something
new to talk about, why are you going to the
show? That is why we create our own shortlived products to satisfy show demands.
Bathmate has ventured into a new product
category by launching the Anal Training
Plugs and the VIBE Anal Training Plugs. Why
did you decide to enter the segment for anal
products?
Tim: The short answer is consumer demand. Before we launch any product to
market, we research what people are looking for and what we believe will be a growth
market. Anal toys are more popular than
ever, and we believe this market segment
will continue to grow

Tim Brown, Bathmate’s Brand Manager

What are the qualities that will help your new
products stand out from the competition?
Tim: We always go the extra mile in quality
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VIBE Bullet was launched in spring of 2018,
making it the first Bathmate product outside
the penis pump category

and design. Bathmate products aren’t the
least expensive on the shelf but you can
always rest assured they are well-designed and are made from the best materials
available.
You say the new products are intended to
add to the ‚Bathmate experience.‘ However,
don’t most people think of penis pumps
when they hear Bathmate, rather than vibrators and plugs?
Tim: For sure, you are right, but with the
launch of our Bathmate Pleasure website
(www.bathmatepleasure.com), we intend to
bring more people into the Bathmate family
who have never heard of the pumps and
instead are looking to buy adult toys of all
descriptions. Remember my Adidas story
form January? You see where we are going?
Since you’ve taken this fi rst step – will there
be more? Are there plans to expand the Bathmate range to include even more product
categories?
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“ W E I N T E N D TO B R I N G
M O R E P E O P L E I N TO TH E
B ATH M AT E FA M I LY W H O
H AV E N E V E R H E A R D O F
TH E P U M P S A N D I N S T E A D
A R E LO O K I N G TO B U Y
A D U LT TOY S O F A L L
The VIBE Training Plugs and the Anal Training Plugs
are Bathmate’s first products in the anal toy segment

D E S C R I PTI O N S . ”
TIM BROWN

How should the plugs be presented in-store? Do
you have some advice for trade members on how
to generate the best-possible results with the new
Bathmate products?
Tim: With VIBE being the engine behind our new
products, we’d recommend the Bathmate brand
all being merchandised together. VIBE powers our
HydroVibe, Anal Plugs, and our upcoming launches, so we would like to get the customer to feel
the power of the VIBE bullet as they’re sold into
the whole range of VIBE powered products.

Tim: Bathmate Pleasure takes us in some new and
interesting directions with some potential tie-ups
with big players in the adult market. We will also be
launching two new products at ANME, with more
new products to be launched at eroFame. 2019 will
be another big year!
Back to the Anal Training Plugs: Can retailers expect
POS materials for the point of sale?
Tim: Unusually for us, we aren’t going to provide POS on these products as we feel people
already know how to use the products
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The Brexit drama continues, with no real solution
in sight, and many people feel that this uncertainty is the biggest problem right now. Being a
British company, what is Bathmate’s take on the
situation?
Tim: We need Guy Fawkes back. There are many
people in the UK who are furious on both sides of
the debate! And I am one of them! For me though,
it doesn’t hold us back. We sell to 120 countries,
103 of which aren’t in Europe and the customs
union, and we trade without problems 99% of the
time on WTO terms. So, barring any short-term
turbulence if we leave, I don’t see any long-term
problems, but leaving is a big if!
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My goal is to make the brand global
exclusive

L a u r a Wo o d jo ins So Divine

„

You are the new Sales Executive of the
brand So Divine. Would you mind giving us
some insights into the duties and responsibilities that come with this position?
Laura Wood: Overall my mission is to grow
the brand globally. I am working alongside
Andy to look after the existing customers as
well as working on acquiring new ones. I am
also responsible for raising brand awareness and working with retailers to ensure
they have all the tools they need to be
successful with our products.

There are probably not
many people in continental
Europe who are familiar with
So Divine, a British brand
launched in Bristol in 2017 –
but that is about to change.
And the person in charge of
expanding So Divine’s global
presence and reach is Laura
Wood, who joined the brand
at the beginning of May as
their new Sales Executive.

What attracted you to this job and this new
challenge?
Laura: I have been following the So Divine
brand for over a year and seeing what they
have achieved in a short space of time was
really what attracted me to them. I knew
they would need help to take the brand to
the next level and that this would be an
interesting and a challenging role. I think it is
a brand with a lot of potential in a very
competitive market, it is an exciting time to
join the team.
What are your expectations and what are
your goals going into this job?
Laura: My goal is to make the brand global.
So Divine have a strong start in the UK but
this year I will be introducing the brand to
the rest of the adult industry, working closer
with retailers outside of the UK and making
the brand globally compliant. I’m looking
forward to building on existing relationships
and creating new ones.
You have already been working in the adult
industry for some time. Would you mind
telling our readers about your career so far?
Laura: I was at Lovehoney for over 6 and a
half years and in that time, I held various

Laura’s task is to create more brand awareness for
the So Divine brand outside of Great Britain
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roles, starting from the warehouse and
working my way up to B2B sales.
During my time with Lovehoney,
I have learnt a lot about all sides of a
fast-growing, e-commerce business, as well
as about brand development and launch to
market. In particular, I focused on ensuring
retailers have everything they needed in
POS, window displays and brand assets
which is valuable experience I take to So
Divine.

“W E WA N T TO M A K E S E X
TOY S A C C E S S I B L E TO
ALL CONSUMERS AND SO
D I V I N E I S TH E P E R F E C T
E N T RY L E V E L B R A N D . “
LAURA WOOD

What did you do professionally before
entering the adult industry?
Laura: I was working as a store manager for
a convenience store chain in the UK, which
gives me a good understanding of the retail
environment and reality of working in a store.
Does your previous experience in the erotic
industry come in handy in your new job?
Laura: Yes, I have developed some great
relationships with retailers and I’m hoping to
continue this in my new role. I have also
worked with some great people that have
taught me a great deal along the way.
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At present, the So Divine collection
includes 22 SKUs

Would you mind telling us a few things about the
origins of the So Divine brand? Since when has the
brand been around? How would you describe the
brand
philosophy of So Divine?
Laura: The brand was born in 2017, and we are based
in Bristol, UK. From the beginning the aim of the brand
was to provide quality sex toys, which are affordable
both for the retailers and end consumers. We want to
make sex toys accessible to all consumers and So
Divine is the perfect entry level brand.
How many, and which types of products are there to
be found in the So Divine brand?
Laura: There are currently 22 skus in our catalogue.
We have a pretty range of vibrators, butt plugs and
dildos with a variety of price points to suit all. We also
have our male focused brand - Mendurance. This
includes a range of supplements and cock rings.
We will be looking at ways we can improve the existing
range as well as grow the catalogue. There is already
lots in the pipeline for the remainder of this year...
watch this space.
What sets So Divine apart from the competition in
terms of design, functionality, materials, shape, etc.?
Laura: We are always looking at ways to improve the
products and packaging. We listen to feedback from
retailers and action it.

4
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How would you define the target audience So Divine
is aiming for?
Laura: Our main audience is women 18-35+
although our products are made to be enjoyed by all.
How much potential do you see for So Divine in
this increasingly competitive marketplace?
Laura: There is lots of potential for the brand. I
think as more advanced and premium products
enter the industry, there is a gap for good quality,
entry level products. We will be working with
retailers and using their feedback to keep on
improving the brand and delivering products that
really sell.
Which channels of distribution do So Divine
use to get its products out there?
Laura: Andy, our founder, has seen a gap in the
mainstream market and has been working with
Highstreet retailers in the UK such as Tesco,
Boots, Asda, Ocado and Superdrug to ensure
they have the right products for their customer
base.
Are you looking for more business partners –
distributors, wholesalers and/or retailers –
in Europe?
Laura: For more information on our products
please contact Laura@vh2.uk.com
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SCALA carries love

dolls by various brands
exclusive

B r a c e f o r i mp a ct: th e B a nger B a bes by H idden Desire a re co ming

From blow-up dolls to sex
robots - the doll segment
is growing and evolving at
an impressive rate, and this
development is also reflected in the product range of
SCALA. While the company
still sells blow-up dolls – a true
classic of the erotic market – it
also carries the high-quality,
lifelike, realistic dolls that have
become so popular as of late.
EAN wanted to know SCALA’s
thoughts on the new golden
age of sex dolls, and how they
expect this development to
continue. Answering our questions are several members of
the SCALA team, representing
the marketing department, the
product development team,
and the sales team.

„

Since when has SCALA been selling dolls?
SCALA: Love dolls have always been part of
the SCALA assortment, ever since the founding
of our company many decades ago. Though
the dolls have indeed changed in style, quality,
and functions, demand for them is as strong
as ever. Though some might still think of the
old-style ‘blow-up’ dolls, which are mainly used
as novelty gag gifts for stag parties or simply
as playful gifts to friends nowadays, dolls have
developed into one of the most innovative product categories in our assortment. Brands are
constantly pushing the boundaries of what’s
possible, with each new release getting more
realistic, lifelike, and convincing. When the CyberSkin Virtual Sex Ultra Life Size Sex Doll Light
hit the market a few years ago, SCALA was
one of the first to stock it. This actual life-sized
doll caused quite a stir amongst consumers,
who praised the realistic appeal of this lovely
lady. Since then, SCALA has welcomed a wide
range of upgraded love dolls to its assortment.
Don’t worry: We still stock some very popular
‘blow-ups’ as well, but we think the main focus
going forward will be on premium quality dolls,
not the novelty gag-gift options.
Did you know back then that the topic of dolls
was going to take on the dimensions we see
today?
SCALA: Yes, though we are surprised just how
far the quality has come. We knew, based on
sales figures and demand from our customers,
that the product category had big potential.
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And, over the years, saw the evolution of these lovely
ladies into full-blown, life-sized realistic dolls with
prime functionality. However, the newest generation
of love dolls has exceeded even our expectations,
with super lifelike, moulded canals, soft-touch skin,
real-life proportions, and more.
Another reason we’re thrilled with the development
of the love doll category is that these premium dolls
used to be very pricey, yet brands have managed to
actually make them more affordable. Meaning: Not
only has the value-for-money drastically increased,
but the dolls have also become a lot more affordable
for regular consumers who don’t have thousands of
euros to spend.
What is your explanation for the growing demand for
dolls?
SCALA: There are multiple reasons for the growth of
the love doll segment. Firstly, dolls have become increasingly realistic. Instead of a generic look and feel,
they have grown more realistic. Which is definitely
something that appeals to lovers of lifelike pleasure. Secondly, dolls have become more mainstream
thanks to movies, television, and the internet. There
are even Hollywood blockbuster films about the subject, such as ‚Lars and the Real Girl‘, which help the
subject become more mainstream. More consumers
are confronted with the possibilities that these quality
dolls offer, and they feel less self-conscious about
choosing to indulge themselves with quality sex toys.
What does SCALA‘s range of dolls look like? Which
brands does SCALA carry?
SCALA: SCALA carries love dolls from various
brands. The classic blow-up doll silhouette is
mostly available via Seven Creations, whilst the
high-end realistics are found in the Ultimate Fantasy Dolls range by Pipedream.
We’ve just welcomed Mia, Pipedream’s
latest doll release, to our line-up - and
she is one of the most impressive
ladies we’ve ever met. The detail on
Mia is absolutely mind-blowing, from
top to a very curvy bottom: She’s the
real deal! And that’s not all! There is
also a brand-new collection of premium
love dolls arriving at SCALA this summer:
the Banger Babes by Hidden Desire. These
sexy vixens boast amazing lifelike appeal,
at very attractive pricing with big margins for retailers. We can’t reveal the
collection’s full details yet but promise
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it will be a banging choice in intimate fun. More news
about the arrival of the Banger Babes by Hidden
Desire will be announced via the SCALA website and
SCALA weekly newsletter soon!
Which criteria matter most when it comes to choosing (new) dolls for the SCALA assortment?
SCALA: There are multiple criteria that we look at for
every brand or collection included in our line-up. The
most important ones are quality, integrity, sales margins, and consumer demand. We want to offer our
retailers a curated assortment of toys, lingerie, and
drugstore products which means having to evaluate
if brands meet all our criteria. Quality speaks for itself,
but integrity is also an important factor. Does the
product deliver on its promises? Is the brand behind
a product reliable? We want to our retailers to be able
to rely on SCALA doing all the hard selection work
for them, so they receive a genuine product when
ordering through us.

SCALA has been very successful
distributing the Pipedream
Ultimate Fantasy Dolls – here:
Kitty and Carmen

Featuring our Treble and Base Technology, JETT is the ﬁrst Guybrator™
that allows you inﬁnite choice over the strength and frequency of
vibration—delivering an intense, hands free orgasm.
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orion-wholesale.com
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Although the dolls
segment has been
evolving by leaps and
bounds, there is still
demand for the good
old blow-up doll

To whom does SCALA supply its dolls? Are most
orders placed by e-commerce retailers rather than
bricks and mortar stores?
SCALA: Our love dolls assortment is available to all
our retailers, which includes brick-and-mortar and
e-commerce, though we often see a combination of
the two for most of our customers.
Does SCALA have plans to expand its range in the
future and add more dolls?
SCALA: As revealed earlier, the new Banger Babes
by Hidden Desire will be arriving at SCALA shortly.
These premium quality dolls have sensational lifelike
features and equally sensational sales margins for
retailers. Keep an eye on the SCALA newsletter and
website for more upcoming details and a personal
introduction to these sexy vixens!

Dolls are becoming more and more realistic. Today,
we even have products that are equipped with
artificial intelligence. Could sex robots soon become
a reality?
SCALA: At the pace that sex dolls are developing, it
is most definitely a scenario that can become a reality
at some point. Though, given the high cost of developing dolls with artificial intelligence, we do expect
it will take at least a few more years before the idea
is financially viable for brands. Augmented Reality
and Virtual Reality are also two areas that are gaining
ground quickly, so expect dolls to also become more
interactive by linking them with video content or even
VR-headsets. The possibilities are endless, and we’re
excited to see in what direction the dolls category
will develop. All we can say for certain is that they are
definitely here to stay!

New from SCALA:
Mia from Pipedream’s
Ultimate Fantasy
Dolls line
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The market of adult products in India is

growing fast and its paradigms are shiﬅing rapidly
exclusive

R h a be r N a z ir p resents ka a ma stra .co m

With more than a billion
people, hundreds of millions
of internet users, and a GDP
that is inching closer and
closer to the 100 billion dollar
threshold, India is definitely
a unique and highly fascinating market for the e-commerce industry. One of the
companies that have already
managed to capitalise on the
booming internet economy in
India is erotic online retailer
Kaamastra. We interviewed
CEO Rhaber Nazir and learned
how he and his team started
the company in 2012, how
they turned it into one of the
largest erotic retail shops in
India, and how they brave the
challenges in this market.
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„

On your website, you describe Kaamasatra
as the “biggest sex store to buy adult products
and sex accessories online in India”. Before we
talk more about your business, could you tell us
a bit about the history of the shop and the team
behind it?
Rahber Nazir: Kaamastra is a venture launched
in 2012 by me, a then 23-year old MBA from the
Indian Institute of Foreign Trade. We started with
two suppliers, one employee and 125 products in
four product categories selling on kaamastra.com
in February 2013. We’re currently at over 30
suppliers in eight countries, 19 employees, two
warehouses and over 4000 SKUs in stock, and
we now sell products internationally as well.
Kaamastra has grown through an unrelenting
focus on sourcing and supply chain management, optimising logistics and delivery timelines
and incorporating customer feedback in the
launch of new categories and products.
Kaamastra’s policy is ‘If we get three requests for
a new product, we source and list it within three
months’.
Our team today is comprised of catalogue
management, sourcing, marketing,
administrative, operations, and warehousing
divisions.

Rahber Nazir started online
shop Kaamastra in 2012
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A major milestone was achieved in 2018 when
Kaamastra became the first sexual wellness
company in India to go the M&A route with our
acquisition of itspleazure.com, a female-focused sex
toy start-up based in Mumbai (https://yourstory.
com/2018/07/sexual-wellness-startup-kaamastra-acquires-itspleazure/). ItsPleazure has doubled its daily
website traffic in the last year after being acquired and
it’s on track to be a major sexual wellness player.
What can you tell us about the current status of the
erotic market in India?
Rahber Nazir: The erotic market is opaque in India
due to Indians being conservative when it comes to
talking about sex and expressing their sexuality. Most
Indians have heard of and seen these products in
Hollywood and Bollywood movies, music or TV but
have never learnt to interact with them and explore
their sexuality in a healthy manner and end up doing
neither.
Customers are opening up much more now, and they
have started demanding variety, choice, and more
sophisticated and specific products, all evidence of
higher customer education. An example: Five years
ago, most customers would ask vaguely for ‘bondage
products’ but now they ask specifically for whips,
ticklers or mouth gags in different materials like
Leather, PU, wood or metal, which demonstrates the
sophistication of buying habits of regular Indians.
The market for adult products in India is growing fast
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and its paradigms are shifting rapidly. This
makes it a very exciting market to participate in.

Kaamastra has
developed into one
of the biggest online
shops for erotic
products in India

What about brick and mortar stores for erotic products
in India? Are there many of those?
Rahber Nazir: Brick and mortar shops are present
mainly in major cities like Delhi and Mumbai. Delhi has
a famous market known as Palika Bazaar and Mumbai
has Crawford Market and Manish Market. Smaller
towns have no outlets.
It’s an unpleasant experience for most customers
since the pricing is opaque, the shops are seedy and
uncomfortable, and the shopkeepers are untrained
and uninformed. The experience is particularly bad for
women because talking about sex products to male
shopkeepers can be very uncomfortable in a
conservative country like India.
Are there certain laws or stipulations you have to abide
by if you want to sell erotic products in India?
Rahber Nazir: Yes, India has laws regarding the
display and advertising of products as obscenity and
lewdness are prohibited. Kaamastra makes sure no
product on our site has any explicit details showing
and that more precise details of the products are
shown only via diagrams, outlines, and textual
descriptions.
Kaamastra also is very careful about all our advertising
and marketing activities, making sure they do not
offend the sensibilities of any of our audience.
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An interesting thing happened in 2018, after the Indian
Supreme Court struck down Section 377 of the Indian
Penal Code (which made sex between consenting
homosexual couples illegal): We saw a constant
stream of inquiries about LGBT products throughout
the next few months. At the end of fifth week, we had
a new section dedicated to this category and ran
special educated classes for our marketing and admin
staff about these products so they could provide better
advice to our customers.
India is well-known for its leading information
technology, and with more than 1.2 billion citizens, the
country also has an enormous consumer pool. But
how many people in India really browse the web and
go shopping online?
Rahber Nazir: India has over 620 million internet users
as of 2019, driven by the surge of cheap smartphones
and connectivity. Telecoms like Reliance Jio have
driven mobile internet prices to the lowest level in the
world by far, which has increased the use of online
shopping websites, online banking facilities, and
communication services. We’ve now reached a place
where most citizens in smaller towns and villages are
connected. Last year, India added an unprecedented 6
million mobile internet users - per month. Credit and
debit card penetration is almost one billion.
E-commerce is expected to grow to $100bn a year by
2020, from $12bn in 2013. E-commerce companies in
India have introduced innovations like cash on delivery,
lighter and faster mobile apps (that run better on low
cost smartphones that sell a lot in India), logistics
flexibility for smaller, far flung warehouses, and creating
individual logistics services rather than using existing
logistics supply chains. These developments have
been impactful in increasing customer trust and loyalty.
For adult products, online selling is the best way to
ensure customer privacy and shopping comfort while
being transparent on pricing, designs, and educating
customers. What all of the above did is give the
customer the convenience of ordering from their sofa,
with discreet delivery, and saved them from the
embarrassment of being exposed to an often
judgmental society.
Which consumer groups are the target audience of
kaamastra.com, and why did you choose to focus on
this particular clientele?
Rahber Nazir: India is the fourth largest porn
consumer in the world - every adult Indian is a
potential customer! Our initial target market was 18-35
year old men and women in large cities like Mumbai,
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Delhi, Bengaluru, Chennai, Pune, and Kolkata because
we expected them to be more familiar with the
products and have bigger buying power. Surprisingly,
we have seen disproportionate representation of
smaller towns in our buying pool and also receive
many orders from remote locations that can only be
served via the Indian Post system rather than FedEx.
We have changed our approach throughout the past
few years to offer better and faster delivery to distant
areas while also creating knowledge banks that
answer the questions of users who have never used
these products before.
What’s most important for your customers when they
visit your shop? Is it discrete delivery, price, fast
delivery, the information you provide or something
else?
Rahber Nazir: Discreet delivery is extremely important.
We offer this for all orders by default. Fast delivery is

The Kaamastra website
also offers consumers
lots of advice and
information about
sexuality
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also important since many customers gift our products
to friends and family for weddings, anniversaries,
bachelor and bachelorette parties and as gag gifts.
Information is critical since many customers are
first-time buyers. We have set up the Kaamastra
Concierge service - enter your phone number, and
we’ll call you back to discuss your concerns.
Another important thing is trust. Customers have all
seen fake ads on porn sites for pills and other adult
products and are concerned about ordering and not
receiving the products they wanted or receiving cheap
products. Our return and refund policies, WhatsApp
customer care line (the most used communication app
in India), customer care phone numbers, and email
support create better trust.
Customers can be price sensitive but it’s not the most
critical issue since customers also value quality and
efficacy. With our sexual medicines’ category in
particular, customers are most concerned about
quality.
How important are well known brands for your shop
and its customers? Do you customers search for
particular brands, or are they just as happy with a
“no-name-product”?
Rahber Nazir: Both. Customers prefer brands when
they are shopping for more expensive product
categories, or when quality is very important due to
possible side effects (e.g. pills, oils, etc). For bread and
butter items like sexy lingerie, sexy dresses, etc.,
brands aren‘t as important, and it is the design and
style that sells.
We receive very few requests for European brands like
Lelo or American brands like Pipedream or Hustler
because of the ultra-high cost of those products.
Kaamastra branded products where we guarantee
quality and offer warranties ourselves sell well.

Can you tell us something about the steps you take to
advertise your shop? Are there legal limitations for the
advertisement of erotic products?
Rahber Nazir: As mentioned above, we can‘t
advertise and sell products with explicit branding or
advertising - we are very careful about this.
We focus on SEO, blogging, guest posting with
different publications across the world, and sharing our
content on social media to reach the customers. In
2018, Kaamastra has also sponsored Mukhauta, a
Youtube crime and drama web series (youtube.com/
channel/UCxfoExP3qqQme_PO8DRfJrQ) which
gained over four million views.
What are your plans for the future of kaamastra.com?
Rahber Nazir: Kaamastra and ItsPleaZure have been
growing at a rapid pace these past seven years and
will continue to do so.
We look to cover all aspects of the sexual wellness
market with our own brands of products. For example,
we’re going to launch Kaamastra publications which
focus on erotica for Indians and by Indians. Our first
book is expected to be out by the end of June 2019.
We will also launch Kaamastra in several other
countries before the end of the year, especially
countries with large Indian migrant populations.
ItsPleaZure is working on multiple ways to get more
women involved in the supply chain and will be testing
a new offline model for the sale of the products.

What is the philosophy behind kaamastra.com? What
sets your shop apart from its competitors?
Rahber Nazir: Kaamastra stands for the sexual
liberation of Indians (and soon, other nationalities).
Fussy attitudes and prudishness have negatively
impacted Indian culture by forcing people to conform
to 19th century standards instead of embracing their
desires. Kaamastra fosters free acceptance and
experimentation between all consenting adults to
make them happier and sexually satisfied people.
We don‘t judge our customers as long as what they
do is consenting and legal.
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We take some pride in being part of making

good sexual health more accessible for everyone
exclusive

J e w a S w e d en AB – A f a miliy business with 30 yea rs o f tra ditio n

When Ewa Johansson and
Janne Theander started their
distribution company Jewa
Sweden in the summer of
1989, the erotic market was
a very different place. For
instance, Jewa’s mainstay in
those early days was adult
movies. However, the family
business, situated in Lindome
in the southern part of Sweden, has always kept up with
the changing landscape of
the market. And as we look
back at their 30-year history,
it is safe to say that they have
supported and pushed a
number of important trends
in their home market.

Warehouse Manager Cecilia Larsson, Product Manager Ewa Johansson, and CEO Janne Theander

„

When was Jewa Sweden founded? What
were the reasons for entering the distribution business with erotic products at that
time?
Jewa: In February 1989, we became a
couple. Janne had been selling erotic fi lms
since 1982, and in the summer of 1989, we
decided to start a distribution company. It
all happened very fast but now, 30 years
in, I think it turned out to be a really good
decision.
At the beginning, we sold erotic fi lms and
then, we soon added adult toys to our range
as well.
You call yourself a family business. How
is this refl ected in your activities and your
corporate philosophy?
Jewa: Since Ewa and Janne are partners in
work as well as in life, this is refl ected every
day in different ways. We all treat each other
as family and have a very close relations-
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hip with our colleagues. We often talk and
spend time with each other in our spare
time as well. We don’t have ‚normal‘ 9-5
working days and often work from home as
well as the offi ce. We also try to ensure that
everyone is familiar with what is going on in
the company and the various projects that
we have going, even if you are not the person responsible. This allows us to bounce
ideas off each other and have support in the
decisions that we make.
With 30 years of history, you are one of
the older companies in this market. In your
opinion, what have been the most important
changes in the erotic market during these
30 years, and how have they infl uenced your
business?
Jewa: It is great to see that there is now
pressure on the producers to act responsibly throughout the manufacturing chain.
We see a big difference here, compared to
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how it looked 30 years ago. This creates better
working conditions throughout the industry, and it
is important for creating a more sustainable production line. We also see a big difference when it
comes to product development: There is a bigger
selection to choose from today, and the demand
for better quality has really shown through on
the product side in recent years. One of the best
changes we see in the market today, compared
to 30 years ago, is the number of women who are
now working in this industry. We see women in all
areas of the industry, from the factory to wholesale and to retail. 30 years ago, this was a very male-dominated market, and since
the biggest target group today
is female, it is good to see that
this is refl ected in the industry
as a whole. But the biggest
change is undoubtedly the level
of acceptance the society has
developed for adult toys, and
that people have realised how
important sexual health is to
our well-being.
All these changes have shaped
our business for the better and
we take some pride in being
part of making good sexual
health more accessible for
everyone.
What are the strengths of your
company? What sets you apart
from your competitors?
Jewa: We adapt to our customers‘ needs and try
to produce a customised range based on that.
We also feel it’s important to maintain personal
contact with our customers. In society today, it is
easy to lose that kind of contact, but we try our
best not to. A winning concept for us is to put our
focus on our business and keep the costumers
we have satisfi ed with us instead of focusing too
much on the competition.
What is the key to success in the distribution
business today? Is customer service the key?
Logistics? The product range? And how have the
requirements changed over the last 30 years?
Jewa: We would say that all of the above are
important, you need a good and effi cient costumer service, fast and reliable delivery, and a
sought-after product range.
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Could you give us an overview of your product
range?
Jewa: We put much of our focus on good quality
that we believe in. We are also supplying condoms and lubricants to the Swedish healthcare,
this in close cooperation with LTC Healthcare, and
our aim is to work more with them in the future.
Intimate wellness is a subject that is close to our
hearts and we are actively working on getting help
out where help is needed. We feel that hat society
is not yet up to speed and we are always on the
hunt for products that help people with intimate
problems.
What criteria do you apply when picking products
and brands? What do they need to offer for you to
include them in your range?
Jewa: We select products that are of good quality
and made from safe materials. We put more and
more effort into making sure the products we buy
are sustainably manufactured. And of course, the
customers also have a say in what they want us to
add to our product range.

Web Manager
Jörgen Nilsson

Based on retailer demand, what trends can you
see in the market right now?
Jewa: Today, there is great demand for products
that are manufactured sustainably, both in terms
of the environment and human rights, and we
regard this as a highly positive development. Adult
toys that work with an app have been trending
for a while now and because the apps and adult
toys are evolving and getting better constantly,
we believe that this trend will continue to pick up
momentum. We also think that there has been
increasing demand for effi cient sex toys - in a
stressful society, the consumers want the orgasm
to come quickly. One example of this is the success of Womanizer.
Are you the exclusive distributor of certain brands
in your market?
Jewa: We have brand exclusivity for Womanizer
and We-Vibe for the mainstream market
and VaxAid pump for all markets in Sweden.
We are negotiating with a few other brands
right now, and we are always on the lookout for
new brands.
There is currently a debate about the pros and
cons of exclusive distribution. What is your
opinion?
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What kind of service and sales support do you
provide to your customers?
Jewa: We see every customer as unique and
customise our support according to their wishes
and who their own customers are.

“ W E SEE EVERY
CUS TO MER AS UN IQUE
A N D CUS TOMISE OUR

How do you assess the situation in the Swedish
and Scandinavian erotic market at the moment?
Jewa: Very competitive and constantly evolving.
Many companies want to sell sexual health/pleasure products and because of the acceptance
that exists today, anyone can sell them without
people turning their heads. This makes it hard to
survive in this market, though, and there are too
many fi sh in a small pond. Apart from that, it’s the
same in Sweden as everywhere else at the moment: It’s hard for brands to keep their prices up,
and we feel that it’s mainly the online market that
makes it hard for the rest of us
because that’s where the prices
are cheapest. It is diffi cult for
brands to maintain their integrity,
but we think it has started to turn
around, hopefully.

S UP P ORT ACCORDIN G TO
TH E I R WIS H ES A N D WH O
TH E I R OWN CUS TOMERS
ARE.”
CECILIA LARSSON

Jewa: We can as well see both aspects, the pros
and the cons of distribution exclusivity. But for our
company, we feel that we want to work more and
more with exclusivity agreements. We put in a lot
of work when we sell a brand to our customers;
if they go and buy these brands elsewhere, all of
our work is undone, and that is never fun.
Many distributors are increasingly relying on their
own brands/ private labelling. You as well?
Jewa: We have a small private label, Mon Amie,
which we are very proud of and for which we have
established a good customer base. In the future,
we want to work more with this and expand the
brand.
To whom do you distribute your products and
brands? Who are your customers? Do you only
work with shops within the adult market, or also
with mainstream retailers?
Jewa: Our customers are adult shops, pharmacies, and mainstream retailers as well as the Swedish healthcare, who buy condoms and lubricants
from us.
In how many countries do you operate? Where
are your customers from?
Jewa: At the moment, we only operate in Sweden, but we are looking into expanding to other
Scandinavian markets.
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Senior Advisor
Leif Johansson

The traditional supply chain
of producer-wholesaler/distributor-retailer is coming apart
in many European countries:
Producers sell directly to the
consumers, distributors launch
their own brands, retailers act as
wholesalers, etc. How do you feel
about this development?
Jewa: We don’t see this as a
positive development since our
company thrives most when the
chain is intact and fully functioning. But we have to adapt and
make the best of the situation.
Which plans and wishes do you have for the
future?
Jewa: It is going to be exciting to see how the
market will change in the future, and we look
forward to evolving with it.
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Fetish is ever evolving, and

the demographic is getting younger

exclusive

To ny d e Wi lde o n Mister B ’s la test a dditio ns to th e U rba n co llectio n

„

Mister B recently gave its Urban line an
update. What have you added to the line?
Tony de Wilde: Yes, we’ve added some fun
sexy new underwear styles to the collection.
They are available in five different colour
combinations and three different styles. These
styles are named after the cities where Mister B
has a brand store, so we have the Mister B
Urban Amsterdam Brief, the Mister B Antwerp
Jock Brief, and the Mister B Berlin Jockstrap.
With the nice front pouch to give you the perfect
bulge.

Mister B’s Urban collection
has turned into a veritable
evergreen, so it is only logical
that the fetish company
continue to introduce new
products and further flesh out
the brand. Just recently, they
added several newly designed
underwear items. Mister B
Brand Manager Tony de Wilde
has more information about
these latest additions in our
EAN interview.

How would you describe the appeal of Urban?
Which image do you want to convey with the
apparel and who wears it or is your target
audience?
Tony: I would describe Mister B Urban as a
collection of sporty yet sexy underwear styles
that are comfortable for everyday us but are
also perfect sexy jocks to wear to a party or
during play. The Mister B Urban underwear
matches perfectly with the Mister B Urban
Football socks so you can create a perfect
outfit. To be honest, the target audience is
basically any man who loves wearing underwear
and who loves to show off his best ASSets.
The Urban line has been on the market for four
years now. How has the line changed during
this time?
Tony: The designs have become a bit more
sporty with the Mister B branded elastic band
and a bit sleazier with the cut and the overall
mesh fabric.
Why did you choose to focus more on
underwear within the Urban
line instead of Streetwear?
Tony: In the beginning, we
focused on creating a wide
range of products within the
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Mister B Urban collection, from underwear to
streetwear and even swimwear. Right now, we
are focusing more on the underwear since these
are pieces of clothing (almost) everybody uses
and enjoys.
How does the Urban collection and its underwear fit into the overall (fetish) portfolio of Mister B?
Tony: Fetish is ever evolving, and the demographic is getting younger. Next to our Leather,
Rubber, and Neoprene gear - and of course our
wide range of BDSM and sex toys - underwear
is the perfect kind of product to add to the mix.
Also, why not wear your favourite brand
underneath your jeans on a daily basis.
How should the Urban collection be presented
in a retail environment – be it online or brick and
mortar – for maximum effect?
Tony: For this particular line, we created some
awesome imagery that can be used online to
promote the brand and the products in
webshops. All the underwear is packaged in a
standard Mister B packaging, with a clear
sticker on the front with the product image on it.
Of course, it is always good to have a sample
out of the package to give the customer an idea
of the look and feel of the fabric.
Which role does apparel play for the business of
Mister B when compared to other products like
sex toys or accessories?
Tony: It depends. If you look at apparel just from
a textile perspective it is a really big element of
our assortment, while clearly not the biggest
part. If you look at clothing/gear in general, - i.e.
if you also count the leather, rubber, and
neoprene products - it is a whole different story.
What trends can you see in the underwear
segment for men right now?
Tony: What we have seen over the last few
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years is that underwear design has become
more crazy and colourful, with all over prints etc.
Thos are still popular but what I notice is that
lately, customers are going back to basics in terms
of underwear design and styles. They still like bold
colours but the all over prints are getting less
attention.
Speaking of other types of products: Have there
been any recent product launches by Mister B we
should be aware of?
Tony: Sure, we are releasing new products every
month. Our WAD (Weapons off Ass Destruction) dildo
collection is doing very well, and we are expanding the
line. Apart from that, the Mister B Fucktools are also a
great seller. And there are a lot more things coming
this year.
What are the next steps you have planned for the
Urban brand?
Tony: We plan to expand the Mister B Urban
assortment with a yearly release of new styles. And of
course, we keep a close eye on the market to see
what new trends are on the horizon.
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Creamy targets users

who want a diﬀerent experience
exclusive

Cr e a m y – L o vely Pla net p resents a dif f erent kind o f lubrica nt

‚Genuine fake cum in a
tube!‘ – that is the slogan for
Lovely Planet’s new lubricant,
Creamy. Anne Meunier, Sales
Director at Lovely Planet, tells
us more about the product
and the target audience the
company is aiming for with
Creamy.

How long has Creamy been on the market?
Anne Meunier: Creamy was first launched
in 2017, and it has been a great success
since then.

Anne Meunier,
Sales Director at
Lovely Planet

„

For which area of application is Creamy
intended?
Anne: You can do pretty much everything
with Creamy, it’s a fantastic product to play
with, but it’s also a
great lubricant.
The creamy
texture
improves
penetration and
offers an
amazing range of
sensations; also,
it’s super soft and
comfortable.
Contrary to other
water-based
lubricants, Creamy
is long-lasting and
o
doesn’t dry out too
fast.
What can you tell us
about Creamy‘s
ckaingredients and packaging design?
Anne: Creamy is a creamy
ant which
water-based lubricant
e it with your
means you can use
favourite toys. But the formula is
also packed with natural ingredients such
as shea butter, aloe vera, and sodium hyaluronate. It is fragrance-free so it’s a great
choice for sensitive skin. Regarding the
packaging, we decided to focus on the
playful side and emphasise sperm colour
and texture.
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Is Creamy‘s target group different from that
of other lubricants?
Anne: Creamy targets users who want a
different experience. Creamy is ideal for
true-to-life sensation, you can explore your
deepest fantasies and play longer. It’s also
a great choice for women who don’t want to
choose between water-based and silicone
formulas, as Creamy’s silky texture offers a
new range of sensations, different
from other lubricants on the
market, while being co
compatible
with your favourite silico
silicone toys.
What package sizes are
currently available fo
for Creamy?
Anne: Cream
Creamy is currently available in 3
s
difference sizes,
70ml
perfect size for your
first try, 150 ml, and
250ml for th
the ones who
always wa
want more!
Do you offer any
POS materials
for C
Creamy?
Ann Yes, we
Anne:
hav a product
have
disp
display
available
Cre
for Creamy
150ml.
What is the best way for retailers to
o online
present Creamy in their stores or
shops?
Anne: Creamy has proven a huge success
for our clients, and we have found that they
rely on one of two forms of presentation.
Generally, the best way to present the
product to the proper target audience is
using our product brief and placing Creamy
among other lubricants as a form of
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complementarity. For one group of retailers, this is
their only semen-like lubricant, and they present it
as the ideal lubricant for ejaculatory dildos, thus

“ W E A R E TH R I L L E D TO
H AV E R E C E I V E D S U C H
P O S I TI V E F E E D B A C K
F R O M O U R C U S TO M E R S
SINCE CREAMY‘S
LAUNCH.“
ANNE MEUNIER

surfing along on the original concept of the brand.
For other retailers, the texture is the main angle:
they highlight Creamy’s smoothness and high
lubricating power without playing on the semen-like dimension.
Are there any plans to bring more Creamy gels to
market?
Anne: We are thrilled to have received such
positive feedback from our customers since
Creamy‘s launch. We want to keep moving on in
that direction, that’s why new amazing products
are coming soon! Be ready!
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The purpose of oksexdoll is to

help more people overcome loneliness
exclusive

O n l i n e s i n c e Ma rch : www.o ksex do ll.co m

Dolls are in high demand, and
just a few months ago, a new
online shop was launched with
the purpose of meeting that
demand: www.oksexdoll.com.
The undisputed highlight of
this shop: robot sex dolls that
come equipped with artificial
intelligence. Jack, who runs
www.oksexdoll.com, shares
interesting details about the
features and abilities of these
special dolls in our EAN interview. Aside from that, we talk
about the potential of AI for the
doll segment and about common preconceptions regarding
dolls and their owners.

„

Jack, when did your fascination with dolls
begin, and what is it that makes this subject so
fascinating?
Jack: I have been
obsessed with sex dolls
since January 2018. I think
these dolls can be regarded
as one of the great
inventions of mankind and
the gospel of eliminating
human loneliness.
When did you launch www.
oksexdoll.com, and what is
the philosophy behind your
online shop?
Jack: The world is
becoming busier, people
have little time to enjoy life.
So, the purpose of
Oksexdoll, launched in
March 2019, is to help more
people overcome loneliness, so that they can feel
comfort in this busy world.
You make it a point not to
reduce dolls to sex tools,
which is a common preconception. How long will it
take to do away with that
notion? How much
educational work will be
necessary to dispel these
old clichés?
Jack: It is a prejudice to
regard anything as a sex
tool. With the growing
popularity of sex dolls,
people will eventually look
at sex dolls very often and
in a different way. Of
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course, this requires excellent magazines like
EAN to popularise the benefits of sex dolls. We
all slowly eliminate this
prejudice, so that in the
near future, maybe 30
years or less, most people
will not only regard sex
dolls as sex tools but as
kind of tools.
Your online shop, www.
oksexdoll.com, offers a
wide and varied range of
products. Could you give
us an overview of your doll
selection?
Jack: We mainly want to let
people who like dolls have
more choices, whether they
are poor or rich. We choose
the best dolls for people,
offering various prices,
styles, and functions.
How important is it for your
customers to be able to
customise dolls to their own
liking?
Jack: It is most important
for customers to get the
most satisfying dolls, which
is why we recommend
custom features.
Where do you get your
dolls, and how do you go
about picking your
sources?
Jack: We have been
working closely with such
excellent manufacturers as
WM, JY, SY, Qita, and 6YE.
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The AI Robot Sex Dolls are certainly one of the
highlights of oksexdoll.com. What can you tell us about
these dolls?
Jack: With the popularisation of artificial intelligence
technology in China, intelligent robot sex dolls have
begun to appear. WM launched the first intelligent
robot dolls. Later, many Chinese manufacturers began
to learn to produce intelligent dolls as well. These dolls
can blink, talk, smile, and even make a lot of incredible
moves. This is also the reason why robot sex dolls are
expensive.

intelligence technology, the price of these dolls will go
down considerable within five years.
Who buys these products? People who already own
regular dolls and want to take the next step? Or are
there also a lot of first-time buyers who decide to jump
right to the AI model?
Jack: Traditional sex dolls are gradually becoming
more common. Some people who simply like new
things may buy robotic dolls. At the same time, those
who buy robot dolls may also be collectors or people
who already own ordinary dolls.
How much more is possible in the realm of robotics
and AI? Which developments do you expect to see in
the doll market in the upcoming years?
Jack: The development prospects of intelligent robot
dolls are limitless. With the in-depth study of machine
learning and biotechnology, these dolls may one day
think like humans or be even smarter than humans.
They can be qualified as lawyers, consultants, financial
consultants, and so on.

“T H E D E V E LO P M E N T
PROSPECTS OF
I N T E L L I G E N T R O B OT
DOLLS ARE LIMITLESS.“
JACK

As you mentioned, robot sex dolls are rather expensive, coming with a price tag of roughly 6000 dollars. Do
you expect that AI-equipped dolls will become more
affordable in the foreseeable future?
Jack: Technology is improving every day. As long as
artificial intelligence technology becomes more mature,
production costs will decrease, so the price of
intelligent robot dolls will inevitably become cheaper.
Given the current development trends in artificial
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As dolls become more high-tech and more popular,
you also get more people criticising this development,
with the robotics and AI elements taking a lot of flak in
particular. Why are people so critical of these
technologies? Can you relate to their concerns?
Jack: As I said above, these robots may replace some
simple human positions or disrupt the relationship
between humans and robots. But I feel that it is better
to learn more about new things instead of worrying
about AI technology. People just need to remember
that AI robots are still created by human beings. They
appear to bring convenience to human beings instead
of causing trouble.
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We’re capable of producing any products

we’d like, but why settle when we can make art?
exclusive

Adrien Lastic US Sales Executive Jackie Richerson tells the inside story behind the Spanish brand‘s eccentric sex toys

Adrien Lastic has become a household name (or, rather, maybe ‚a trade show name‘ is more
appropriate) in the pleasure industry. But just who the hell is this Adrien guy, and why is he so
skilled at making women orgasm? Jackie Richerson, who handles the company‘s sales and
trainings in the USA, says Adrien Lastic toys are as unique and mythic as their namesake –
a story she‘ll re-tell just a few sentences below. In an industry often dominated by knock-offs
and patent wars, Richerson says the key to the company‘s success is creating art unlike
anything on the market. Adrien Lastic showcases some of the most out-there sex toys on
the market – the O‘Venus dual stimulator that resembles some sort of android sex creature
and the Play Ball, a bullet vibe that straps to your leg and retracts like a yo-yo. If you haven‘t
wondered about the company‘s name, you‘re definitely in the minority. What‘s in a name, you
might ask? Just about everything, including an eye-catching and unforgettable introduction to
your brand, and Adrien Lastic lives up to every letter. Jackie Richerson tells EAN the whole story
on why Adrien is the new go-to guy for beautiful toys with an unforgettable name.

„

Adrien Lastic US Sales
Executive Jackie
Richerson

How did the brand get started in the
pleasure space? And with a moniker like Adrien
Lastic, inquiring minds obviously want to know
where the company got it‘s namesake.
Jackie Richerson: In 2008, CNEX was
created, a company dedicated to the design,
development, import and export of mostly
electronic plastic injection and silicone
products. Olivier Jean Pierre de la Marnierre,
trained in mathematics, sculpture and painting,
is a special effects expert and his partner Tan
Jing, with a long experience in the Asian
market, were the founders of the company.
In 2009, the first Adrien Lastic brand would be
created, bringing our knowledge of production,
technology, and art together.
The name Adrien Lastic comes from a legend,
actually. It’s been told that a man, Adrien
Lastic, born of French and Polynesian descent,
was an old hero, who in some Polynesian
islands was dedicated to the art of deflowering.
He was apparently endowed with an unusual
talent at the time of his mission: to initiate
young virgins in the art of love so that they
could then know the whole landscape of the
pleasure of love in order to be able to give it
afterwards. However, the story was only
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narrated through a manuscript and by oral
tradition. And following this fascinating legend,
Adrien Lastic continues to open the doors to
new sexual pleasures thanks to our line of sex
toys that bear his name.
How expansive is your product line? What are
some of the company’s bestsellers and why?
Jackie Richerson: I’d say when looking at our
line, there’s a little something for everyone. We
want to bring options to customers that not
only assist the user with satisfaction but also
can be used to bring couples closer together.
While we are not heavy on male only toys in the
states, the products that are geared towards a
male audience bring an impressive package to
the table in an industry where men don’t
always get all the fun products. Our top sellers
in the US are definitely our Gladiator, Caress,
and Trigger. The Gladiator is our very best
seller for a number of reasons – the incredible
versatility, the strong vibrations for
G-spot/P-spot, and clitoral, the ease of use
and flexibility. I’d say the biggest draw is that
there’s just nothing out there like it. In store,
customers are instantly drawn to this unique
new item.
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From there, the ultra-rumbly hand shaking vibrations
are always a pleasure to discover. With two points of
vibration, it brings one end for direct clitoral
stimulation and the other to open the labia and
provide further vibrations. It can also be used for
light insertion but is designed for just the tip.

The Caress and the Trigger are both brand new to
the US, with us kicking off sales of them in early
spring and proving them to be in high demand.
The Caress brings to life several modes of pleasure,
with its five interchangeable heads and rumbling
vibration. It’s magnetically charged, fully submersible, and a must have for both users new to sex
toys and veterans looking for something new to try.
The Trigger is a fresh look on a classic rabbit. The
shaft is ribbed for pleasure and flexes in an enticing
come hither motion that has had customers sitting
up and taking notice of us as a brand. We’ve heard
that its looks are reminiscent of Dr. Seuss in all the
best ways. With an MSRP of $109 it’s also a great
price point for customers who want all the bells and
whistles but don’t have all the money to spend.
Tell us about the O‘Venus vibrator that was designed
with sexpert Venus O’Hara. How was her expertise
incorporated into the design? What are some of the
product highlights?
Jackie Richerson: The O’Venus is one of my
personal favorite items in the line that was brought
to the US. It’s so very unique and, as a long time sex
geek, I had never seen anything like it. Ms. O’Hara
herself had this to say about the toy and her process
on design: ‚After testing a wide variety of sex toys,
it became clear to me that more female intuition
was needed in the development phase. My aim, in
consultation with both engineers and gynecologists,
was to create a toy with a new shape that stimulated
the clitoris both indirectly and directly. In my work as
a sex blogger, I often receive messages from
women who have yet to experience an orgasm, and
I want to help them. I’m hoping that the ‚O Venus‘
will provide plenty of sheet-gripping orgasms to
every woman who uses it.” The first thing that
anyone notices about the O’Venus is its completely
unique, organic shape. It’s an eye catcher for sure!
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How does the company continuously put out such
unique toy designs?
Jackie Richerson: Olivier Jean Pierre is the origin of
almost all the ideas and designs of the brand,
creating everything in house with our team of
designers and engineers. He, and really the whole
team, strives to search for new ways to promote
pleasure to people, whether it’s by themselves or with
their partner. We’re not afraid to make new products,
bring new designs and concepts to our customers.
While we could focus on doing the same five designs
of classic rabbits every year, we enjoy exploring new
paths. In a way, we don’t mind so much if we sell a
million products, we want to change the game and
try new things. That’s why we continue to create
products like the Gladiator, 2X, O’Venus, and the
Playball from our product collection. We’re capable of
producing any products we’d like, but why settle
when we can make art?

“W E ’ R E N OT A F R A I D TO
MAKE NEW PRODUCTS,
BRING NEW DESIGNS
A N D C O N C E PT S TO O U R
C U S TO M E R S . “
JACKIE RICHERSON

Discuss Adrien Lastic‘s international success.
What are retailers and distributors saying about
your products?
Jackie Richerson: Internationally, we have been
making a splash for several years. Most recently,
expanding our market even further into China and
Russia, with 700 retailers becoming available in the
first 6 months in China and our new team member
who is exclusively over Russia and the Ukraine.
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We’re finding as we speak to further countries,
looking now towards Mexico and South America, that
they have a lot of the same reactions to Adrien Lastic
that the U.S has been having – They like the quality of
our products, the unique and innovative designs, and
they especially like the price.
What about Adrien Lastic’s U.S. presence? What
response has the brand received in the States?
Jackie Richerson: The reception we’ve received has
been incredibly promising so far in the states. I admit
that being relatively unknown has both its pluses and
minuses. The drawback being that we have to totally
introduce the brand to most everyone we meet, but
that just means we get to bring the excitement of a
new concept to every meeting. Once they see us and
see what we’re able to do, customers of all levels are
falling in love with Adrien Lastic. The thing I hear most
when visiting new stores is, ‚I really didn’t expect to
love this as much as I do. You guys surprised me and
I am really impressed!‘
What are your future goals and expectations for
growth?
Jackie Richerson: Our future goals are to continue
to create and grow our brand. We delight in the
challenge of new designs and experiences so our aim
going forward is one of innovation and excitement for
what we can do. Our goal is to bring Adrien Lastic to
a further reach of people, growing our customer base
both abroad with exclusive European distributing
deals and right here in the States. Each year we try to
bring at least three new, creative designs to the
market and I think this one is shaping up to be our
best year yet!

This interview is
contributed by
Colleen Godin, EAN
U.S. Correspondent
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Masturbation is normal,

yet not widely discussed

exclusive

E m o j i ba to r sp rea d inf o rma tio n a bo ut self -gra tif ica tio n o n Ma sturba tio nMo nth .com

When Joycelin Elders, then Surgeon General of the United States, spoke positively of masturbation, she was soon forced
to resign from office. The owners of a sex shop in San Francisco didn’t want to take this lying down, so they declared May
28 the “National Masturbation Day.” Over the course of the years, that one day turned into a whole Masturbation Month.
The Emojibator brand has dedicated a website to this month, filled to the brim with tips, tricks, and information about
self-gratification. Curious to find out more about masturbationmonth.com, EAN asked Emojibator for an interview, and Joe
Vela, the company’s founder and CEO, and Madelyn Allard, Marketing Manager at Emojibator, took the time to answer our
questions.

„

This May, Emojibator relaunched the
website MasturbationMonth.com. What kind
of website are we talking about here?
Joe Vela: The website is pretty simple,
actually. For each day of the month of May,
visitors can return to the site for a new article
on masturbation, sexual health, or sex-positive humour. We want these articles to be
as informational and relatable as possible
because masturbation is normal, yet not
widely discussed.
Looking back at 2018, what made you decide
to bring the website back this year as well?
Joe Vela: It was never a thought in our mind
to not bring it back. While we are a fun-first
brand, we also see it as our mission to educate about sexual health in addition to closing
the orgasm gap. Last year’s Masturbation
Month was incredibly successful in that regard
and we wanted to build from there.
Were there any changes in the concept, content or otherwise in this year’s instalment?
Madelyn Allard: I think this year we made
more of an effort to reach out to a more intersectional audience and touch on things that
are even more taboo.

Joe Vela, CEO and founder of Emojibator

Can you give us an example of what your
visitors can find on the page?
Madelyn Allard: This year we were lucky to
have MacKenzie Peck, founder, and editor in
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chief of Math Magazine share an incredibly
personal story on the discovery of her asexuality. It’s a moving piece and working with her
was pretty awesome.
You‘ve worked with a number of guest writers.
Who contributed to the project?
Madelyn Allard: As mentioned above,
MacKenzie Peck of Math Mag, Erika Lust,
Suzannah Weiss, Alex Fine of Dame, Daisy
Ducati, Arielle Kaplan, Ian of the Sex Toy Collective, and my personal favourite, comedian
and writer, Carolyn Busa.
Why do people need “help” when masturbating anyway? Isn’t this something everybody
should be able to do?
Madelyn Allard: [Laughs] Maybe from a male
perspective! Female masturbation and pleasure are still taboo, as well as for those who
fall outside the gender binary. Most people’s
sexual education was “don’t have sex and if
you do you will get STDs and/or pregnant”.
Educators don’t even touch on the subject
of masturbation which has led to shame and
misinformation for most people.
Do you have any data about who visited
MasturbationMonth.com that you can share
with us?
Joe Vela: So far, we’ve had over 10,000 unique
visitors, and we still have a couple of weeks left
so we expect to see more by the end of May.
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“E D U C ATO R S D O N ’ T E V E N
TO U C H O N TH E S U B J E C T
Madelyn Allard,
Marketing Manager at Emojibator

O F M A S T U R B ATI O N W H I C H
H A S L E D TO S H A M E A N D
M I S I N FO R M ATI O N FO R

How was the feedback you’ve gotten from your
visitors?
Madelyn Allard: I’ve seen a lot of positive
feedback across social media. I think people
appreciate that we’ve included diverse voices and
normalised all sexualities.
Can you give us a little insight into the economic
side of the webpage? Why is it worth the while for
Emojibator to create such a sophisticated project?
Joe Vela: There’s a bigger picture here than the
pure economics of our business; like our mission
to educate. We hope that making this information and narrative available will create a snowball
effect for the entire industry, however it only a
band-aid solution until the sex education system
changes. We believe that if you can affect the way
people think or feel with stories and data, you can
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MOST PEOPLE.“
M A D E LY N A L L A R D

change the way they behave, purchase, et cetera.
We think that this project has the potential to lift
the entire sexual health products category.
Will we see another instalment of MasturbationMonth.com in 2020?
Madelyn Allard: Hell yeah! Once this May is over,
I’m going to start brainstorming and reaching out
to companies so that Masturbation Month 2020 is
bigger and better than ever.
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Ohnut is a mission-driven wearable
that customises penetration depth

exclusive

Emily Sauer and her invention have already changed many people’s sex life for the better

Experiencing pain during sex
is a widespread problem.
According to studies, 75% of
women are affected by such
pains at some point in their
life. Emily Sauer was one
of them. And even though
she had little knowledge of
product development or business economics, she decided
to find a solution – and she
did. EAN spoke with Emily
about her invention, Ohnut.

Emily Sauer,
the inventor
of Ohnut

„

What exactly is Ohnut?
Emily Sauer: Ohnut is a mission-driven wearable that customises penetration depth. For
those who experience discomfort during deep
penetration or who are curious about depth
exploration in general, Ohnut is a simple way
to find out what feels good - for both partners.
Ohnut launched with a crowdfunding campaign that raised 60k and is championed by
sex educators, OBGYNs, and pelvic physical
therapists all over the world.
And how does Ohnut work? How do you use
the product?
Emily: This modular wearable is comprised
of 1-4 soft stackable rings that link together
and compress down, acting like a buffer.
Ohnut is worn externally at the base of a
penetrating partner (ex. a shaft, toy, or dilator)
making Ohnut intuitive to adjust during both
penetration or foreplay. With a renewed sense
of confidence (and less fear of discomfort!),
there‘s a welcomed dynamic of curiosity in the
bedroom.
Who is Ohnut made for? How would you
describe the target audience?
Emily: While Ohnut isn‘t just for women,
research shows that 75% of women will have
painful sex in their lifetime. The unfortunate
mainstream assumption is that ‚he‘s just too
big,‘ yet there are dozens of physical and psychological causes of discomfort. Ohnut has
seen the most support from new moms, folks
with endometriosis, IC, and the post-operation
(M > F) trans community. That being said,
over 25% of our customers are men! We‘re
proud to say that Ohnut has been well received by the gay community as well.
What can you tell us about the inception
stage? How did you get the idea for Ohnut?
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Emily: People are always hesitant to ask me
why I created Ohnut :) Because I needed it!! I
had zero background in product development,
pelvic health or business - but I knew the problem real well. For me, doctors dismissed my
concerns for over 10 years... when finally, the
physical discomfort from sex made me feel
like a failure. To myself and my partner. So,
when I hacked a prototype at home to customise penetration depth, I experienced not only
a physical relief, but an emotional upheaval.
‚It wasn’t my fault.‘ Since then, I‘ve become
an inventor, an advocate, and a businesswoman. (A huge thanks to Tony Levine, my
knight in shining yellow armour!)
Ohnut has been on the market for a few
months in the United States. How has the initial
response been?
Emily: The irony that Ohnut has brought to
light is that I had felt alone and un-relatable in
my experience of painful sex for over a decade.
Yet the moment that Ohnut became a vehicle
for conversation - I couldn‘t believe how alone
I wasn‘t. Our first press video gained 1 million
views in 3 days! (That was insane.) Because
of shame, a massive population has been
silenced by a completely shared experience, so
people appreciate the way Ohnut acknowledges how sex can be complicated. It can make
or break our self esteem if something isn‘t easy,
doesn‘t feel good, or goes wrong. Ohnut is
here to reminder you that each of us is still very
capable and deserving, of human connection.
After all, sex isn‘t just physical. It‘s an honour
to be sold in a range of US stores including:
Good Vibrations, Urban Outfitters, all the way
to Harvard‘s Cancer Research Center.
In Europe, your product is being distributed by
Eropartner. How did that collaboration come
about?
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Emily: Amongst a handful of trustworthy companies, both veteran and millennial-owned, it was
unanimous that Eropartner should be our first adult
distributor abroad. The decision on our end was
easy.
What convinced you that Eropartner was the right
distributor for Ohnut? What do you expect from
potential partners in the distribution/wholesale
business?
Emily: Working with the Eropartner team has been
delightfully personal! For example, before we had
our own expo displays Eropartner took it upon
themselves to present Ohnut on a tiered dessert
platter! They sent me a photo and Ohnut looked like
these joyful little donut treats! It was so unexpectedly thoughtful! Ohnut is not like other traditionally
‚sexy‘ brands, and Eropartner has completely
embraced that with us. They also titled one article
about Ohnut ‚Hole lotta love.‘ What more could I ask
for? At the end of the day, no consumer wants to
feel like something is ‚wrong‘ with them, and I completely trust that Eropartner (and hopefully future
partners!) will help establish Ohnut internationally as
a brand of positivity.

Emily: We‘re still in early stages, and we hope to
have more materials in the upcoming months!

Ohnut is created
from a soft and highly
flexible material

Ohnut is a product that needs to be explained to be
fully understood. How do you and your European
distribution partner present Ohnut to the retail trade
to make sure everybody sees the potential of this
product?
Emily: We‘ve only been shipping for a couple
months, and it became apparent that people don‘t
want to feel like something is ‚wrong‘ with them.
What doesn‘t work as well: ‚Ohnut is an aid that helps women who have painful sex.‘ We‘ve found that
customers respond ‚significantly better‘
to this instead: ‚Ohnut allows couples to
customise penetration depth.‘ DepenWith its modular rings,
ding on the audience, it can be followed
Ohnut serves as a
up with ‚Sometimes penetration can go
vaginal buffer
too deep (we all know what that‘s like!).‘ It‘s
important to create a space that feels normal
and welcoming, and once that happens - product moves. It‘s been exciting to see how
so many retailers have brought Ohnut into
their stores, because by carrying Ohnut
they stand for a new generation of mission
oriented sexual health products.
Do you also support retailers with sales-promoting materials for the point of sale?
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Are there plans for more versions of Ohnut, or maybe for other, new products you want to create?
Emily: Ohnut was designed to be modular for a
reason. Keep an eye out for add-ons!

“ OHNUT AL LOW S
C OUPL E S TO C USTOMISE
PE NE TRATION DE PTH.”
E M I LY S A U E R
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Most of our Monthly Mayhem interviewees
state that their childhood dream job was
being a doctor, an astronaut or a football
player, and that they ended up in the erotic
industry more or less by happenstance.
But that is not the case with Julia Kreismann. She is handling the Eastern European market for ORION Wholesale, and
according to what she tells in this Monthly
Mayhem, her fascination with the industry
must have started pretty early.

„
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“ I ALWAY S WANTE D TO
W ORK IN THE E ROTIC
INDUSTRY.“
JULIA KREISMANN

You were born in Russia. How would you
describe the ‚Russian soul‘?
Julia Kreismann: The Russian soul is
hospitable, loving, and deep – and a bit
melancholy when the days are long and
there’s a little vodka.

Where do you see yourself in 10 years’ time?
Julia Kreismann: On a yacht.

What was your childhood ambition?
Julia Kreismann: I always wanted to work in
the erotic industry.

What is your idea of a perfect working day?
Julia Kreismann: Being surrounded by
happy, friendly people.

How did you get into the love toy industry?
Julia Kreismann: I got the job through a
headhunter.

How do you relax after work?
Julia Kreismann: I have a ‚Russian soul‘, so
I already am pretty relaxed (see question 1).

If you weren’t in this industry, what would you
be doing now?
Julia Kreismann: Probably the automation
industry or tourism.

Who would you consider your role model and
why?
Julia Kreismann: According to the Russian
media, I’d have to name Putin here.

What was the biggest step in your career?
Julia Kreismann: I feel the biggest step is
yet to come.

Imagine you have been asked to award a
medal to someone. Who’s the lucky winner?
Julia Kreismann: My grandfather.

How do you envision the future of the love toy
industry?
Julia Kreismann: The robots replace us all.
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Julia Kreismann
Questions & Answers

“ALWAY S THINK
POSITIV E LY !“
JULIA KREISMANN

Which personal success are you proud of?
Julia Kreismann: Getting top marks for my
diploma thesis.

Which three things would you take with you to a
deserted island?
Julia Kreismann: A tent, a MP3 player, and a lot of
alcohol.

What do you particularly like about yourself?
Julia Kreismann: Being open and curious about
anything new.
Which vice could you never forgive?
Julia Kreismann: Betrayal!

If you could swap lives with somebody for a day,
who would it be?
Julia Kreismann: Mark Zuckerberg.
Is there anything you would never do again?
Julia Kreismann: I would never eat meat again.

What song do you sing in the shower?
Julia Kreismann: Kalinka, Kalinka …

Do you have some good advice you want to share
with our readers?
Julia Kreismann: Always think positively!

Who would you never ever like to see naked?
Julia Kreismann: Oh, there are many.
With whom would you like to go to the cinema and
what film would you watch?
Julia Kreismann: With friends. And I’d pick ‚Avatar.‘
You have a month’s holiday. Where do you go?
Julia Kreismann: Polynesia.
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BOOT Y ENL ARGEMENT

Perfekte Creme zur Anregung des Po-Wachstums mit einer einzigartigen
Wirkstoffkombination. Zur täglichen Anwendung geeignet, ideal kombinierbar mit den Po-Übungen.
Perfect cream to stimulate butt enlargement with an unique ingredient combination. Suitable for daily use, perfectly combinable with butt exercises.

Art. No. 44074

www.HOT-PV. com
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